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I ., ntroduction,"

This appendix deals with the regulatory enviroment that the civilian air

fleet has faced in the past and will likely face in the future. A brief

history of the different regulatory agencies involved with civilian air travel

is presented first, followed by a more in-depth analysis of the changing

regulatory environment brought about by the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978,

and its possible consequences on the structure of the civilian air fleet in

the future.

The air he industry is currently experiencing a radical departure from

historical trends in regulatory activity -- the periodic phasing out of

certain aspects of airline regulation, specifically affecting the airlines'

operating behavior and subsequently affecting industry structure in terms of

airplane mix. The "dust" has not settled from this rapidly changing, evolving

new industry structure. However, it is clear that the airline industry of the

future will look different from that of the last 10 to 15 years. The

discussion below evaluates these trends arid provides a perspective for

understanding behavioral changes that are occurring in the industry at the

present time and are likely to occur in the near future, a subject that

receives considerably more attention in later sections of the report.

IIo PASSENGER REGULATION

A. Federal Aviation Administration

A federal role in fostering and regulating civil aviation began in the

1-3
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year 1926 with the Air Commerce Act 1 (see Table 1). This led to the

establishment of the Aeronautics Branch, later called the Bureau of Air

Commerce, located in the Department of Commerce. Authority was given to

certificate pilots and aircraft to develop air navigation facilities, promote

safety, and issue flight information. In 1958, the year in which American

jets entered commercial service, Congress passed the Federal Aviation Act.

This Act created the Federal Aviation Agency with broad authority to regulate

civil aviation and provide for the safe and efficient utilization of the

nation's air space. Eight years later the Department of Transportation Act of

1966 placed the FAA under the aegis of the Secretary of Transportation. This

allowed the FAA's functions to be considered in the context of a national

transportation policy and allowed for the coordination of transportation

modes, a function for which the Department of Transportation was created.

Chief among the FAA's policies are the promotion of aviation safety and

ensuring the efficient use of the nation's navigable air space. The FAA

carries out its responsibilities by issuing and enforcing safety rules and

regulations, certificating airmen, aircraft, aircraft components, air

agencies, and airports, conducting aviation safety related-research and

development, and managing and operating the national air space system.

At the end of 1978 there were almost 800,000 active FAA certificated ,

t including slightly over 200,000 student pilots.2  Mechanics, control tower

operators, and other support services number in excess of 362,000.

1 See publication, Federal Aviation Administration, Department of

Transportation, available at Public Information Center, Office of Public
Affairs, FAA; also DOT, FAA's, The Federal Aviation Administration and its
Responsibilities, Speaker's Kit -- SK-2.

2 Ibid, pp. 2-5, for the following data.

1-4
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TABLE I

Development of Federal
Role in Civil Aviation

Year Act Agency

1926 Air Commerce Act Aeronautics Branch
Bureau of Air Commerce

1938 Civil Aeronautics Act Civil Aeronautics Authority
Civil Aeronautics Board

1958 Federal Aviation Act Federal Aviation Agency

1966 Department of Transportation Department of Transporation

1-5.'.
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There were at this time 2,545 air carrier aircraft, 180,000 general aviation

aircraft, approximately 1,800 pilot schools, 134 mechanics schools, 2,750

repair stations in the U.S., and 107 overseas. The FAA operates and maintains

25 air route traffic control centers, 428 airport traffic control centers, 21

ccmbined stations/towers, 318 flight service stations, 6 international flight

service stations, 99 air route surveillance radar/en route, 180 airport

surveillance radars/terminal, 628 instrument landing systems, over 900

navigation facilities, and 534 remote center air/ground facilities. The FAA

owns or leases and operates about 67 aircraft of various types, both piston

and turbojet, used for training flight standards inspectors for flight

testing, air navigation facilities, R&D purposes, and administrative needs.

Of the 4,751 publicly-owned airports in the United States, 3,000 are included

in the National Airport Systems Plan, and of these 847 serve both airline and

general aviation activity. For these 3,000 airports, the FAA develops the

NASP which identifies and forecasts airport development improvement projects

required to accommodate aircraft safely and efficiently.

The FAA operates about 10,000 navigational aids to provide pilot guidance

and location information gver the 351,564 miles of the federal airways system.

FAA inspectors fly over 70 million miles a year monitoring the airways aboard

a fleet of specially equipped FAA aircraft. The FAA has primary

responsibility for the safe operation of 195,000 civil, military, and

international aircraft. The civilian air fleet, part of this system, ranges

from multi-engine jet transports to small sports aircraft and also includes

helicopters, balloons, blimps, and gliders.

The FAA has designated more than 6,000 physician& as aviation medical

examiners who conduct periodic physical examinations on the approximately

1-6
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800,000 active FAA pilot certificates. Mechanics, parachute riggers, ground

instructors, aircraft dispatchers, flight navigators, and engineers are also

included in the category that must take physical examinations and be licensed

for their occupations by the FAA. Finally, the FAA is also responsible for

developing and enforcing the rules that govern safety in civil aviation.

Their certification processes include standards for aircraft air worthiness,

flight crew members and other airmen, operating requirements ir air carriers,

air taxis, agricultural crop dusters, air traffic rules, ru2 for air space

utilization, etc.

B. Civil Aeronautics Board

*1. Domestic Activities

The Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) is the outgrowth of the Civil

Aeronautics Act of 1938 which established the independent Civil Aeronautics

* Authority with responsibility for both safety and economic functions. In 1940

. the Civil Aeronautics Administration was created, which was placed under an

Assistant Secretary in the Department of Commerce and a semi-independent Civil

* Aeronautics Board, and which reported directly to Congress but had

administrative ties to the Department of Commerce. The CAB has had many

functions in the regulation of air transportation. These functions have

40 affected both the structure of the industry as it has evolved over time and

the day-to-day operating behavior of the individual airlines. In terms of

industry structure, the CAB controls entry and exit from the industry by its

* -~ authority to grant route certificates to individual airlines and to require

the continuation of service to particular communities where strict financial

considerations might not warrant the operation. This latter function is

guaranteed through the use of a subsidy program. By its control of entry and

1-7



to institute new services at new gateways over a six-year period. However,

the Bermuda TI agreements also provided some difficulties for U.S. carriers.

Sensing discontent, a new international policy began to emerge -- one that

focused on liberalizing that portion of the airline industry rather than

restricting it. This approach allowed marketing and pricing flexibility and

in exchange offered new U.S. gateways to foreign carriers.

C. Department of Transportation

The Department of Transportation has responsibility for developing an

overall transportation policy and implementing that policy with the

cooperation of other agencies and departments. The DOT is a primary partner

in developing the international bilaterial agreements for air transportation

between the United States and foreign countries. It does this in coordination

with the CAB and the Department of State. It a1 io oversees the functions of

the FAA and provides the mechanism for coordination of air transport policy

with other transportation modes' policies within the United States.

III. FREIGHT REGULATION
4  "

Direct air carriers, air freight forwarders, and various types of surface

carriers, the principal participants in the air cargo industry, have been

subject to control in their operating authority by the Civil Aeronautics Board

and by the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC). In varying degrees, some

price regulation has also been imposed on the industry by these agencies.

ontrols over entry and pricing have been of primary importance in determining ",6

the shape of the industry. Under the Federal Aviation Act of 1958, common .2

4 Much of the information presented here was taken from Lucille Sheppard
Keyes, "Regulatory Reform in Air Cargo Transportation," American Enterprise
Institute, 1980.;

1-10
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exit, the CAB largely determines the number and size distribution of not only

airline companies that operate within the industry but also the relative mix

of different kinds of aircraft. Thus, they have impact on aircraft

manufacturers.

In cooperation with the FAA and other federal agencies, the CAB also has

some impact on the cost structure of the airlines, and in cooperation with the

FTC and Department of Justice effects the vertical integration and the

degree of conglomeration within the industry. Aside from the safety aspects

of air transportation which are largely controlled by the FAA, the CAB

concerns itself more with the economic interrelationships and the development

of the industry from an economics perspective than does any other agency of

the Federal Government. In addition, the CAB is responsible in large part for

a major aspect of the operating behavior of the airline industries, namely

pricing. Fare changes have up until recently required CAB approval, as did

other activities which constitute the day-to-day operating behavior of the

airlines.

In controlling pricing, the CAB also had, until recently, significant

impact on the performance of the airlines. Certainly, the areas of productive

and allocative efficiency, the CAB's oversight of passenger load factors,

bumping rules, overbooking allowances, etc. had a significant impact on the

operating behavior and performance of individual airlines. In a normal market

an industry's operating behavior and performance would affect the structure of

the industry. However, up until the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978, the CAB

seemed to control all aspects of the development of the industry. They did

not have to be concerned with the feedback effects of theirpricing policies

on industry structure nor the impact of.performance on industry structure

I-8



since they controlled the industry structure themselves.

2. International Activities -

In the area of U.S. international aviation policy, the CAB has also

played a very strong role. 3 A triad, including the Department of

Transportation, the Department of State, and the CAB have been responsible for

negotiating agreements for international travel between the U.S. Government

and foreign governments. These bilateral agreements serve to reduce

discrimination that might exist against U.S carriers on the part of foreign

governments in an effort to strengthen their own domestic carriers (in a

competitive sense). However, quiet diplomacy, usually conducted by the carrier

itself, has in the past been a more useful approach than invoking

straightforward retaliatory actions on the part of the U.S. Government. Since

the postwar period, the U.S. had negotiated these bilateral agreements from a

position of world dominance. An initial set of agreements called the Bermuda

I agreements authorized the designation of U.S. carriers to serve from the ,.

United States to specific ports in foreign countries. Authority was enjoyed

by our carriers to operate and carry local traffic between foreign 6ountries.

However, U.S. carriers lost market share to growing European carriers

throughout the period 1970 to 1977 because of the general increased

competitiveness of foreign carriers.

In 1976 the U.K. denounced the Bermuda I agreement on the grounds of

imbalanced benefits. From these renegotiations the U.S. lost its absolute

* right of multiple designation. Flight privileges out of the U.K. and Hong

Kong were restricted severely. However, in return, the U.S. gained the power

3 See Statement of Marvin S. Cohen, Chairman, CAB before the House Committee
* on Public Works and Transportation, Subcommittee on Investigatiod and

Oversight, August 4, 1981.
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carrier interstate air transportation requires CAB authorization, either by a

certificate of public convenience and necessity or by administrative

exemption. Before 1977 reform legislation, certificated all cargo carriers

were also confined to specific routes and exclusively limited to the carriage

of cargo, not passengers. Direct air carriers were allowed to carry

passengers as well as cargo, but until recently their total payload could not

exceed 7,500 pounds (recently changed to 18,000 pounds by the CAB). Air

freight forwarders cannot engage in direct air carriage, that is, they cannot

operate aircraft without additional specific authority, although they can

charter in interstate air transportation.. These charters may be obtained from

supplemental as well as route-type carriers. Joint loading, where two or more

air freight forwarders assemble their freight under one designated forwarder

or shipper, has been permitted since 1955 for charters.

Air carrier parti.cipation and surface carriage is limited by the Pick Up

and Delivery service (PUD) regulations under the aegis of the CAB and ICC.

The general confinement area of a 25 to 50 mile radius of the point of origin

or termination of air carriage was changed to 25 to 35 miles in the spring of

1979. Direct air carriers may also contract with ICC certified surface

carriers to provide pickup and delivery services beyond the PUD zone or to

provide substitute service on routes where the air carrier has direct air

* operating authority. The service, however, has been restrictive. Up until

recently, surface transportation had to be supplied at ICC-specified common

carrier rates, and these rates have been insufficient to enable truckers to

* provide the expedited services that the shippers of freight by air require..

In addition, CAB rules governing substitute service have required that the

service be provided only between points where some air service is being

0-l



offered and it has to be accompanied by prior and subsequent air movement.

Air freight forwarder participation in surface transportation is generally

subject to the same limitations that apply to direct air carriers. However,

an exception is United Parcel Service which is a large air freight forwarder

but has obtained extensive trucking authority from the ICC as a surface

freight forwarder. Until recently the purpose of the certification has been

to protect existing operators from excessive competitive inroads on their

revenues. The certificates stake out territories within which carriers enjoy

protected status.

Although trunk, local, and all cargo airlines have been subject to price

regulation since 1938, commuter carriers have been exempted and air freight

forwarders also exempted from price regulation, although they must file and

adhere to tariffs and refrain from discrimination.

IV. INTERRELATIONSHIPS IN REGULATION

In the past, the division of regulatory responsibilities between the

various agencies involved in air passenger and freight transportation have

been fairly clear. The FAA had prime responsibility for air traffic safety

and the day-to-day operation of the system. The CAB was more respnsible for

the economic characteristics and the development of those characteristics over

time within the aviation system. The Department of Transportation in general

and the Department of State, in conjunction with these other independent

agencies, focused most of their attention on overall transportation policy and

interrelationships of the development of the U.S. air fleet with international

markets and governments (see Exhibit I).

In the past there has been little overlap in functions and

* responsibilities between these goverment entities, at least to the extent

1-12
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EXHIBIT 1

Flow ofGovernmentI.Involvement in Air Transportation

* Transportation Policy
[DOT, CAB, DOS, White House,

ICC, MARAD, Congress]

Air Transportation Policy
[DOT, CAB, DOS, Wite House]

- --.-

(DCABAB DOJ] I[DOT,~ j7CABT7OS]

Cogoerto Routes Pricing Certification
[CAB 

•[FAA]

Legend:

DOT Department of Transportation (includes FAA)
FAA - Federal Aviation Administration
CAB - Civil Aeronautics Board
ICC - Interstate Commerce Commissiong

MARAD - Maritime Administration
DOS - Department of State
D03 Department of Justice

1-13
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where major frictions and differences of opinion have resulted in divergences

in overall policy. Indeed, if one were to attach a chronology to the impact

that the regulatory agencies have had on the industry, the prime mover would

be the CAB. It is the CAB that has the power to alter the structure and

operating behavior of the industry through its restrictions on entry and exit

from particular markets and restrictions on fares. Once the overall structure

has been developed and the airlines and aircraft manufacturers respond with a

particular mix of airplanes, it is the FAA's responsibility to guarantee

safety in travel not only in a development sense for the airlines but on a

day-to-day operational sense, on a continuing basis.

Each regulatory agency and its oversight of passenger and cargo travel has

been significantly affected by the recent moves to deregulate the airline

industry. In some cases the deregulation environment has fostered or is

beginning to foster a change in the responsibility of specific agencies and

departments. In other cases it is clear that the deregulatory environment

will reduce the future input of these regulatory agencies and in some cases be

a significant force in guaranteeing their abolition. Ignoring for the momeht

the impacts of increasingly higher fuel costs, economic recession, and other

world trends on the future development of the airline industry and subsequent

mix of airplanes in service, the section below focuses solely on the impacts

of the deregulatory environment on the future of the airline industries.

V. DEREGULATION IN THE AIRLINES

A number of regulatory actions have been taken in the last few years that

have brought about a general state of daregulation 
or anticipated deregulation

in the airline industry. This envirorment applies to both passenger travel

• domstically, cargo shipments, and international travel. Below, each of these

1-14
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areas of air transport is evaluated in the context of a deregulation

environment. A major purpose of this discussion is to provide a framework

within which future outyear projections of aircraft mix can be made, given the

new environment (see Table 2).

A. Passenger

1. Domestic

a. Initial Action

After four years of legislative hearings and debates initiated during the

Ford administration, President Carter signed into-law the Airline Deregulation

Act of 1978 in October of that year. The two major components of that Act

were that at the end of 1981 the Federal Government would cease telling

airlines what markets they could serve, and on January 1, 1983 the government

would no longer tell airlines what to charge. The major provisions of the Act

that took effect immediately included the following:

1. A shift of the burden of proof in route authority cases from the need

for a public showing that entry meets public convenience and necessity to a

showing by opponents that entry is inconsistent with public convenience and

necessityl

2. Provision for a limited degree of automatic entry which required no

CAB review or approval;

3. Allowance of carriers to apply for and obtain dormant route authority

-- that is, authority that was not being used by the airline holding the

particular certificate;

4. The setting of a statutory zone for reasonableness for fares;

5. Provision for a new essential air service program intended to replace

local service subsidies and established procedures for airlines wishing to

1-15
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terminate service at specific communities to the degree these provisions

ratified steps that the CAB had already taken in liberalizing pricing and

entry for existing certificated carriers. However, the specific action

protected the Board's policies from court challenge and guaranteed that no

future changes by the CAB could reverse this general course of deregulation.

These provisions made rapid entry possible and opened the opportunity for

the first time for airlines other than trunks and local service carriers to

obtain certificated route authority. In a sense, entry since that time has

been virtually unrestricted. Indeed, in early 1979 the Board adopted a policy

of open entry, that is, allowing carriers to enter new routes as a matter of

business julymnt for all fit carriers, approximately three years ahead of the

statutory requirement for the elimination of economic route regulation.

b. Recent Sunset Initiatives

As recently as July of 1981 in a statement by Marvin Cohen, former

Chairman of the CAB, before the Senate Subcoanmittee on Aviation, a number of

new legislative proposals were brought foith. To briefly summarize the

Board's new proposals for changing the rectulation of air transportation, the

following were pr9posed:

I. Elimination of air carrier certificates issued by the CAB for domestic

transportation and allowing the FAA to assume the full responsibility for

ensuring that carriers provide safe transportation;

2. Eliminate the CAB's and any successor agency's approval authority over

mergers, acquisitions and interlocking relationships and replace it with
W

authority to intervene in antitrust cases in the oourt6l4

3. Transfer of the authority to approve and immunize carrier agreements

to the Department of Transportation rather than the Department of Justice as

1-17
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presently provided in the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978, and repeal such

authority for domestic transportation on January 1, 1986;

4. Transfer to the Department of Transportation the CAB's authority over

the carrier's duty to provide safe and adequate service.

An earlier proposal sent to Congress, which was part of the present Bill,

would repeal the Section 406 subsidy program which the Board feels is

unnecessary in view of the now fully operating Section 419, Essential Air

Service and Compensation Program. - In addition, the CAB would transfer its
e

authority to collect information and reports to the Department of

Transportation and would revise the federal preemption provision to reflect an

elimination of Board certificates to continue to bar states from regulating

interstate carriers and operations, except for those that have a minimum

involvement with interstate transportation. Further, the Board's proposal

would change the preemption provision, ensuring that in the exercise of

proprietary rights, carrier access to airports is not unreasonably denied by

airport operators. The CAB's proposal also recommends changes to the Federal

Aviation Act to reflect the various transfers and repeals and to provide for

an orderly transition in functions and an orderly shutdown of the CAB.

As recent as October, 1981, the Senate Commerce Committee staff was in the

process of drafting early sunset legislation for the CAB. According to that

draft legislation the CAB would cease to exist by April 1, 1983, but could be

phased out as early as January 1, 1983 if both the CAB and the Department of

Transportation agreed on that timetable. There were various other provisions

of the sunset legislation including the following:

1. Mandatory joint fares would continue until January 1, 1986. The

current forkiula for dividing the joint fares, howevir,-Vould be.'.liminated

1-38
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July 1, 1984, and commuters and the larger airlines would then negotiate the

division.

2. Authority to grant antitrust immunity for interline agreements would

be transferred to the Department of Transportation before ending completely on

January 1, 1986. No new agreements would receive immunity after April 1,

1983, except for amendments to older agreenents:

3. Section 406 subsidy levels would gradually decrease from $28 million

in FY82 to $7 million in FY85.

4. Airline reporting requirements would be reduced to a minimum. The

government's ability to investigate carrier management under Section 415

involving international aviation would also be limited.

5. Anti-discrimination rules would be enforced by the Justice Department

instead of the CAB. Private citizens could not bring their own discrimination

suits against the airlines but would have to go through their local U.S.

a tto rney.

6. Airlines would not be required to carry mail. The Department of

Transportation would oversee contracts for carrying international mail and the

U.S. Postal Service would negotiate contracts for domestic mail. Foreign

carriers could be used if no U.S. carriers were available to carry mail.

7. CAB authority over airline mergers would be repealed April 1, 1983.

Mergers within the industry would be handled as they are in any other

industry, by the Justice Department.

S. The Federal Trade Commission would have responsibility to oversee

consumer affairs functions now performed by the CAB.

9. Control over international affairs would be transferred to the

Department of Transportation where rdquirements to approve all international

1-19



fares that are not so low that they are deemed predatory and that are within a

zone of upward flexibility determined by the government would be controlled.

10. No separate agency within the Transportation Department similar to

the functioning of the Federal Aviation Administration would be initiated to

handle foxmer CAB functions.

11. CAB responsibility for determining the employment impacts of

deregulation are transferred to the Department of Transportation. Financial

aid to such employees continues.

12. The legislation includes no provisions for publishing tariffs or

fares.

2. International

A new international policy has begun to emerge and focuses on the

exchange of liberalizations instead of restrictions in international air

travel, different from the Bermuda 11 model which focused on limited gateways,

capacity controls, loss of flight privileges and rigid prices. The more

liberal approach allows marketing and pricing flexibility and offers foreign

carriers new U.Sf gateways. Up until August of 1981, the U.S. had entered

into 19 new air transport agreements under these liberalized guidelines. They

vary in the degree of their competitive freedom across different countries.

The elimination of discriminatory practices that U.S. carriers have endured

for many years has been a major focus of this effort. Consumers have

benefited from this liberalization approach. The success of the Laker Sky

Train and other liberal agreements put pressures on Great Britain and Eui'ope

to reduce other restrictive practices. For the first time ever, North

Atlantic service became responsive to the needs of vacation travellers, in

* addition to gdverniaent employees, bdsiness executives and the wealthy. The
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most important benefit of this new competitive aviation policy is found in

the wide range of competitive prices and services available to the flying

public and increased international services, not only at existing gateways but

at new interior gateways in the tl"tited States.

B. Freight

The proposal to reform air cargo regulation was passed in November of

1977. For all intents and purposes, it took effect immediately. It is not

the purpose here to trace the long line of interactions that led to the final

proposal for the liberalization of air cargo transport. 5 By brief review,

however, the new law allows for open entry after a brief period of time,

limited price control and immediate expanded authority for some of the

existing participants. Although all issues regarding air cargo reform

legislation have not been settled, it is instructive to survey the probable

future impacts as well as immediate post reform developments resulting from

this action.

Domestic air freight traffic in 1978 was 26 percent higher than it had

been in 1977. This is in contrast to a 10 percent annual growth rate over the

period 1969-1977. Indeed, freighter capacity operated by trunk lines and the

all cargo carriers %as 21 percent higher in 1978 than in 1977. With the

addition of new air transport equipment, Federal Express in 1978 handled

shipments 38 percent higher than it had handled in 1977. For all cargo

commuters as a group, shipments in 1978 were almost 34 percent above 1977.

During a one year grandfather period, 74 carriers received all-cargo

5 For a detailed account of the content of this legislation, see
Lucille Shepard Keyes' Requlatory Reform and Air Cargo Transportation,
American 3terprise Institute, 1980, Chapt. 21 pp. 22-39.
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certificates, including ten trunklines, three all-cargo carriers, 52 air

taxis and nine supplementals. After November 1978, and in an environment of

general open entry, 29 new applications were made to the CAB. Most came from

freight forwarders and contract carriers. However, a few were newcomers to

the air freight business. Furthermore, in the midst of this additional

capacity, there were complaints in mid-1978 of still remaining insufficient

freight capacity.

General freight rate increases occurred in 1978 and 1979, contrary to some

general price reductions that had been hoped for with the advent of

deregulation. However, it seems that actual freight rate levels in this post-

regulatory period were well within the bounds of what would have been

permitted under continued regulation, since costs did increase significantly

in the period 1977 through 1979. In addition, the deregulation period allowed

experimental pricing to take place with a much greater ability to alter

experimental prices when found to be unprofitable. The CAB has acted to

expand the authority of air freight forwarders and shippers' cooperatives and

to permit the same company to operate both as an all-cargo certificated

carrier and as an exempt commuter. The CAB has not allowed direct air

carriers to pay commissions to forwarders on shipments tendered by them but

has opened the possiblity that the forwarders could be paid for a ready-for-S

carriage fee which would amount to the same thing. The CAB has campaigned

against the ICC in an effort to expand the PUD zone to a more flexible limit

that would permit air carriers to perform all-surface carriage that was

incidental to transportation, at least be set at a 100 mile radius.
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VI. FUTURE ENVIRONMENT

It would appear at this time that the future regulatory environment will

consist of the following: (1) the elimination of the CAB, and (2) the FAA's

oversight of safety and air transportation and the DOT in general responsible

for bilateral agreements for international air travel, the collection of

routine data, and general aviation policy developments (see Table 3). Within

that regulatory environment there may be a change in the structure of air

service. In order to understand the evolving structure of air service, it is

necessary to have some understanding of the arguments made for and against

deregulation in air passenger service. 6

A. Advocacy of Deregulation

Proponents of deregulation point to the falling real cost of air travel

immediately following deregulation as well as a high rate of growth in

* traffic, expansion of air service, and high airline profits as indicators of

success of deregulation. The rather sudden deterioration in service and

profits that occurred in the last quarter of 1979 and throughout 1980 were

* caused by rapid rises in fuel costs, a strike within the industry, and general

recessionary trends throughout the economy that affected airline service

demand.

* Proponents of deregulation claim that pricing and entry freedom has caused

four major developments in the industry that has substantially changed the

6 It is not the purpose here to become involved in a controversy over the

advantages or disadvantages in air transport service of deregulation. It is

sufficient to-highlight the arguments of the proponents and opponents of

deregulation and to suggest the future structure of air transportation given
the deregulatory environment. It is also sufficient to suggest the impact of
deregulation on future airline behavior without a detailed analytical

* evaluation of the dynamics of that behavior. That important topic will be

addressed in detail in A later Section of the report.
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TABLE 3

Major Aspects of Future
Regulatory Environment

Termination of all CALI functions.

FAA total responsibility for safety and efficient
use of air space.0

DOT-DOS responsibility for international agreements.

DOT responsibility for data collection.
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structure of the industry. These developments include:

1) Discount fares which are targeted at discretionary travelers and
shift such traffic to off-peak hours of the day.

2) A closer match of the quality of service and air fares with market
demands.

3) Substantial entry by trunk and local carriers into new routes and
the rapid growth of commuter airlines to replace some major carriers
in the smaller communities.

4) The growth of low-cost airlines, including the former intrastate

airlines (such as PSA) and the new entrant airlines.

These developments have, proponents claimed, made the airline industry

more efficient and better able to provide the amount and quality of service

that is demanded by travellers. Indeed, the proponents of deregulation claim

that productivity and service changes under deregulation significantly

improved the condition of air travel. Specifically, the growth rate of

airlines with lower costs have increased relative to the growth rates of other

airlines. Local service carriers have expanded into longer-haul markets-in an

effort to provide their passengers with single carrier service. In many

markets of less than a thousand miles, local airlines' aircraft provide

service at a lower cost than the three-engine equipment commonly used by the

trunks.

The new entrants into the industry have been the fastest growing segment

since the passage of the Airline Deregulation Act. Their provision of

no-frill service in relatively dense market has given them a competitive

advantage over existing carriers. Although trunk airlines made some strides

in terms of productivity -gains in the post-regulatory environment, their major

problem was their accumulation of a stock of aircraft in the regulated regime

4 that were poorly suited to the economic events that followed deregulation.

Their few, efficient aircraft coupled with the increae in the pric& of fuel
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during 1979 and 1980, increased their costs more than costs for the local

service carriers. In addition, they accounted for a large percentage of the

wide- bodied aircraft which are only fuel efficient if used to provide service

in dense long-haul markets. As industry demand declined, the number of

markets where wide-bodied equipment could efficiently be used, also declined.

Thus, with an excess capacity of the wide-bodied equipment, the fares in these

long-haul markets could not rise enough to cover rising costs. To a

significant degree, the deterioration in trunk airlines' profit has been due

to their inefficient fleet mix. One of the first effects of deregulation and

the resulting fare and route flexibility was to allow airlines to make better

use of existing aircraft. They were able to provide a given level of service

with a smaller fleet of aircraft. They have already been deemphasizing

secondary hubs and focusing more activity on primary hubs. The convenience of

service at these medium hub communities has declined on average but some

smaller hub cammunities are getting more direct service to the principal hub

rather than through the medium hubs. Non-hub markets have actually increased

the number of airflights since deregulation.

At the present time, the non-hubs are roceiving about the same number of

departures as they had in 1977. While some communities have lost service and

others have gained, there is no overall pattern of abandonment of service to

communities of any size. The smaller communites that used to be served by

multi-stop flights which have declined sharply since deregulation are now

obtaining commuter service which is often better timed and more direct than

the commuter service that had been replaced.

B. Opposition to Deregulation

In general, opponents of deregulation claim that the deregulatory
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environment has led to cutthroat priciig and severe adverse financial impact

upon the individual airlines as well as the deletion of many routes that were

less than profitable under the regulation and have now been abandoned,

therefore causing severe cuts in service to many communities.

Three of the common arguments raised against deregulation include the fact

that deregulation will: (1) lead to monopoly in the industry, and (2) destroy

the integrated airline network and cause cutbacks in service to small

communities, and, (3) it would permit destructive competition which would

financially destabilize the industry. Opponents of deregulation feared that a

few airlines would grow to dominate the industry and deregulation would reduce

competition. However, many studies show evidence that the airlines do not

exhibit economies of scale and therefore th.-re's no reason to expect that

larger airlines will dominate smaller airlines in a competitive environment.

In fact, the present trend seems to be toward less concentration. Smaller

airlines tend to be growing faster than the larger ones. There is no

indication that an oligopoly or monopoly situation is developing in the

industry. The development and exercise of monopoly power in individual

markets is also a claim made by opponents of deregulation. They fear that the

large airlines would set fares that substantially exceed the cost of service

in markets where their competition was weak. However, new and established

airlines have been very active in entering markets since deregulation. There

are not substantial barriers to entry in most markets and potential

* competition is disciplining airlines' pricing and servicing decisions.

Opponents to deregulation claim that deregulation-would-destroy the

integrated airline service network and cause the abandonment of service to

small communities. Regulation permitted cross-subsidizing of service in
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unprofitable markets by the profits earned in other markets, and once

competition was introduced, unprofitable markets would be dropped. However,

the adequate service provision of the Board's certificate of authority had

little or no direct influence on the service provided small communities by

deregulated airlines. Indeed, the air service network has become more

integrated under competition. Fewer trips today require connections than in

1978. Of those that require connections, a greater share now are made with a

single airline. There is a shift of connecting service from secondary hubs to

major hubs. Many small communities-are getting more direct service to their

ultimate destinations. Indeed, there is no tendency toward abandonment of

small community air service. Although trunk and local airlines have deleted

service to some cities, commuters have replaced them. Their service has been

judged to be better timed and more direct than the trunks or local service

airlines have provided in the past. The subsidies that are spent for these

small cities cost the taxpayer less than they have in the past.

The third major concern of opponents to deregulation was that it would

cause destructive competition and financially de-stabilize the industry.

Prices would fall below out-of-pocket costs on competitive routes and losses

earned would drive weaker airlines out of business. There have been fare wars

and fares in many cases did not cover fully allocated costs, but these fare

wars have been primarily in the long-haul markets, while in most other markets

long-run costs have been covered.

C. Long-Term Consequences

An indication of some optimistic outlook for the industry in the long run

had been the large purchases that had been -planned -for-the new fuel-efficient

aircraft. Trunks and local airlines had until reoently more aircraft on order
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than at any time since 1976. It is clear that at this point in time the

"dust" has not settled from the deregulation move. The system is in the

process of dynamic change with a restructuring of the mix of aircraft and the

service of all markets. It will be some time before it becomes clear what the

future structure of the industry will be but some trends caused by the

deregulation environment seem to be clear. They include the following:

1) The future number of competitive airlines may increase from
somewhere in the range of 16 to 20 at the present time to 40 to 50
in the future as the smaller airlines forge into longer-haul markets
in direct competition with the trunks and local service carriers.

2) There may be a change in the mix of the fleet, primarily to the use
of more fuel-efficient, short-range, large-capacity aircraft.

Whether or not larger more-fuel, inefficient aircraft will be
eliminated from service will depend upon the financing aspects of

replacement cost and appropriate capital availability, engine
retrofit, and incurrence of extended fuel costs in order to save
capital outlay.

3) Long-run real costs of air travel will probably decline as markets
become more competitive and air travel in general increases in
demand.
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ASSOCIATION FRAMEWORK

INTRODUCTION

This report describes the association framework that exists within the

airline and aircraft manufacturing industry. There are a large number of

associations that deal in some way with the airline industry. However, only a

few engage in functionally significant interactions with other aspects of the

airline industry, for example, the regulatory environment. Since most

organizations provide specialized services for their members, and since most

of these services are tangential to the central focus of this study, these

other organizations will receive no attention in this report.1  Only those

associations that have impact on the airlines that are important to the

objective of this study will be discussed below.

There are four associations that are of primary importance for this study.

They include the Air Transport Association, the Aerospace Industries

Association, the International Air Transport Association, and the

International Civil Aviation Organization. These four associations are

discussed individually in detail below. The interaction of these

associations, not only with other associations but with governments, airlines,

and aircraft manufacturers, is also described. Before describing each

association's operations, a brief section on the effectiveness of associations

is provided.

1 Appendix A presents a listing of all associations and support organizations
that are involved in airline industry activities.
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EFFECTIVENESS OF THE ASSOCIATION FRAMEWORK

The associations described above are most influential on the "supply

side" of the airline industry. Many other associations that deal with demand

and the passenger or cargo side of the industry have not received attention

here because of the relatively small role that they play relative to these

major associations. It is not an easy task to describe the effectiveness of

these associations and certainly not easy to attach quantitative measures to

their effectiveness. However, it is possible to make some qualitative

judgements about their efforts and to describe the proper perspective from

which associations might be judged, not only in their past performance but in

the future changing environment in which the airlines will operate.

In order to understand the effectiveness of an association within the

airline industry, it is important to have a clear understanding of the purpose

for establishing an association (whether it be in the airline industry or any

other industry). An association is no more than a centralized collective

storehouse that serves information transfer functions within a particular

industry. It is a relatively inexpensive means of collecting industry-wide

information and provides a collective or joint forum for expressing individual

airline's ideas on certain issues. For example, in the area of legal issues,

the cost for each individual airline to employ lawyers to evaluate a

0 particular situation and to present their case to a representative public

agency, Congress, or the Administration is much more expensive than having a

team of lawyers centrally located in an association that responds to the needs

and desires of each individual airline on a collective basis, formulates an

industry position and presents that position to the appropriate public body.

An association is the natural outgrowth of an efficient market pricing

mechanion for the services that are needed by individual firms.
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The association itself has no more power than the collective power of each

individual airline. However, it provides an inexpensive means of expressing

that collective power. It is important to understand that an association does

not have an independent or autonomous governing body from which decisions are

made about issues. Associations are not independently functioning

organizations. They do not of their own volition have particular interests.

Rather, they represent industry positions -- positions that are the collective

positions of individual firms within the industry.

If it were possible to quantitatively determine the effectiveness of an

association and its impact on a particular issue such as fare structure,

routes, safety, etc., it would still not be possible to distinguish that

effectiveness in a manner different from the effectivness of individual

companies. Thus, it is fair to say that if the industry were able to affect

fare structure, it is the individual firms within the industry that are

affecting fare structure, and that they have chosen to do it through a least

cost mechanism of transferring information and private opinion-- the

mechanism called an association.

The association framework in the airline industry is indeed related to the

regulatory framework that has been described in another report. However, the

relationship is one that generically relates the individual airlines to

regulatory functions. Individual airlines have a particular vested interest

in regulatory functioning and express their opinions on a regular basis to

appropriate regulatory agencies. However, instead of expressing that opinion

individually, they do it on a collective basis through the association. Thus,

it is important to understand that the importance of the association itself is

limited except as a tool used by the industry to express opinion.
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AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION

The Air Transport Association (ATA),2 founded in 1936, is the trade and0j
service organization of the scheduled airlines that operate within the United

States. ATA represents about 98 percent of all U.S. scheduled airline

passenger service. Among the major objectives of the ATA, safety is the top

priority, followed by the improvement of passenger and cargo traffic

procedures, economic and technical research, and action on legislation that

affects the airline industry. Consideration is also given to planning the

airlines' role in augmenting national defense, as well as moving passengers

and cargo across international borders. Consideration is given to

environmental aspects of airline operations and meeting the energy needs of

public transportation.

The Air Transport Association3 is divided into nine functional

departments. They include:

1. Operations and Airports

2. Traffic Services

3. Economics and Finance

4. International Affairs

5. Legal

6. Federal Affairs
40

7. Public Affairs

8. Public Relations

9. Office of Enforcement.

Activities are conducted through periodic councils and related committees that

2 Appendix B lists the membership of the ATA.

3 Much of the information presented in this section was taken from a
publication entitled Air Transport Association dated January 1981, published
by the Air Transport Association of America, Washington, D.C.
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are structured with ATA staff members and airline representatives, with a

purpose to address specific issues that may be short- or long-run. A brief

description of each of the nine functions undertaken by ATA is provided below.

While the survey is brief, more attention is placed on those functions that

are of primary importance to this study.

The Operations and Airports Department promotes efficient airline

operations and ensures the safest use of air space. The industry participates

in the functioning of this department through an airline operations/technical

council and six committees dealing with airport and air space management.

Industry positions on aircraft maintenance, air traffic control, navigation

and landing aids, and control of aircraft noise at airports are some of the

more important activities of this department. These functions are carried on

with international aviation organizations to guarantee safety for carriers

operating anywhere in the world. Forecasting of future airport needs and

determination of those projects which are financially viable are also

undertaken in this department.

The Traffic services Department is tasked with broadening the air travel

market, improving service, streamlining procedures, and reducing costs of air

travel. There is an air traffic conference which is composed of thirty ATA

members who are assisted by a series of other committees of airline

specialists in developing industry standards for intercarrier agreements,

resolutions which are filed with the CAB for final approval. The Traffic

Services Department is also responsible for administering and assuring the use

of qualified travel agents in promoting air travel. A cargo division within

the Traffic Services Department is responsible for freight transportation.

They coordinate with the U.S. Postal Service for the air transportation of

mail. A military bureau is responsible for coordinating prograns to satisfy
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military governent air transportation requirements.

The Economics and Finance Department prepares detailed reports on the

economics of airline operations and the financial position of the industry.

Economic issues such as fuel, taxes, load factors, and long-range industry

outlooks are also prepared by this department. The department also

administers the Airlines Clearinghouse which is a financial facility for the

settlement of interline tickets. The catalyst for the work of this

department is the Economics and Finance Council and its eight committees --

Corporate Accounting, Revenue Accounting, Credit, Insurance, Taxation, Audit,

Pension, and Economic Analysis and Forecasting.

The International Affairs Department addresses itself to issues of

overseas travel and competitive practices. Its most important function is in

the area of international air transport agreements or bilateral negotiations

between the U.S. and a foreign nation. In carrying out this function it

provides liaison between the airlines and the Departments of State and

Transportation and the CAB, the three Federal Government agencies responsible

for negotiating bilateral agreements.

The Legal Department represents the association and the industry before

Federal, state and local agencies and before the courts. It receives its

guidance from the Law Council and three committees -- Litigation, Security,

and Equal Employment Opportunities/Affinmative Action.

The Federal Affairs Department monitors legislation of interest to the

aviation industry and represents the industry before Congress and the

Executive departments.

The Public Affairs Department deals with state- and local-level air

transport matters and works with aviation leaders in local cammunities
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throughout the nation. It maintains liaison with other civil aviation

associations throughout the country, disseminating information about industry

needs and pursuing cooperation in matters of joint concern.

The Public Relations Department provides airline information to the media,

schools and colleges, and the general public.

The Office of Enforcement monitors intercarrier traffic procedures to

guarantee uniform standard of airline service. This department deals with

reservations, ticketing, advertising, carrier relationships with travel

agencies, etc. The Office provides -a security program for the prevention of

fraudulent practices of criminal acts against the member carriers.

AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION

The Aerospace Industries Association of America (AIA), the national trade

association of aviation manufacturing companies, is engaged in research,

development, and manufacture of aerospace systems including manned and

unmanned aircraft, missiles, space launch vehicles, and space craft,

propulsion, guidance, and control units, as well as a variety of airborne and

ground-based equipment essential to the operation of flight vehicles. The AIA

-was begun in 1917 when the Manufacturer's Aircraft Association was formed to

facilitate aircraft production and patent problems during World War I. After

the war, the Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce of America, Inc. was established

by individuals and companies to promote aviation. During World War II, the

Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce established eastern and western Aircraft

Manufacturer's Councils to coordinate industry and government issues in the

post-war era as aircraft manufacturers began taking a more active role in the

organization. In June 1945 the Chamber's name was changed to Aircraft

Industries Association and many new responsibilities were added. In the

L
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1950s, as the aircraft industry moved into new fields, particularly missiles

and space systems, the Aircraft Industries Association became the Aerospace

0Industries Association (1959).

The AIA membership includes 49 companies that manufacture aerospace

products, two companies and one individual who were early members of the

Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce, and seven affiliate members which are firms

not qualified for regular membership since they are not aerospace

manufacturers but whose activities and interests are supportive to the

aerospace industry.4

The association, on both a national and international level, represents

its membership in a wide range of matters related to their businesses,

including matters of technology, contractual and related business practices,

and other relationships with governmental agencies. The AIA is a member of

the Council of Defense and Space Industry Associations (CODSIA), and on the

international level it is a member of the International Coordinating Council

of Aerospace Industry Associations (ICCAIA). The international organization

is composed of AIA and similar organizations for Canada, Japan, Switzerland,

Spain, Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, Sweden, France, and the United

Kingdom as well as the Euro-space Organization. Through this organization,

manufacturers have observer status at proceedings of the International Civil

Aviation Organization (ICAO).

The activities and actions of the association are determined by its Board

of Governors composed of senior executives from 26 member companies and the

AIA president, the senior professional employee vho also serves as the

association's general manager. The flow chart on the following page shows the

4 Appendix C presents the membership for the AIA.
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organizational set-up of the AIA and its delineation of functional

responsibilities. The Executive Committee consists of eight members elected

from the Board of Directors, exercising powers of the board subject to the

direction of the board. The chairman is elected annually and presides at

meetings of the board in full membership. The senior professional staff

includes a vice president/secretary and vice presidents for each of the

following areas: research and technology, procurement and finance,

legislative affairs, public affairs, and international affairs, and directors

of the Aerospace Operation Service, the Traffic Service and the Aerospace

Research Center.

Underlying this formal committee/council structure is an array of

subcommittees, task groups and ad hoc groups which handle hundreds of

projects. The broad areas of responsibility for the various councils,

services and offices are described briefly below:

The Aerospace Technical Council is a senior technical voice for the

industry and manages a number of technical divisions, committees and groups.

Its work includes efforts to reduce adverse impact of many management systems

such as systems engineering and data management, continues work daily with the

FAA on civil aircraft certification requirements and with the Environmental

Protection Agency on environmental regulations, reviews and recommends

improvements of thousands of military specifications and standards, and

provides an overview of standarization procedures, both domestic and

international, government and private industry, military and civilian.

The Aerospace Procurement Services has five components: the Procurement

and Finance Council, the Industrial Relations Committee, the Industrial
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Security Committee, Materiel Management Committee, and Patent Committee. This

service is the principal interface for the AIA with the CODSIA. Among its

most important projects are the following:

1. Work with member companies on noncompetitive problems affecting

financial management and accounting, contract administration and procurement

law.

2. The Equal Employment Opportunity, including Affirmative Action

programs, occupational safety and health, and compensation practices within

the industry.

3. The Industrial Security Committee is concerned with the Defense and

Industrial Security Program and its implementation.

4. Subcontractors and purchasing functions for small business and

minority enterprises and their relation to governent contracts.

5. Protection, both domestic and international, of proprietary rights

which companies have in inventions, processes, patents and proprietary -

technical data.

The Office of Legislative Council communicates the status of legislative

items affecting the industry. It also transmits industry views and positions

on matters of direct interest to the appropriate agencies.

The Office of Public Affairs informs the public about the accomplishments

of the aerospace industry in support of national security, space research and

exploration, technological leadership, civil aviation, domestic commerce and

international trade. It also provides economic support to the American

Society for Aerospace Education which promotes aerospace education at all ..
academic levels.

The International Service is a guidance and coordination point for the
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exporting segment of the industry. This activity primarily serves as the

medium for the exchange of views between industry and government, thus

creating the optimum enviroment for promoting aerospace exports.

The Traffic Service represents AIA members before federal and state

transportation regulatory agencies in carrier rate setting organizations

(truck, rail and air).

The Aerospace Operations Service includes five committees and undertakes

the following efforts:

1. The Manufacturing Committee evaluates problems relating to

manufacturing management systems.

2. The Quality Assurance Committee evaluates issues concerning the

control of quality of products produced, and monitors and keeps companies

current on manufacturing technology as affected by the introduction of new

materials, methods and techniques. There is also coordination with government

on quality policies and processea.

3. The Product Support Committee provides the authoritative source for

the establishment of industry positions in the formulation, review and
B

revision of logistics policies and procedures pertaining to product

maintenance and support.

4. The Spare Parts Committee attempts to achieve economies in

. mprovements in military and commercial airline policies, procedures and

practices for selecting, ordering, and inventory control of spare parts,

special tools, tests, and aerospace ground equipment.

5. A Service Publications Committee improves the techniques of preparing

technical publications and related instructional material in order to transfer

job information to the technician to facilitate installation, operation,

maintenance, repair, inspection, and overhaul of equipment.
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Finally, the Aerospace Research Center engages in research analyses and

studies bringing perspective to issues, problems, and policies which affect

the industry and the nation. The center addresses cmplex economic, social,

and political issues. In addition to research and study activities, an

economic data service which is the statistical arm of the Aerospace Research

Center provides facts and figures on the industry and the center as well

maintaining a library for aerospace literature.

INTERNATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION

International Air Transport Association (IATA) is made up of 96 active

members and 18 associate member airlines from all over the world.5  The

primary aims of the IATA are to promote safe, regular, and economical air

transport for the benefit of peoples of the world to foster commerce and to

study the problems connected therewith; to provide means for collaboration

among the air transport enterprises engaged directly or indirectly in

international air transport service; and to cooperate with the International

Civil Aviation Organization and other international organizations. The

activities of IATA have established its collective personality as the

international air transport industries' link with governments and the public.

It serves as a world parliament for the airlines and their representatives in

international organizations. On the part of govermnents, IATA furnishes the

medium for coordinating international rates and fares. It helps to carry out

vast and economical international airmail transport and to guarantee that the

needs of commerce and the safety and convenience of the public are always

served.

The IATA was founded in 1945 by airlines from several different countries

to help meet the problems anticipated in expanding civil air services at the

5 Members of the ZATA are shown in Appendix D.
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close of World War II. It was the successor to the previous International

Air Traffic Association which ws organized in 1919 at The Hague. IATA is

closely associated with the International Civil Aviation Organization also

established in 1945, which is the international agency of governments which

creates world standards for the technical regulation of civil aviation. IATA

is a voluntary, nonexclusive, nonpolitical, and democratic organization. Its

membership is open to any operating company which is licensed to provide

scheduled air service by a government which is eligible for membership in the

ICAO. Airlines which are active in international operations are considered

active members while domestic airlines are considered associate members.

Under its membership system all member airlines are involved in trade

association nontariff activities. All participation in the coordination of

international fares and rates is left optional.

The trade association activities of IATA include such aspects as

technical, medical, legal, facilitation, research and industry finance, plus

some noncompetitive matters which are also under the jurisdiction of its

traffic conferences, including procedures in administrative matters. Tariff

coordination activities include coordination of fares, rates and charges, and

rates and levels of commission on sales. Collective agreements within the

airlines can then be submitted to governments for approval. IATA's basic

source of authority is its annual general meeting in which all active members

have an equal vote. Year-round policy directions are provided by an elective

executive committee made up of airline chief executives. Its creative work is

carried out by its traffic, technical, financial, and legal committees. Fares

and rate agreements are under the auspices of the IATA Tariff Coordination

Conferences whose meetings and agreements are valid for periods up to two

years.
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The day-to-day administration of IATA is carried out by a nine-member

Executive Management Board, headed by a Director General. The association has

two main offices, one in Montreal and the other in Geneva. Regional directors

are based in Singapore, Geneva, Buenos Aires, and Washington, and regional

technical directors in Bangkok, Geneva, London, Nairobi, and Rio de Janeiro.

IATA's traffice service offices are located in Montreal, Geneva, New York and

Singapore. IATA's budget is financed from dues paid by its members. However,

some activities are self-supporting through charges for the services rendered.

Matters relating to forms, procedures, administrative, and other aspects of

traffic are dealt with by four different conferences including the following:

1) Passenger services conferences which handle matters such as passenger

and baggage handling, documentation procedures, rules, regulations,

reservations, ticketing, etc.

2) Passenger agency conferences dealing with matters concerning the

relationship between airlines and recognized passenger sales agents and other

intermediaries.

3) Cargo services conference overseeing cargo handling documentation

procedures, rules and regulations, etc.

4) Cargo agency conferences dealing with matters between airlines and

intermediaries engaged in the sale and processing of international air cargo.

The tariff coordination process arises from the peculiar nature of air

transport. Fares must be fixed by international agreements in which virtually

every country has some direct or indirect concern since each individual

company controls its own air space. World-wide tariff coordination meetings

are held when necessary, but usually once a year.

Cooperation of the airlines in operational technical matters is channeled

through the IATA Technicjl Committee and its various wrking groups. The
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association has always played an important part in the drafting of the ICAO

standards and recommended practices which form the accepted international

pattern for technical regulation of civil aviation. Its Technical Department

is also involved in research in physiological and psychological factors which

might affect the safety and well-being of air crews and passengers.

The IATA Financial Ccmmittee handles all aspects of accounting and

settlements between airlines concerning business they do with one another.

Its clearing house settles monthly accounts for interline revenue

transactions, allowing the collection of payment of worldwide debts

simultaneously by single cash settlement. It's annual rate of turnover for

1980 reached over $24 billion.

The Legal Committee of IATA is composed of experts from more than 20

airlines and concerns itself with all legal matters having a bearing on

international air transport. One of its main activities is to formulate

airlines' views in the development of international conventions affecting

liability of air carriers to their customers and to other parties, the

commission of offenses on board aircraft, the carriage of nuclear materials,

and the carriage of mail. It is also involved in the legal aspect of traffic

documents and is concerned with goverrsnent and airport charges.

IATA provides other services, for example, in the area of security,

ranging from anti-hijacking measures to counteracting fraud and theft.

Finally, one of its main activities is to provide all kinds of cooperation

between different governments and airlines in order to speed the process of

air travel in a most efficient and effective manner.
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INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION

The International Civil Aviation organization (ICAO) is the outgrowth of

a conference held in Chicago in November of 1944, called the Convention on

International Civil Aviation, attended by 52 nations to consider the problems

of international civil aviation. Ninety-six articles from that Chicago

convention were established that described the privileges and descriptions of

all the contracting states in order to provide for the adoption of

• international standards and recommended practices regulating air navigation.

" They recommended the installation of navigation facilities by member states

and promoted the facilitation of air transport by the reduction of customs and
%0

immigration formalities. Overall, the convention established some agreed-upon

principles and arrangements so that international civil aviation could be

developed in a safe and orderly manner and so that international air transport

services could be established on the basis of equality of opportunity and

operated soundly and economically. The convention provided that the ICAO

would not come into being until the convention was ratified by 26 states. A

provisional organization was formed with advisory powers to operate until the

permanent organization was created. That occurred on April 4, 1947, and at

the invitation of the Government of Canada, Montreal was--chosen as the

headquarter's site for the organization. By November 1, 1980, 95 nations had

accepted the transit agreement which made provision for aircraft of any

signatory power to fly over or to land for technical reasons in the territory

of any other signatory. Twelve states remain parties to an air transport

agreement which calls for the carriage of traffic between the
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state of registration of the aircraft and any other signatory state. Appendix

E presents a list of the 150 member states.

Article 44 of the Convention clearly states the aims and objectives of the

ICAO which are "to develop the principles and techniques of international air

navigation and to foster the planning and development of international air
S 70

transport so as to: a) ensure the safe and orderly growth of international

civil aviation throughout the world; b) encourage the arts of aircraft design

and operation for peaceful purposes; c) encourage the development of airways,

0
airports, and air navigation facilities for international civil aviation; d)

meet the needs of the people of the world for safe, regular, efficient, and

economical air transport; e) prevent economic waste caused by unreasonable

06
competition; f) ensure that the rights of the Contracting States are fully

respected and that every Contracting State has a fair opportunity to operate

international airlines; g) avoid discrimination between Contracting States;

h) promote safety of flight in international air navigation; and i) promote

generally the development of all aspects of international civil aeronautics."

The ICAO has a sovereign body called the Assembly which meets at least

once in three years and is convened by a Council, a governing body of 33

states elected by the Assembly. Each Contracting State is entitled to one

vote, and decisions of the assembly are taken by a majority of the votes,

except when otherwise provided for in the convention. The Council is a

permanent body and is elected for three-year terms. Along with the Council,

the Air Navigation Commission, the Air Transport Committee, a Committee on

Joint Support of Air Navigation Services, and the Finance Committee provide

the continuing direction of the work of the organization. One of the major

duties of the Council is to adopt international standards and
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recommend practices and to incorporate these into the convention AS (riginally

established. The Council may also act as an arbiter between member states on

matters concerning aviation. It may investigate situations which present

avoidable obstacles to the development of international air navigation and it

can take whatever steps are necessary to maintain safety and regularity of

operation of international air transport. Appendix F shows the current makeup

of the ICAO Council.

Appendix G shows the representative bodies of the ICAO, the Assembly of

all Contracting States, a Council as elected by the Assembly, and then the

various cammittees and services. A brief explanation of each of the services

is provided below.

The Air Navigation Ccmmission develops international standards and

recommended practices and approves procedures for safety regularity and

efficiency of air navigation for international travel. The Ccmmission is

camposed of 15 persons who have suitable qualifications and experience in the

science and practice of aeronautics. Its members are nominated by contracting

states and appointed by the Council. The Commission reports directly to the

Council and is responsible for the examination, coordination, and planning of

all the ICAO's work in the air navigation field. The Commission is assisted

in its work by an internationally recruited technical secretary of the

organization's Air Navigation Bureau. The Air Navigation Commission gets

involved in various kinds of activities and upon agreement provides annexes to

the ICAO Convention on international civil aviation. Appendix H shows 18

annexes that have been made to the convention, all except number 9 being the

responsibility of the Air Navigation Commission.

The Air Transport Committee, whose membership is open to any Council
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me roer state willing to take an active and continuous role, is concerned with

the development of international agreements relating to scheduled and

nonscheduled air services. One act of great importance has been the

development of a multi-lateral agreement dealing with the rights of

nonscheduled flights within the European region. The European Civil Aviation

Conference, described below, was responsible for developing that agreement,

signed in Paris on April 30, 1956. The ECAC has also drawn up an

international agreement on the establishment of tariffs for scheduled air

services which was open for signature in 1967, entered into force in May 1968,

and had been ratified by 15 states by the end of 1980.

Through the Air Transport Committee and a comprehensive facilitation

program, several aspects of international air travel have been simplified.

The simplification has occurred through eliminating unessential documents,

standardizing certain forms, providing minimum facilities at airports, and

simplifying handling and clearance procedures. The Air Transport Committee

has also been involved in eliminating multiple taxation and insurance

requirements in international air transport. This committee is also

responsible for the collection of statistics, forecasting and economic

planning, and the transport of international mail. Airport and route facility

economics also come under the charge of the Air Transport Committee as do

carrier fares and rates. Special regional activities are undertaken by the

ECAC under the auspices of the ICAO to deal with the special projects of

different regions of the world. In addition, specific transport problems are

also handled by the Air Transport Committee of the ICAO.

The Committee on Joint Support of Air Navigation Services is responsible

for services and facilities that have to be provided on the high seas and in
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regions where no one nation can be charged with the responsibility.

Apparently, there are two agreements in effect to provide these facilities and

services through joint finances. One involves Iceland and the other

Greenland, which are not normal stopping points for transatlantic flights, yet

their location is such that they play an important part where information and

services for flights along these routes are concerned.

The Legal Committee is a permanent cummittee which advises on matters

referred to it by the Council concerning interpretation of the original

Chicago convention. It studies and makes recommendations on such other

questions related to public international air law as are referred to it by the

Assembly of the Council. They also study private law problems affecting

international civil aviation. In its 33 years, the Legal Committee has

prepared drafts of thirteen international instruments, the first of which was

adopted by the ICAO Assembly and the last twelve by diplomatic conferences.

The various areas of interest include aircraft operator liability, property

rights, offenses, and other acts committed on-board aircraft: unlawful

seizure, unlawful acts against safety, etc. ICAO, in conjunction with the0a
United Nations Development Program, provides technical assistance to various

countries' air transport systems when necessary. The assistance may be in the

form of training or in services to help develop more efficient operations and

operational facilities.

There is also a committee on the unlawful interference with international

civil aviation. The ICAO deals with that matter on a technical side to

attempt to prevent the unlawful act, but also deals with measures to be taken

if preventive action fails. Procedures and guidance on aviation security are

a regular part of the ICAO efforts in this committee. Finally, the Finance

Committee takes care of all budget and budgeting problems for the ICAO.
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EUROPEAN CIVIL AVIATION CONFERENCE

The European Civil Aviation Conference (ECAC) was inaugurated in 1955 with

19 European states - 3 more added by 1979, for a total of 22 states in its

membership. 6 It is an autonomous organization but works closely with the

ICAO, using the services of the ICAO Secretariat for much of its work. It has

four standing conmittees, two that deal with economic issues, one with

technical issues, and one with facilitation. The working groups and groups of

experts are established as needed by the standing committees to carry out

ECAC's functions. ECAC is to provide resolutions, recommendations, and other

conclusions which are always subject to the approval of its member states.

Thus, its role is to assist states in the preparation of their own national

regulations and give guidance to the practical, everyday work environment for

aeronautical authorities.

According to its constitution, the prime objectives of ECAC are to review

the development of European air transport in order to promote coordination,

better utilization, and orderly development of such air transport, and to

consider any special problems that might arise. In the field of economics,

ECAC continuously reviews the development of scheduled and nonscheduled air

transport within, to, and from Europe. It collects, analyzes, and

disseminates data on air transport, publishing studies and reports on specific

subjects. It makes recommendations, particularly concerning cooperation

between airlines, charter operations, fares, rates, etc. Multi-lateral

agreements on commercial rights of nonscheduled air services and on the

procedure for estabishing tariffs for scheduled air services were developed in

1956 and 1967, respectively.

6 Appendix I shows the membership of the ZCAC.
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ECAC is also active in the facilitation area, that is, removing obstacles

in the path of free passage-of aircraft, passengers, cargo, and mail across

national boundaries. Security problems also fall under the auspices of the

facilitation committee. In the technical field, ECAC has covered a variety of

subjects, including air worthiness, communications, and weather problems.0
ECAC maintains close cooperation and coordination with 20 international

governent and nongovernmental organizations, in particular with the Council

of Europe and the ICAO, with which it has special ties. Appendix J shows a

flow chart of the makeup of the ECAC, including its committees and special

groups.

0

0
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MAJOR ASSOCIATION INTERESTS

Introduction

It is not an easy task to verify quantitatively interrelationships between

associations and to establish the linkages between the association network and

regulatory agencies. It is fair to say that much of the work performed by

associations is preparatory to presenting individual airline and overall

industry positions to regulatory bodies throughout the United States and the

world. Interrelationships between associations are minimal except for those

associations that have similar membership. For example, the work of the Air

Transport Association is significantly different from that undertaken by the

Aerospace Industries Association, the former being a representative of

* individual airlines and the latter representing manufacturers of the various

aircraft parts. Whereas the Air Transport Association might be concerned with

the individual airline's ability to generate enough capital to replace

obsolete equipment and also be concerned with operating expenses and how they

affect airlines' capacity to move air traffic, the Aerospace Industries

Association is more concerned with general economic conditions, raw material

supplies, energy, and various international policies that affect their ability

to sell aircraft.

Although there is little apparent direct contact between these two

associations, there is certainly a logical complement that exists whether or

not it is explicit. Both associations, representing their company membership,

have a vested interest in general economic growth, growth in demand for air

service, and a stable economy that fosters capital generation, operating

efficiency, and increased traffic flow to exist.
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While it is difficult to state explicitly a quantitative relationship

between associations and other regulatory functions, it is instructive to

review briefly some of the major policy issues that have recently been of

interest to these major associations. This review may help to give the reader

a better flavor for the major issues of importance to these associations and

their members. Moreover, it may become obvious, although it is implicit, that

there are certain interrelationships that exist between associations and

regulatory bodies.

Association Interests

One method of determining specific association interests in the airline

* industries would be to survey and evaluate individual association budgets and

resource allocation. This would provide information on where individual

airlines perceive their greatest need for collective support on the part of

• the association. However, in the case of the Air Transport Association and

the Aerospace Industries Association, the two major associations of interest

here, thome budgets are not available for public scrutiny. Alternatively, one

• can survey some of the major study papers that are produced by these

associations as a means of determining major areas of interest.

The Air Transport Association produces numerous research papers and

* provides testimonies that focus on a variety of topics of interest to them.

One report, however, of special interest was issued in September of 1979 by

the staff of the Economics and Finance Department of ATA, and deals with

* airline capital requirements in the 1980s, a subject that has received much

attention in the last few years, primarily because of the poor financial

condition of individual airlines. This study is mentioned here not only

0 because it was produced by ATA but also because it has been used by ATA in
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several other presentations at meetings, seminars, etc. The report, based

mostly on data up to 1978, paints an optimistic picture of the future growth

of the airlines. Even with this optimistic picture, the report claims that a

corporate return on investment of 13-15 percent is needed to provide the

needed $90 billion of capital requirements between 1979 and 1990. Capital

investment is broken down into $80 billion for additional passenger aircraft,

$7 billion for freighter aircraft, and $3 billion for passenger aircraft to

have been delivered immediately in 1979.

The analysis is based on a number of assumptions, most of which might seem

optimistic after the perspective of the last two years. It is not necessary

here to debate the validity of these assumptions nor the conclusions reached

based on those assumptions. However, it is important to point out that

raising $90 billion in capital, based on the 13-15 percent corporate return on

investment, is a requirement that most airlines would be hard pressed to meet

in today's economic climate. It is interesting that the conclusion of the

report points out the necessity to earn such a large rate of return on

investment in order to meet the $90 billion capital investment and points out

that the challenge to the airlines is considerable. However, the conclusion

ends by stating, "...Still the airline industry has historically met such

challenges and undoubtedly will continue to do so in the future." After their

performance in the last two years, it is not clear that the authors of the

report will still maintain that conclusion. The issue of capital requirements

for the 1980s is a major issue from the individual airline point of view.

These aircraft will have to be financed from net income, depreciation, and the

issuance of additional long-term debt or new equity.

Another issue of major concern to the individual airlines, and presented
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through the auspices of the Air Transport Association, is a report that was

presented to the Civil Aeronautics Board on Feb. 5, 1980 titled "Fuel - the

Most Critical Problem Facing the U.S. Airline Industry." The report claims

that in the year 1980 the industry will spend approximately $29 million per

day on jet fuel, more than $11 million more a day than was spent in 1979. The

total fuel bill for the year would be approximately $11 billion. The report

analyzes the impact of fuel prices on the industry, reports on some of the

remedial actions taken by several carriers, and then focuses on the essential

role of air transportation in the U.S. economy. One major purpose of the

report is to point out the changing shares of operating expenses accounted for

Wby fuel and other expenses, what impact on total expenses changes in fuel

costs can create, the impacts of lags and fuel cost recovery instituted by the

CAB. The report points out that the airlines are instituting remedial actions

in terms of fuel conservation and improved efficiency but still highlights the

impact of these fuel charge increases on airline performance and ability to

raise future capital.

In addition to these two reports, during 1980 the ATA provided three

different testimonies on proposed budgets for the airline industry. The first,

provided on March 3, 1980, presented the scheduled airlines' views on the

fiscal year 1981 NASA Research and Technology Program budget. The ATA

requested that the NASA aeronautics research and technology budget be

increased before the House Committee on Science and Technology, Subcommittee

on Transportation, Aviation and Communications. On the April 15, 1980, the

ATA presented the scheduled airlines' views on the proposed FAA fiscal year

1981 budget. The ATA requested that the FAA's research engineering and

development funding be increased during fiscal year 1981. Finally, on April

28, 1980, the ATA presented additional views on the proposed FAA fiscal year
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1981 budget. The ATA requested that the FAA's facilities and equipment

funding, research, engineering, and development funding, airport aid -

development program appropriation, and the operations and maintenance

* contribution all be increased.

During 1981 a number of publications and testimonies were issued and

presented by the ATA. One publication was titled "The Contribution of Air

Transportation to the U.S. Economy," issued in June. This publication

stresses the fact that air transport is essential to the functioning of a

modern society and to the employment of many individuals and urges the

government and business policymakers to consider the airline industry in

determining overall economic policy. In addition, a number of testimonies

were presented before congressional committees. On February 19th, the ATA

presented the views of the scheduled airlines on the FAA fiscal year 1982

research, engineering and development program. The air transport industry

identified budget levels necessary to fund facilities and equipment and

supported the budget for fiscal year 1982 submitted to Congress in January of

1981. However, it requested that the Committee insure that its research and

development priorities are included since the industry is not aware of all of

the details of the R&D budget. This testimony was presented to the House

Committee on Science and Technology, Subcommittee on Transportation, Aviation

and Materials.

On February 26th, the ATA presented a summary statement on U.S. Customs

Service budget authorization for fiscal year 1982. They urged the Committee
*

to authorize funding for additional U.S. customs inspectors and to modify

inspection procedures to make them more efficient and cost effective. This

testimony was presented before the House Committee on Ways and Means on
4
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authorization of appropriations for U.S. Customs Service, Subccmittee on

Trade. On March 20, 1981, the ATA in a statement before the House Budget

Committee, Task Force on Transportation Research and Development and Capital

Resources, opposed cuts to the FAA National Aeronautics and Space

Administration and National Weather Service budgets for aviation R&D. The ATA

also opposed the elimination of the FAA's facilities engineering and

development budget, use of research engineering and development funds for

former facilities, engineering, and development programs. The ATA opposed

cuts to FAA's facilities and equipment account.

On March 24, the ATA presented the scheduled airlines' views on weather

and its impact on aviation safety to the House Committee on Public Works and

Transportation, Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight. On April 3,

1981 the ATA issued a statement that supports the FAA's program for aircraft

separation assurance and its reliance on automation, before the House

Committee on Science and Technology, Subcommittee on Transportation Aviation

and Materials. Also on that same date, the ATA presented a statement which

requested increases in the FAA's fiscal year 1981 and fiscal year 1982 budgets

for facilities and equipment and air traffic control, maintenance and

staffing, before the Senate Appropriations Committee, Subcommittee on

Transportation and Related Agencies.

In a statement by ATA on April 6, 1981, they urged the FAA to review

proposed amendments to the FAA's safety regulations. This testimony was

presented to the House Committee on Government Operations, Subcommittee on

Government Activities and Transportation. On May 4th, the ATA presented the

scheduled airlines' views on the proposed FAA fiscal year 1982 budget. Here

they requested an increase in that budget for air traffic control and
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maintenance and staffing requirements for facilities engineering and

development, for facilities and equipment, and for research engineering and

development. They also requested restoration of fiscal year 1981 funds

deleted for air traffic control and maintenance staffing and for facilities

and equipment. This testimony was presented before the House Appropriations -'

A
Canmittee, Subccnmmittee on Transportation.

On May 28, the ATA presented formal ccmments at an annual conference of

Hazardous Materials Advisory Council; on June 18th, they provided a statement

to the House Public Works and Transportation Committee on the Air Traffic

Control situation; on September 2nd, they presented a statement that urged the

development of an early airborne collision avoidance capability; on September

29th, they testified before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on updating

the liability and documentation provisions of the Warsaw Convention; and

finally on December 22nd, they issued a statement concerning funding for

research at the National Asronautical Space Administration.

In 1982, they issued a book called Airline Economics, edited by Dr. George

James, Senior Vice President in charge of Economics and Finance at ATA. This

book is a collection of essays, divided into three sections. The first

section deals with the econamics of the air transport industry, the second

section evaluates developments of the industry and provides an outlook for the

future; and the third section describes major aspects of the airline

industry's planning process.

The Aerospace Industries Association is also very vocal in presenting

analyses of particular issues that affect the aerospace industry. Indeed,

they provide a publication called Aerospace published twice a year.

In addition to that publication, in December of 1980 the Aerospace
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Industries Association published an issue statement. In that document they

present issues that Aerospace identified as critical to national security,

prestige, economical and political well being, as well as to their own

industry's future. It is obvious from the publication that the aerospace

industry regards its future as heavily tied to general economic conditions.

The topics that are covered in that issue statement include productivity and

innovation, capital investment, foreign trade, critical materials, space and

space policy, transportation policy in general, research and development,

energy issues, and defense procurement. Throughout the issues statement,

recommendations are made which provide the AIA members' views on economic and

political needs for the industry and the economy in general. For example, in

the area of capital investment, noting a decline in the rate of investment in

the U.S. in the last few years, the AIA recommends that depreciation be based

on reacquisition costs of capital rather than original costs for corporate

income tax, government procurement cost regulations, and economic indicator

measures, (particularly gross investment, net investment, and capital

formation for future growth). They also recommend legislation to provide more

rapid depreciation of plant and equipment. In addition, they recommend the

elimination of the double taxation of profits and the taxation of interest

income at the same rate as business income, or establishing it at a

preferential rate. They also recommend legislation to provide economic

incentives for regulatory compliance in order to stimulate R&D for

technological development. The recommendations throughout the issues

statement are specific in nature and are meant to provide more than just

general guidance in managing the economy and providing an optimistic future

for the aerospace industry.
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The International Air Transport Association, as one might expect, deals in

issues that are quite different from those of domestic trade associations. At

the 37th annual meeting, held in France in October of 1981, the individual

carriers appealed to the association to push for changes in tariff and traffic

rules and to help police the industry's growing malpractice in ticket

discounting and agent fees. In December of the year, the North Atlantic

Passenger Traffic Conference was held with an aim to develop an agreed fare

structure for approval by the necessary governments. The president of the

IATA emphasized the importance of the tariff meeting within the framework of

the association's future effectiveness. In fact, he said, "This will be an

important test of our ability to take steps that will improve the situation on

the North Atlantic, the conference's one key to the future of our

organization."

Elements of a new tariff structure were formulated during the IATA
Sl

passenger tariff conference held in Geneva in December. Separate

government-to-government meetings concerning international tariff coordination

were held late in the month at the European Civil Aviation Conference.-

Proposals which emerged from the ten-day meeting included the following:

1. Establishing a simplified fare structure of approximately four or five

main fares with provisions for additional rates that might be required for

local competitive reasons.

2. A "fare band" concept which established a floor and ceiling price for the

main categories of fares enabling some shifting flexibility by carriers

without the necessity to apply for a fare change.

3. A cost indexing system, equivalent to the U.S. standard foreign fare level

system which allows for price adjustment on a regular pattern based on the

percentage of change of the reference index over a given period of time.
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The International Civil Aviation Organization operated in 1980 on a budget

of approximately $20 million. Its estimated budgets for the years 1981, 1982,

and 1983 were $21.2 million, $22.5 million, and $23.9 million, respectively.

Most of the funds are appropriated to the Office of the Secretariat which is

responsible for most functions conducted within the organization. In terms of

estimated obligations, the largest within the Office of the Secretariat are

allocated to the office of the President of the Council and Office of the

Secretary General and the Bureau of Administration and Services - these two

offices representing more than half of the allocated funds to the Secretariat.

Cammon staff costs make up about 20 percent of the overall allocation to the

Secretariat.

The European Civil Aviation Conference concerns itself with price impacts

in international multilateral tariff coordination. A review of the ECAC

budget provides some further detail into their major interests in resource

allocation. Budget estimates provided in 1979 for the years 1980 through 1982

for the overall operations of the ECAC range from $767,100 to $968,800, a

relatively small budget. Approximately half of the budget went to the staff

of ECAC for substantive work, with other major portions going to meetings and

administrative and language services staff. No greater detail in the

breakdown of these expenditures is provided in the ECAC budget.

There is a strong interrelationship between the work of the ICAO and the

ECAC. It is a long-standing relationship and one which will no doubt continue

in the future. One might think of the ICAO as an umbrella organization with

the ECAC as one regional council within that organization, responsible for

European activities. The issues in which both organizations are involved are

similar and their cooperation is substantial.
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APPENDIX II-9

AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION MEMBER AIRLINES

Air California Trans-Carib Air

Air Florida TWA

Air New England United Airlines

Alaska Airlines U.S. Air

Aloha Western Airlines

American Airlines Air Alaska

Braniff International

Capital Associate Members

International Airways Air Canada

Continental Airlines CP Air

Delta

Eastern

Evergreen

Flying Tiger

Frontier

Hawaiian Air

Midway Airlines

Northwest Orient

Ozark

PanAm

Piedmont

PSA

Republic Airlines*

Texas International
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APPENDIX II-C

MEMBERS OF THE AEROSPACE INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION

Manufacturing Members

Abex Corporation Lear Siegler, Inc.
Aerojet-General Corporation Lockheed Corporation
Aeronca, Inc. Martin Marietta Aerospace
Avco Corporation McDonnell Douglas Corporation
The Bendix Corporation Menasco Inc.
The Boeing Company Northrop Corporation
CCI Corporation Parker Hannifin Corporation

The Marquardt Company Pneumo Corporation
Chandler Evans, Inc. Cleveland Pneumatic Co.

Control Systems Division of National Water Lift Co.
Colt Industries Inc. Raytheon Company

Criton Corporation RCA Corporation
E-Systems, Inc. Rockwell International Corporation
The Garrett Corporation Rohr Industries, Inc.
Gates Learjet Corporation The Singer Company
General Dynamics Corporation Sperry Corporation
General Electric Company Sundstrand Corporation
General Motors Corporation Sundstrand Advanced Technology

Detroit Diesel Allison Division Group
The BFGoodrich Company Teledyne CAE
Goodyear Aerospace Corporation Textron, Inc.
Gould Inc. Bell Aerospace Textron
Grumman Corporation Bell Helicopter Textron
Hercules Incorporated Dalmo Victor Operations
Honeywell Inc. Hydraulic Research

Howmet Turbine Components Thiokol Corporation
Corporation TRW Inc.

Hughes Aircraft Company United Technologies Corporation
IBM Corporation Vought Corporation

Federal Systems Division Western Gear Corporation
ITT Teleconunications & Westinghouse Electric Corporation

Electronics Group - Public Systems Company
North America Wyman-Gordon Company

ITT Aerospace/Optical Division
ITT Avionics Division
ITT Defense Communications

Division
ITT Gilfillan
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APPENDIX II-C (continued)

Division B Members

Aviquipo, Inc.
* Frank B. Hall and Company 9

Parker Aviation Division

Division of Affiliate Members

Air Carrier Service Corporation
Associated Aerospace Activities, Inc.
British Aerospace Inc.
Ccmmerce Overseas Corporation
Eastern Aircraft Corporation
National Credit Office, Inc.
U.S. Aviation Underwriters, Inc.

115
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P.O. Box 160, 12.16 Cointrm, Geneva, Switzerland

Public Informahon 0.penm~nt 2000 Peel Street, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3A 2R4

MEMBERSHIP OF IATA
(As at 20 November 1981)

ACTIVE MEMBERS (9(,)

Aer Lingua Teorapta Air Guine
P.O. Box 180 B.P. 12
Dublin Airport Conakry
Dublin Guinea
Ireland

Air-India
Aerolineas Argentinas Air-India Building

Pasco Coi6n 185 218 Backbay Reclamation
Buenos Aires Narlman Point

0 Argentina Bombay 400 021
India

Aeronaves de Mexico S.A. (AEROME.XICO)
Paseo de la Reforma 44,5 Air Malawi Limited
Mexico 5. D.F. P.O. Box 84
Mexico Blantyre

Malawi
Aerovias Naclonales de Colombia S.A. (AVIANCA)

Centro Adminstrativo Air Mali
Avenida Eldorado No. 93-30 B.P. 27
Bogota Bamako
Colombia Mali

* Air Afvtique Air Malta
01 B.P. 3927 Head Office

" Abidjan 01 Luqa
Ivory. Coast Malta

Air Algrle Air Mauritius
* I Piace Maurice Audin Rogers House

Algiers 5 President John Kennedy Street
Algeri" P.O. Box 60

Port Louis
Air Canada Mauritlut.

1 Plac Ville Marie
Montitl, Quibec Air. New Zealand
"Ca1.p nl H3B 3P7 Private Bag

Auckland 1
Air Franie New Zealand

1 Square Max .Hymans
F-75741 Pats Cedex 15 Air Niugini
France' ANG House

S Jacksons Airport
Air Gabon * P.O. Box 7186

B.P. 2206 Boroko
Libreville Papua New Guinea

Gabon

1

lHot lawd no w pemmlpmM Ta-W Coodinatlun

GENEVA 0 Telephone 4022) 96 33 66 9 Telex 23 391 0 MONTREAL Telophono 1514) 844.0311 0 TOlW. 021 05-207027
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ACTIVE MEMBERS (Cont.)

Air Pacific 
' Arab International Airlines (ARABIA)Private Bag 158 EI-Hegaz Street

G.P.O. Suva Heliopolis, CairoEgypt

1. •Air Tanzania Corporation Ariana Afghan Airlines Co. Ltd.Tancot House P.O. Box 76City Drive 
.Kabul

P.O. Box 543 AfghanistanDar-es-Salaam
United Republic of Tanzania Austrian Airlines

Fontanastrasse IAir Tungaru Corporation P.O. Box 50Bonriki International Airport A-1 107 ViennaP.O. Box 274 Austria
Bikenbeu
Tarawa, Repubhc of Kiribati AVIANCA - see

Air UK "Aerovias Naclonales de Colombia S.A."
Berkeley House Braniff International Inc.51-53 High Street 

P.O. Box 61747Redhli, Surrey, RHi 1RX Dallas/Fort Worth Airport
England .Texas 75261 .

to Air Vanuatu Limited U.S.A.
P.O. Box 5413CC British Airways501 Swanston Street Speedbird House,...Melbourne, Vic. 3000 P.O. Box 10AustraliaP.. ox 0A raHeathrow 

Airport (London)
Air Zaire 

Hounslow, Middlesex, TW6 2JA
* 4. avenue du Port England

P.O. Box 8552 British Caledonian Airways Ltd.Kinshasa 
Caledonian HouseZaire 
Crawley. West Sussex, RHIO 2XA

ALIA - The Royal Jordanian Airline England
* P.O. Box 302 Cameroon AirlinesAmman 

3, avenue du G&n6rai de GaulleJordan 
B.P. 4092

Alltalla -Llnee Aeree Italiane Douala"i P le .P ~ oreUnited Repubilc of C am eroon
P. le G. Pastore
1-00144 Eur-Rome Ceskoslovenske Aerolinle (CSA)Italy 

Revolucni Trida I
PraguU IAmerican Airlines Inc. Czechoslovakia

P.O. Box 61616Dallas/Fort Worth Airport Compania Mexicana de Avlacln S.A. (MEXICANA)Texas 75261 Balderas 36 - piso 12* U.S.A. 
Apartado Postal 901
Mexico 1, D.F.Angola Airlines - see Mexico"TAAG - Llnhas Aereas de Angola"

• 4si eled aii to Omvftip tin Tawgt Cowdinau"
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ACTIVE MEMBERS (Cont.)

CP Air Empresa Ecuatorlana de Avlaci6n
One Grant McConachie Way (ECUATORIANA)
Vancouver International Airport Col6n y Reina Victoria
British Colombia Torres Almagro
Canada V7B IVi P.O. Box 505

Quito
Cruzeiro do Sul S.A. - Servinos Aereos Ecuador

Av. Almte Silvio de Noronha 365
Edificlo Vang Ethiopian Airlines
BI. B - s/375 - Aeroporto Santos Dumont P.O. Box 1755
Rio de Janeiro Addis Ababa '10
Brazil Ethiopia

Cubana - see Finnair Oy
"Empresa Consolldrda Cubana de Avlaci6n" Mannerhelmintle 102

SF-00250 Helsinki 25
Cyprus Airways Limited Finland

21 Alkeou Street
P.O. Box 1903 * Flying Tiger Line Inc.
Nicosia 7401 World Way West
Cyprus P.O. Box 92935

Los Angeles International Airport
Deutsche Lufthansa A.G. Los Angeles, California 90009

von-Gablenz.Strasse 2-6 U.S.A.
S D-5000 Cologne 21

Federal Republic of Germany P.T. Garuda Indonesian Airways
15 Jalan Ir. H. Djuanda

Louis-rn Alir Lineu Inc. Jakarta
Miami International Airport Indonesia
Miami, Forida 33148
U.S.A. Ghana Airways Corp.

Ghana House
Ecuatorlana - see P.O. Box 1636
"Emprese Ecuatorlana de Avlacl6n S.A." Accra

Ghana
Egyptair

Cairo International Airport IBERIA. Lineas Acreas de Espana S.A:
• Cairo Calle Velazquez 130

Egypt Madrid 6
Spain

El Al Israel Airlines Limited
P.O. Box 41 Icelandair
Ben Guron International Airport Reykjavik Airport
Tel Aviv 101 Reykjavik

• Israel Iceland

Empresa Consolidada Cubana de Avlacl6n Indian Airlines
(CUBANA) Airlines House

Edificlo La Rampa 113 Gurdwara Rakabgan) Road
23 y P. Vedado New Delhi 110001

• Havana India
Cuba

* 3

I** e.6W om i.' pleme in Tuali CooedwAl.uan
e P..lIpm In Tint Cnoi@naaaou - Cug4 00lY
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ACTIVE MEMBEiRS (Cont.)

Iran National Airlines Corp. (Iran Air) Linea Aires Naclonal de Chile (LAN-CHILE)
Mehrabad A:porit Aeropuerto de los Cerrillos
Iran Air Head Office Building Camino a Mellpilla 5,300
Tehran Santiago
Iran Chile

Iraqi Airways Limited Lineas Adreae Costarricenses S.A. (LACSA)
Baghdad International Airport Apartado 1531
Baghdad San Jos6
Iraq Costa Rica

Jamahiriya Libyan Arab Airlines Lloyd Akreo Boliviano S.A. (LAB)
P.O. Box 2555 Aeropuerto Jorge Wilstermann
Haiti Street Casilla No. 132
Tripoli Cochabamba
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya Bolivia

Japan Air Lines Co. Limited LOT - Polish Airlines - see
Tokyo Building "Poikie Linle Lotnicze"
7-3 Marunouchl 2-Chome
Chlyoda-ku Lufthansa - see
Tokyo 100 "Deutsche Lufthansa A.G."
Japan

Mexicana - see.
* Jugouloveaski Aerotransport (JAT) "Compania Mexicana de Aviaci6n S.A."

P.O. Box 749
Bircaninova 1/111 Middle East Airlines Airliban -
Y- 1000 Belgrade Beirut International Airport
Yugosl4vl,, P.O. Box 206

Beirut
* Kenya Aftwayr. Ltd. Lebanon

P.O. Box 19002
Nairobi Nigeria Airways Limited
Kenya Airways House

Murtala Muhammad Airport
KLM Royal Dutch Airlines P.O. Box 136

P.O. Box 7700 Lagos
• Schiphol Airport Nigeria

Netherlands
Olympic Airways S.A.

Kuwait Airways Corporation 96 Syngrou Avenue
Kuwait International Airport Athens
P.O. Box 394 Greece
Kuwait

Pakistan International Airlines Corp.
LAM - Linhas Areas de Moqamblque PIA Building

Mavalane Airport Karachi Airport
P.O. Box 2060 Pakistan
Maputo
Mozamblque Pan American World Airways. Inc.

200 Park Avenue
Lineas Airea del Cobre Lids. (LADECO) New York. New York 1016b

Casilla 13740 U.S.A.
Santiago
Chile

4
• 4

ties chtlld w to pu141 94e 4 in TillU Cqordinaloin
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ACTIVE MEMBERS (Cont.)

Philippine Airlines Inc. South African Airways
P.O. Box 954 South African Airways Centre
Manila P.O, Box 7778
Phillppincz Johannesburg 2000

South Africa0Poiskie Littie Lotnicze (LOT)
39, 17 Stycznia Street Sudan Airways
P-00-906 Warsaw P.O. Box 253
Poland Khartoum

SudanPrimeras Linens Uruguayas de
* Navegaci6n Airea (PLUNA) Swiss Air Transport Co. Limited (SWISSAIRl)

Colonia 1013-1021 P.O. Box
Monuevidy CH-8058 Zurich Airport

UruguaySwitzerland

Qantas Airways Limited Syrian Arab Airlines
Qantas House P.O. Box 417
70 Hunter Street Damascus
Sydney, N.S.W. 2000 Syrian Arab Repubiic
Australia

TAAG - Linha, Aereas de AngolaRoyal Swazi National Airways Corporation Ltd. (Angola Airlines)
P.O. Box 939 Rua Luis de Camoes. 123*Manzini P.O. Box 79
Swaziland Luanda - R.P.

AngolaSABENA (Soctlete anonyme beige d'expiuitation
de In navigation aikrienne) TAP - Air Portugal35. rue Cardinai Mercier Apartado 5194B-1000 Brussels P-1704 Lisboa Codex*Belgium Portugal

Saudi Arabiani Airlines Cori). Trans-Mediterranvan Airways S.A.I{.L. (TN2A)Saudia New Building P.O. BOX 1113018
P.O. Box 620 Beirut
Jeddah Lebanon

* Saudi Arabia

Trans World Airlines Inc.Scandinavian Airlines System (SAS) 605 Third AvenueFack New York. N.Y. 10158
S-161 87 Stockholm.Bromma U.S.A.
Sweden

Trinidad and Tobago (BWIA International)* Solomon Islands Airways Limited (SOLAIR) Airways Corp.
P.O. Box 23 Kent House
Honiara - Guadalcanal Long Circular Road
Solomon Islands Maraval, Port of Spain

Trinidad and TobagoSomali Airlines
*P.O. Box 726 Tunis Air

Mogadishu 113. avenue de In Liberti
Somali Democratic Republic Tunis

Tunisia

0 5
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ASSOCIATE MEMBERS (18)

Aerellines Cordilera Lid. (AKROCOR) Kadeil Airins.
Audi. Nueve Los Lon.. 0167-E 43 Tomlpeofi Street
Santibilo Wagg Wags.. N.S.W. 2650
Chile Australia

Air Liberia MaslU" Comamuter Service Pty. Ltd.
ch MvnisrY of Cowmece. Industry and Tramportatlor. 117 Parker Street
P.O. Box 2076 Coo andra. N.S.W. 2590
Nowmi Australia
Liberia

Mount Cook Airlines
Aaeen Airins of Australia Private Sag

48) Swanson Street chastdwch
MaonhVictoria 3000 New Zealand 5~

Australia
Idammb Al, (Pty,. Lad.

Aviacion y ComorcWo S.A. (AVIACO) P.O. Box 731
* Maudes, No. 51 WUXI"oe

EdNIW3ct Minister Nam"bi
Madrid. 3. Spain

Comamla" Aiways tJ Lad. P.O. Box 490
P.O. Box 7015 Montreal International Airport
Bonaeo Park 1622. Transveal Dorva. Quebe

* South Almca CmnadulMY 185

Douglas Airways Ply. Limited TALAIR Pty. Limited
P.O. Sorn 1179 P.O. B" oo 0
Denbho. Pon Moreby Goroks
Papua. Now Guinea Papua New Guinea

S Eser. Proviscial Airways (1963) Limited Trans Australia Airline.
P.O. a"e 501 P.O. Box 2806AA
Gander Melbourne
Newfoundland Victoria 3001
Canada AIV IW9 Australia'

* Eau-.Wow Airdlae Limited Traastwaai-S&A. Limb.. Aire". (Trans Brhell)
19th Level Aaroporto do Congoah'as
323 Casilereagh Street Sao Paulo
Sydney. N.S.W. 2000 Brazil
Australia

& Vlaa Aires Sao Paulo 5.A. (VASP)
IPEC Aviation Ediio VASP

Hmngm86 Aeroporto de Congorshas
Brisol Simee Sao Paulo
Eseendon Airport Brazil
Victoria 3041
Australia

7
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APPENDIX II-E

THE INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION
MEMBER STA':ES (150)

Afghanistan, Republic of Ecuador
Algeria Egypt, Arab Republic of
Angola El Salvador
Antigua and Barbuda Equatorial Guinea
Argentina Ethiopia
Australia

* Austria Fiji
Finland

Bahamas France
Bahrain
Bangladesh Gabon
Barbados Gambia• Belgium Germany, Federal Republic of
Benin Ghana
Bolivia Greece
Botswana Grenada
Brazil Guatemala
Bulgaria Guinea• Burma Guinea-Bissau
Burunxdi Guya ha

Canada Haiti
Cape Verde Honduras
Central African Empire Hungary

* Chad
Chile Iceland
China India
Colombia Indonesia
Congo, People's Republic of the Iran
Costa Rica Iraq

* Cuba Ireland
Cyprus I s xe1l
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic Italy

* Democratic Kampuchea Ivory Coast

Domocratic People's Repub)lic of Korea Jamaica• Democratic Yemen Japan
Denmark Zrordan
Dj ibouti
Dominican Republic renya

Kiribati.
Kuwait
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APPENDIX II-E (continued)

Lao People's Democratic Republic Saint Lucia
Lebanon Sao Tom and Principe

Le sotho Saudi Arabia
Liberia Senegal
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya Seychelles
Luxembourg Sierra Leona

Singapore
Madagascar Somalia
Malawi South Africa
Malaysia Spain'
Maldives Sri Lanka
Mali Sudan
Malta Surinm
Mauritania Swaziland
Mauritius Sweden

*Mexico Switzorland
Monaco Syrian Arab Republic
Morocco
Mozambique Thailand

Togo
Nauru Trinidad and Tobago

*Nepal Tunisia
Nothurands, Kinjdon of tho Turkoy
New Zealand
NicazaLJua Uganla
Niger Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Nigeria United Arab Xmirata '

Norway United Kingdom
United Republic of Cameroon.

Oman 'United Republic of Tanzania
United States

Pakistan Upper Volta
Panama Uruguay"
Papua New Guinea
Paraguay Ve nezuela
Peru Viet Nam, Socialist Republic of
Philippines Yemen
Poland Yugoslavia

Poit uga Id
Zaire, Republic of

Quatar Zambia
Zimbabwe

Republic of Korea

Romania
Rwanda
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AEGENTINA
* AUSTRALIA

BRAZIL

CHINA

cz19c)OSWOVAK SOCIALIST IMP9ULC
* DEN4MARK

EGYPT. ARAS REPULC OF
EL SALVADOR
FRANCE
GERmANY. FEDaxAL RipWus~c OF

* INDONESIA
IRAQ
ITALY
JMAICA
JAPAN

NEHERANO KINGDOM OF TilE
NIGERIA

PAKISTAN
SENEGAL
UGANDA
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIAUST X.IWUMLJCS
UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED REPUBLUC OF CAMEROON
UNITED STATES

* VENEZUELA
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APPENDIX II-I

ZICAC Mumear Stales:

Austria
Belgium
Cyprus
Denmark
Finland
Franco
Germany (Fed. Rep.)
Greece

ircland
Italy

* Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Swedeni
Switzerland
Turkey
UnF d Kingdom
Yugoslavia 1

Sccrctariat addruss:

31his, Villas Essile-llergerat

F~ruance
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APPENDIX II-J

1.-

Meeings oDirecorjTiniiltemdt/pca Co-ordinatlngI I
General ef civil avlalon ,Commilloo "S ......................... ................. .......
ECONOMIC COMMITrEE/j ECONOMIC COWMITTEE/II TECHNICAL COMMITTEE FACILITATION COMMITTEE

........ ........ --------- .............. : .

Group on tares and rates Group on the economic Group on the abatement
for schoduled services i development o air . of nuinCes caused by air 4 Group on security probloms
and related cOnditions trniport tralnsport

Group on non-schoduled Group on all weather

Group on onpocomon • policy Oporati ll ah

Group on joint rquiro-.
Group of statslicians * mons for emergency and

safely airbone equipment

Goup on aircraft acci-

-Ad hoc - groups .-----J -Ad hoc, groups ...... L. d en.s In private aviation A -Ad hoc , groups ........

GrUP on 11: ,avl of
the tat.us oI Implemenla-
tlion of ECAC recommenda- "
lions on technical quostlon*0 ~Dowe reporting Ie1

............. Subsidiary IspOriin line .Ad hoc * groups ........
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TABLE III-A-I

Carrier r,."pings

40

GRUPN CAR=ANUL EENUE

*M.OS AfERICAN $1,0001000,000+
BRAN I FF
coN'I NENTAL
DELTA
EASTERN
N RTHWEST
PAN AMER I CAN
REPUBLIC
TRANS WORLD
UNITED
USAIR
WESTERN

NA(Ik AIR CALIFORNIA $75,000,000 * $1,000,00,000
AIR FLORIDA
AIRLIFT
ALASKA
ALOHA
CAPITOt.
FLYING TIGER
FRONTIER
HAWIIAN
OZARK
PACIFIC SOUTHWEST
PIEDMONT
SOUTHIEST
TEXAS INTERNATIONAL
TRANSAMERICA
WIEN
WORLD

111-3
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TABUL. 111-A-1L icont~je4)

Lk AlIR MIOEST *IO.OOO.OOO * S74.9 .9
AIR NEU ENjLAND
AlIR IOISCNMIN
ALASKA INTEA:NATIONAL
ALTAIR

BRITT
CASCADE
EVERGREEN
GOLDEN GATE
4L WEST

MIDhAY
MIssIssIPpI VALLEY
NEW YORK AIR
PEOPLE EXPRSS

a PILGRIM
REEE
h VKY MOUNTAIN

OUTi AIR
S IFT AIRE

* ZANTQIP

MIUM R AMPRECH o o9.999.999
AEROSTAR
AIR NEVADA
AIR NORTH

* AIR NOIRTH/INND4A
AMERICAN EAGLE
AMERICAN TRANS AIR
APOLLO

BIG SKY
* COCHISE

COLEMAN
COLOAN
EMPIRE
GLOBAL
GREAT AMER I CAN
IMPERIAL
INTERCONTINENTAL
KODIAK
MACKEY
MID-SOUTH
91M1DSTATE
MUNZ
NENAIR
RICH
SEA AIRMOTIVE
SKY WEST
SOUTHEAST
SUN LAND
T-BIRD
WESTERN YTKON

* sources I.P.Sharp Associates 111-4
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APP9NDIX 111-

Iorld Revenue Pasenger Miles by Rean - 1976

Chart 111-s-1 shows revenue passenger iles for the Individual airlines

of the world in 1976 grouped by region. While Figure I proented revenue

passenger miles in a flow concept over time with a breakdown of major

categories, Cart 111-5-1 presents a stock viw, that is at one point in time,

the year 1976, and provides greater detail into the regional distribution and

relative activity of individual airlines around the world. The U.S. and

Canada are included as one region, with Europe, Central and South America, the

middle East and Africa, Australia, New Zealand and the Far East each making up

another regional category. Revenue passenger miles are shown along the

vertical axis represented in millions of revenue passenger miles. it is

evident from the chart that the majority of activity in terms of revenue

passenger miles occurs in the U.S. and Canada and in 1rope in terms of

regions of the world. Central and South America and the Middle Cast and

Africa show the smallest revenue passenger miles for the individual airlines

of all the other regions. Aside from the Soviet airlines and one British

airline, one French airline, and one Germn airline, most of the major

airlines, in terms of revenue passenger miles, in the world include the

domestic trunk carriers. The information provided in Chart III-B-1 came from

a Boeing Company publication called Dimensions of Airline Growth, published in

March of 1980.
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CHART III-B-1

*World Passenger Traffic

Revenue Passenger-Miles for Airlines of the World-1978
(Grouped by Region of Airline Domicile)
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CHART IIl-B-1 (continued)
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Central and South America Middle East and Africa Australia, New Zealand.

* Source: Boeing Company, Dimensions of Airlif!,rowt, March, Fo*Pr Eat
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Traffic uistory ky Carrier Class

During 1980, apycoxiaately $200 billion rewenu passenger mllee of

service ver experienced by the U.S. dosmtLc scheduleS carriers. a tlg e

down from approximately $209 billion ?JON in 1979. Table I1-C-I hohs the

breakout of domastic scheduled traffic Ln billions of revenue paseenger miles

for the different carrier classes Including trunks. looalIs. regional,

Intrastate and a total figure for all scheduled service over the perLod 1960

to 1980 with the decade of the 1970a shown Individually for each yar. It is

Interesting to note from the table that all carrier classes sho Increases

over the 1970a up to and Including 1979. Nowever during 1960. there as a

decline in revenue passenger miles for the trunks with increases by the locals

and regionals and intrastate carriers maintainLng their 1979 levels.

*
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TAOL. 111-C-1

U.5. 0sti@ khbdhlkad Tftttc sotory by Cla s f CSrt4rmf
(SuIIts Rim)

I I I I I

Tear I ks loals I f, elnal a  I trastat 3 Iow

11601 30.3 1.1 I 0.) I 0.2 32.4
I I I

195 52., 2.6 0 o.6 6.6 o.,4.
IIII I I

1970 9S.9 7.4 0.9 I 1.9 196.1IIII II
1971 97.0 7.9 I 0.6 I 2.1 I 10.6

1972 108.2 0.9 I 1.0 I 2.2 120.3
IIII iI

1973 115.4 9.6 I 1.1 I 2.5 I 128.6IIII I
1974 117.6 10.0 I 1.3 I 2.7 132.4

IIII III
1975 119.4 10.7 I 1.6 I 2.9 1)4.6

IIII II
1976 131.4 12.1 I 1.7 I 3.2 14.4

1977 141.3 13.5 I 1.6 I 3.0 I L4.4

1978 164.2 I16.5 2.0 I 4.6 I 147.3! III
1979 160.7 19.9 I 2.4 I 5. 206.6

IIII III
196 166.2 21.6 4.5 I 5.6 200.1

IIII I I
196 I I II
SIII ,I I,

Sources Lockheed-Ca tornia Company. eorld Air Traffic Forecast 190,
ioport no. FXA/2968 (Burbank, California: September 1960) oe. 615.

Notes: Domestic includes all traffic vithin and betven the fifty states:
also U.3.-Canada tranaborder traffic. Traffic berwen mainland and
U.S. Virgin Islands and Puerto Ri.. is olassified as intereatiomal.

1 Looal service carriers,

2 Intra-Alaska, intra-l6avaii, other airlines not i"luded eewe.

3 Formerly intrastate carriers (until 1979) Air Florida, Air California,
Pacific Southwest (PSA), and Southuest.
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APPENDIX III-D

Domestic Carriers

Table III-D-1 shows domestic carriers by size for the years 1979, 1980,

and 1981. The carriers are divided into domestic trunk lines and local

service carriers. Note how on-flight passenger trip lengths have increased

over time and revenue passenger enplanements have decreased over time for most

of the major trunk carriers. In the local service carrier group, revenue

passenger enplanements have increased slightly or remained about the same as

they were in 1979 and again passenger trip lengths have increased.

'p

*

*111-13
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TABLE III-D-1

Domestic Carriers by Size

Revenue Passenger On-Flight Passengers
Enplanements (000) Trip Length (miles)*

Domestic Trunk
Line Carrier 1979 1980 1981 1979 1980 1981

Eastern Airlines 42,724 39,494 35,666 635 715 731
Delta Air Lines 40,274 38,597 34,777 623 674 697
United Air Lines 35,373 38,358 28,690 1,041 1,171 1,197
American Air Lines 31,009 25,836 24,764 1,040 1,091 1,123
Trans World Airlines 22,574 20,398 17,989 1,046 1,378 1,430
Braniff International 14,353 12,153 10,452 746 979 846
Western Airlines 11,952 9,877 9,200 823 890 927
Northwest Airlines 11,636 11,501 11,144 862 850 877
Continental Air Lines 9,874 8,425 8,406 917 963 942

* Pan American World Airways 9,275 15,217 13,540 1,870 1,983 2,135
National Airlines 6,582 - - 1,102 - -

Local-Service Carrier

USAir 2/ 14,060 14,213 13,405 359 385 405
Republic 1/ 12,031 17,362 16,769 306 403 451
Frontier Airlines 6,539 6,017 6,286 457 489 553
Piedmont Airlines S,429 5,707 7,266 353 414 445
Hughes Air West 5,045 - - 495 - -
Texas International Airlines 4,441 4,345 3,762 492 516 573
Ozark Air Lines 4,034 3,847 4,159 385 409 448

Source U.S. Civil Aeronautics Board, Air Carrier Traffic Statistics (Washington,
D.C.: December 1979), and Air Transport Association, Air Transport 1980
(Washington, D.C.: 15 June 1980).

* Scheduled services

1/ Merged with Hlughus Air West 10/80; Republic's surviving conpany; shown as a major
airline in 1980 and 1981, (i.e., revenues $1 billion +).

2/ Shown as a major airline in 1980 and 1981.

111-14
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APPENDI X 111-5

Employment

Since 1970, total industry employment for the airlines has flactuat d

around 300,000 employees per year, except for the years 1979 and 190, where

that figure rose to approximately 340,000 employees per year. Table 111-I-1

shows employment for the period 1977 to 1981 for the in4ustry, separated by

full and part-time employees and for the different carrier groups including

Majors, Nationals, Regional carriers and All Cargc carriers. The table shows

dramatic decreases in employment from 1980 to 1981. For the Industry as a

f whole, full-time employment decreased approximtely 13 percent from 190 to

1981 with the number of part-time employees decreasing approximately 20

percent. From the table it appears that significant decreases in employment

occurred for Nationals and Regionals. However, the table is misleading in one

respect. In each year, it shows employment by carrier grouping. However, in

the last few years there has been significant switching by airlines into and

out of carrier groups, so a strict comparison of carrier groupings does not

hold constant specific airlines, year by year.1

Tables III-E-2 and Il1-E-3 address the impact of these changes in labor on

the industry. Labor output ratios are calculated for the Industry as a whole

and for each of the Major carrier groupings and presented over time. Table

III-E-2 shows the data in actual units while Table Ill-E-3 indexes the data.

1 One can detect from the table that a significant decrease in employment in
the National and Regioal groupings has occurred in the last two years.
However, it is not clear from the table that the individual airlines that made
up these categories had significantly suffered. The information provided in
the table that applies to-the industry as a total and to the All Cargo
carriers is more significant and straightforward in what it represents.

111-16
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which shows the data in index form, shows that cargoes showed a relatively

steady increase from 1978 through 1981 with the difference between 1981 over

1980 being a very small increase. This is quite different than for the

industry as a total which showed a relatively large increase from 1980 to 1981

and tremendous increases in both carrier groups, the Nationals and the

Regionals, with a slight decline for the Majors. However, one must be

cautioned again that much of the change in 1981 from 1980 comes about from

individual airlines switching carrier classes, more so than it does from

tremendous increases in additional capacity during that one-year period.

111-20
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APPENDIX III-F

Travel Agencies

In September of 1981, 18,712 travel agencies reported sales through the

Air Traffic Conference System, up from a 1980 year-end figure of 17,339, andSi
14,804 in 1978. Single-office locations represented more than two-thirds of

all the agencies in 1980 with branch office locations accounting for about 22

percent of the total (see Chart III-F-I). Agencies with branch offices within

corporate organizations grew the fastest over the last few years, from 12 in

1979 to 234 by September of 1981. The best available measure of dollar volume

for travel agencies comes from the Air Traffic Conference (ATC) statistics on

airline ticket sales. In 1980, airline sales through travel agencies exceeded

$18 billion, a 22 percent increase over 1979. At the end of September, 1981,

this volume was $15.25 billion, or twelve percent greater than the comparableS|
total for 1980 (see Table III-F-I).

According to a survey conducted by Louis Harris Associates in 1981 for the

Hotel and Travel Index, the average commercial agency has a gross dollar

volume of $1.65 million annually, with business travel generating

approximately 65 percent of its sales. Chart III-F-2 below shows a breakdown

of dollar volume for the average agency. Pleasure travel accounts for 26

percent with combined business/pleasure, about 9 percent of the total.

Approximately 69 percent of the sales are for domestic travel and 31 percent

for international travel. Commercial agencies attribute almost three-quarters

of their dollar volume to air-travel arrangements.

The most important findings revealed a rapid increase in the volume and

number of corporate. accounts handled by travel agencies. The most significant

area of growth for travel for business purposes was in group sales, where 40

S111-22



CHART III-F-I

TYPE OF TRA'EL AGES"CY LOCATIOIS 1980

Branch office

localions*3.747
22% Slagle 9o1166

alocations
Totl: 11.783

locations
1.809

10%
Total: 17.339

•'*In os 84 bilane p oc.u ae vWvsu I2 at g e nW of Istl.
S1wcv: AC i onsenco
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TABLE Ill-F-1

Travel Agency Sales Statistics 1980

*1979 1960 %Change

Air sales reported to ATC $14.7 billion $18.0 billion 22.0

Commissions paid by U.S. $ 1.2 billion $ 1.5 billion 30.0
* airlines

Average commission per 8.4% 8.9%

Average weekly sales report $17,874 $20,382 14.0
transaction

Gross dollar volume of credit
card sales $ 4.0 billion $5.3 billion 32.0

Credit card sales as %of
total bookings 27.4% 29.4%-

Source: Travel Market Yearbook
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percent of the respondents to the survey noted an increase in either meetings,

conventions, or incentive-group bookings.

Through 1980 and 1981 the commissions paid on airline sales to agencies

rose at rates faster than the gross dollar volume of air-travel bookings. In

1980, commissions were approximately $1.5 billion, 30 percent higher then

1979. This reflects an average compensation rate of 6.9 percent per

transaction, up from 8.4 percent in 1979. Commissions in the first nine

months of 1981 totaled $1.4 billion, a 23 percent increase over the sam

period in 1980. The average commission rate per transaction hit a 9.9 percent

all-time high in October, 1981 (see Table II1-F-1).

Table IIl-F-2 below shows the number of travel agencies by state for the

years 1980 and 1981 with the percentage change. Texas, Georgia, Delaware,

Colorado, and New Mexico show the largest percentage change in the number of

agencies over the period, while New York, West Virginia, and Wyoming show

declines from 1980 to 1981. The average increase in the number of agencies

was 6.1 percent for all the states combined over the period August, 1980 to

August, 1981.

Table III-F-3 below shows the use of travel agents for air and lodging

bookings by traveler type for the period 1978-1980. It is clear that in terms

of air travel, agent bookings for domestic pleasure and domestic business

increased over the three-year period. Agent-booked international air travel

declined significantly over this period. The breakdown for trips involving

the use of a travel agent is shown in Chart III-F-3. Of a total of 82 million

trips that were booked by travel agent, 48 percent involved domestic business

trips, 28 percent domestic pleasure trips, with domestic personal trips and

international trips accounting for the remaining eighteen percent. Table

III-F-4 shows domestic-traveler usage of travel agents broken out by sex and
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CHART III-F-2
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TABLE III-F-2

Number of Travel Agencies by State, 1981*

tQ! 1901 Chango

Alaba.a ......... .. 05 13.3
Alaska ............. 64 1.9
Arizona ............ 264 13.8
Arkansas ........... 50 8.7
California ........... 3.700 9.1

Colorado ........... 321 15.5
Connecticut ......... 490 2.5
Delaware ........... 40 17.6
District of Columbia 63 164 7.2
Florida ............. 1.234 6.0

Goorgia ............., 891 223 18.0
Hawaii ............. 49 260 4.4
Idaho .............. 42 -
Illinois ............ 1.179 3.9
Indiana 224 1.0.................... .. ~-e1 -. -..- .-- "

Iowa ............... 7 146 6.6
Kansas ............. WAN 110 10.0
Kentucky .......... 78 5.4
Louisiana 141 9.3
Maine ...... 65 1.6
Maryland ..... 229 5.0
Massachusotts ...... 670 2.4
Michigan ........... 541 4.2
Minnesota ........... 295 9.3
Mississippi .......... 51 2.0

Missouri ........... 24&5 26b B.2
Montana ........... 55 1.9
Nebraska .......... 02 -
Nevada ............ 90 9.11
Now Hampshi(o ..... 83 2.5

Now Jersey 1........ " 1,037 4.9
Now Mexico ........ . 87 15.5
Now York .......... 38j 2699 - 1.3
North Carolina ...... 4 148 19.4
North Dakota........ 32. 36 12.5

Ohio ........... 556 4.5
Oklahoma .......... 1234 131 6.5
Oregon ............ :Z.05 235 14.6Pennsylva,,ia ....... .' 0115 2..4"-"

Rhode Island........ 104 5.1
South Carolina ...... 6.9 84 0.5
South Dakota ....... 20 -
ToineOssoo ..... 2... 144 9.1
Toxas ........ 922 19.4
Utah ............... 87 13.0
Vermont ........... 41 5.1
Virginia ........... 22 15.4
Washington ........ 421 5.3
West Virginia 34 -2.9
Wisconsin 296 3.5
Wyoming ... 32 -3.0

TOTAL 19.,38 6.1

SAs of August 1981 compared to August 1980.

Source: World Travel Directory
111-27
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TABLE III-F-3

Use of a Travel Agent for
Air and Lodging Reservations

(By Traveler Type)*

.

Air Trivl Lodging

1978-79 1979-80 1978-79 1979-0
% % % %

Domestic Pleasure

Agent booked 40 51 17 28

Agent selected 26 41 9 20

Domestic Business

Agent booked 37 53 14 22

Agent selucted 25 43 10 13

latecnatical

Agent booked 69 5 61 69

Agent selected 51 62 44 55

*!

B Based on users of travel agent services who booked fully/partially in advance.
See page 66 for definitions of traveler types as they apply to Travel Pulse
research.

Source: Travel Pulse Researoh Service 1979-80.
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CHART III-F-..3

Trips Involving Use
of Travel Agent
(By Trip Type)*

Domestic
Business

Trips

39 Million
348

PnternaloTrp

11 Million

13%
Total Travel Agent krips: 02 Million (100%)"

* See page 66 for definitions of trip types as they apply to Travel Pulse
research.

• The 82 million trips involving travel agent usage represent 26% of the 316
million trips recorded in 1970-80 by Travel Pulse Research Service.

Sources Travel Pulse Research Service 1979-80.
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TABLE 111F-4

Domestic Pleasure Traveler Usage of Travel Agents*

-oxx kbcomo
Ago Age Ago 55 Under SM00

Total Mate Fornl 144 35,64 and om 5 M ond owo

% used a Iravel agent 74 71 77 62 so 74 70 76

(100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (100)

RESERVATIONS
Transportation 90 98 95 95 97 90 96 96
Accommodations 06 86 06 89 89 78 $1 90
Car Rental 20 23 28 24 27 25 25 29
Tickoet to local uvonts 9 4 13 6 12 7 10 50
Prowdud1 11p, 9 6 11 11 10 7 3 9

ADVICE
Helped seloct airline 53 47 57 52 51 58 48 5
Holpod solct holul 44 37 49 41 45 45 35 so
Best rates on transpotalsoiV

acommodations 41 33 47 61 43 29 27 48
Providod inlormation

on dostinaions 29 20 35 29 33 21 21 34

*0

B Based on responses of past year domestic pleasure travelers who had taken a
trip of 100 miles or more which included air fare or paid accommodations.

Sources Travel Pulse Research Service, August 1980.
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age group as well as income level. Note that more famales use travel agents

than do sales, and age groups 35-54 use travel agents more than do younger and

older travelers. Also, it appears from the table that those in income

brackets in excess of $25,000 a year use travel agents more than those earning

less than $25,000 a year. However, it is also clear from the table that of

0 those different percentages of the traveling public that use a travel agent, a

very high proportion uses thas to book transportation, in all cases, in excess

of 95 percent.
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APPENDIX III-G

As a means of categorizing these and other factors, the Boeing Commercial

Airplane Company separates then into two groups -- stimulants and constraints,

with each group further subdivided into four areas: economic, cost, service,

and marketing as shown in Figure III-G-1 below. The purpose of providing this

particular type of categorization of the forces and constraints on air freight

growth is to help the reader to generate alternative categories of potential

problems that may affect the air freight growth in the future. That is, by

separating these factors into economic factors versus marketing, cost, and

service, one can begin to generate scenario-specific questions that are of

importance to understanding the various combinations and complications that

may affect air freight growth. In other words, this type of delineation

allows one to ask smart questions about the potential impact of future

alternative conditions within the air freight industry. Obviously, an

examination of Figure III-G-1 shows that there are different combinations of

impacts that could occur simultaneously and probably other combinations that

could not.
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FIGURE III-0-1-
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APPENDIX III-H

In the PS-80, the CAB allowed costs to fluctuate 10 percent above to 70

percent below the existing DPFI coach fare. The Airline Deregulation Act

ratified PS-80's own original fare flexibility concept but established a

slightly different method for determining the ceiling fare. The basic fare

for SIFL was given by the following formula:

$16.16 + 8.84 A per mile (0-500 miles)
+ 6.74 0 per mile (501-1,500 miles)
+ 6.48 4 per mile (over 1,500 miles)

After passage of the Airline Deregulation Act, the SIFL was continuously

updated to reflect the increase in airline cost, particularly fuel costs. The

CAB also issued multiple permissive awards where all applicants were granted

authority to operate in a market whether they actually intended to or not.

This had the impact of allowing the U.S. trunk and local service carriers to

operate in over 100,000 city pairs by the spring of 1980. One impact of this

policy was to cause carriers to shift toward longer-haul market service. As a

result, the CAB proposed several changes to its fare policies during the

period of transition to deregulation. The following alternatives were prposed

by the CAB for domestic fare flexibility:

1. Full downward flexibility in all markets.

2. Ten percent upward flexibility in two and three carrier markets.

3. Full upward flexibility for markets up to 200 miles and 30 percent
or more upward for 200 to 400 mile markets.

4. Full upward flexibility for a portion of each carrier's capacity
each week in each market.
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5. Thirty percent upward flexibility in all markets (or 50 percent for
0 to 200 or 0 to 400 mile markets).

6. Full upward flexibility in all markets.

On the positive side, the use of SIFL protected the consumer from

potential monopoly power abuses. However, on the negative side, it was biased

in favor of long-haul markets and served as a practical disincentive to

innovative pricing. In June of 198.0, PS-94, a CAB interim policy statement,

was issued in which the fare structure was broadened. Full downward

flexibility in all markets was provided. Full upward flexibility in 0 to 200

mile markets was also provided, as was up to 50 percent above SIFL in 200 to

400 mile markets and 30 percent above SIFL for lights over 400 miles. The

formula as of January 1, 1982 was:

$29.64 + 16.21 6 per mile (0-500 miles)
+ 12.36 l per mile (501-1,500 miles)
+ 11.89 6 per mile (over 1,500 miles)
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APPENDIX III-I

Figure III-I-1 below shows cost changes calculated as a four quarter

moving average for system trunks and local service carriers over the period

1970 to 1981 comparing the composite cost index for the airlines with the GNP

deflator. The GNP deflator is the cost index used to determine the real GNP

adjusted for inflation. It is used as a comparison here with the composite

cost index and with the individual cost indexes in order to show how the

individual and composite costs within the airline industry have tracked with

the general trends in the economy as represented by the GNP deflator. Note

how the composite cost index closely tracks the GNP deflator until 1974 and

then begins to increase at a much higher rate than does the GNP deflator.

Figure 111-1-2 shows labor costs relative to the GNP deflator and Figure

111-1-3 compares fuel costs, commissons and the deflater. Note the dramatic

increase in fuel costs beginning in 1974, continuing to climb from 1975

through 1979 and then another dramatic increase from 1979 through the end of

1981. Landing fees, maintenance material, and the GNP deflater are Compared

in Figure 111-1-4. Figures 111-1-5 and 111-1-6 show interest costs and the

GNP deflater and food, and advertising expenditures relative to the GNP

deflater, respectively. Note in these latter two figures how the interest

costs and food and advertising do not outpace the GNP deflator and indeed in

some cases increase at a slower rate than does the GNP deflator. Thus, the

rapid growth in airline costs, which outpaced general inflation between 1974

and 1980, resulted from rapid growth in labor and fuel costs and landing fees,

the most important cost items.
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APPENDIX III-J

The Air Transport Association of America (ATA) prepared a detailed

analysis of individual daily load factors for a specific month (August 1975).

Although the peak season month at that point in time, the load factors

presented there are now comparable to year-round averages (see Figures III-J-1

and III-J-2). The study showed how many passengers were denied tickets

despite availability of seats at departure time for average load factors of

about 60 percent. That is, it shows how many passengers attempted to buy

tickets prior to boarding and were denied tickets because the plane was booked

and then at departure time because of cancellations and no-shows there was

additional capacity and more passengers could have been accommodated on the

airplane. In one case, it showed that the monthly average load factor for the

Chicago-Denver route was 66 percent. The distribution of that load factor

approximated a normal (Bell) curve except for the right hand side of that

normal curve which was cut short by the limited number of seats on the

aircraft. That is, the distribution of load factors as shown in Figure

III-J-3 below can be evaluated by superimposing normal distribution curve onto

the actual load factor curve as done in Figure III-J-4 below to show the

umaccommodated demand at the upper tail of the curve due to the actual seat

limit of the airplane. The unaccammodated demand shows the passenger who

desired to travel on the flight but could not be accommodated due to the

flight being sold out. The level of unaccammodated demand increases with an

increase in the "no-show" factor. Overbooking as a practice tends to reduce

the problem of handling no shows and raise the load factor but even with the

level of unaccommodated demand that exists on the flights shown in these
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FIGURE III-J-1

Significance of Passenger Load Factors

of Flights
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Source: CAB data.
* - Figure 3-7. Distribution of Load Factors, by Flights, Dallas-New Orleans Route.

August 1975

* Source: Air Transport Association of America, The Significance of Airline
Passenger Load Factors, August 1980, p. 5.
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FIGURE III-J-2
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Figure 3-8. Distribution of Load Factors, by Flights, Miami-New YorKk(jFK)
Route, August 1975

Source: Air Transport Association of America, The Significance of Airline
Passenger Load Factrs, August 1980, p. 5.
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FIGURE III-J-4
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figures, the airline cannot take it upon itself to sell tickets to everyone

because of the over-booking problem. It is clear from Figure III-J-4 that

even though the average load factors of approximately 66 percent that almost

12 percent of the flights were undertaken with a load factor of 90 percent,

ten percent of the flights with approximately 95 percent, etc. The purpose of

this point of the discussion is to make the reader sensitive to the problem of

altering load factors, "no-shows," and resulting unaccomodated demand and

what impact that has on airline operating efficiency.

The study also showed that this problem becomes worse when considering the

distribution of load factors by day of the week. For the same example used

above, the average daily load factor varied from 59 percent on Wednesday to 72

percent on Sunday. In fact, on Sunday more than 25 percent of the flights

departed with a 90 percent or higher load factor. The unaccommodated demand

increases on heavily traveled days and it increases even more on the popular

flights on the heavily traveled days (see Figure III-J-5).

Recently, carriers have attempted to deal with this high load

factor/service/convenience problem through the introduction of capacity

controlled fares; that is, fares that are offered for an overall percentage of

the total capacity on a given route. Capacity-controlled fares are deep

discount fares offered on a percentage of the total seats on a flight. The

airline adjusts the percentage of these seats offered relative to the demand

at normal fares in order to fill the seats which would otherwise be empty.

This usually occurs during off-peak hours or days (i.e., weekdays only). This

type of pricing is a refinement of the off-peak pricing concept that has been

used by airlines for many years. It permits average load factors to be

increased without increasing demand on heavily traveled days by allowing the
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L 2

airline to fill seats with passengers willing to travel on less popular days

in exchange for some fare reduction. Until a few years ago, off-peak pricing

was difficult to implement because these fares had to be specifically detailed

in the promotional fare tariffs and resulted in too rigid a set of definitions

for this widely varying concept. Capacity-controlled fares retained the idea* 0
of off-peak pricing but gave the airlines additional flexibility to make

discounts available relative to demand fluctuations demonstrated by individual

schedules on individual routes. Combined with computer technology
Su

reservations, a more sophisticated prediction of demand and the amount of

space available on future individual flights could be made and unfilled seats

promoted at a discount.

1-
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APPENDIX III-K

The tables in this appendix provide detailed operating and cost data for

each aircraft type over time. In addition to operating costs, such operating

statistics as revenue passenger miles, available seat miles, load factors, and

block hours are shown by aircraft type.
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APPENDIX III-L

Table III-L-1 below shows the competition in the top 25 U.S. domestic city

pairs for 1980 and comparisons with 1979. The number of competitors and the

number of effective competitors are both shown in the table for the two years,

with abbreviations for the airlines (effective competitors in 1980) also

shown. There is no consistent pattern of increases or decreases in the total

number of competitors in each of the city pairs. However, it is fair to say

that in most cases a change did occur. In terms of effective competitors, the

table reveals that the number of effective competitors in 1980 decreased from

1979. In fact, of the 25 city pairs surveyed here, seven markets showed an

increase in the number of effective competitors in 1980 over 1979, one market

showed a decrease, and eleven markets showed no change. There are five

markets for which we did not have sufficient information to allow comparison.

1

* S
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TABLE III-L-l

Competition in the Top Twenty-Five U.S.

Domestic City-Pairs
(Twelve Months Ending 30 September 1979)

Number of Competitors
1980 1980 1980 1979 1980 1979 1980
Rank City Pairs Total Total Effective Effective Airlines

1 NYC/Newark-Wash.,D.C. 7 10 1 3 EA
2 Los Angeles-NYC 6 6 3 3 AA, TW, UA
3 Boston-NYC 6 5 1 2 EA
4 Miami-NYC 7 6 2 3 EA, PA
5 Los Angeles-San Francisco 9 8 3 4 PS, UA, WA
6 Chicago-NYC 6 6 3 3 AA, 7W, UA
7 Ft. Lauderdale-NYC 6 3 2 3 DL, EA
8 NYC/Newark-San Francisco 5 6 3 3 AA, TW, UA
9 Dallas/Ft. Worth-Houston 2 N/A 2 N/A TN, BI
10 Chicago-Los Angeles 4 4 4 4 AA,CO,TW, UA
11 Honolulu-Lihue 2 2 2 2 HA, TS
12 Las Vegas-Los Angeles 4 4 2 1 PS, WA
13 Atlanta-New York 4 3 2 2 DL, EA
14 NYC/Newark-Orlando 5 3 3 3 DL, EA, PA
15 Detroit & Ann Arbor-NYC 6 5 2 2 AA, NW
16 Boston-Wash., D.C. 6 6 3 3 DL, EA, AA
17 Honolulu-Kahului 2 2 2 2 HA, TS
18 NYC/Newark-Tampa 5 3 3 2 DL, EA, PA
19 NYC/Newark-Pittsburgh 4 4 2 3 AL, TW
20 Los Angeles-

Seattle/Tacoma 5 6 2 3 UA, WA
21 Chicago-Minneapolis 5 5. 3 3 UA, RC, NW
22 NYC/Newark-W. Palm Beach 6 N/A 2 N/A EA, PA
23 flouston-NYC 6 N/A 4 N/A CO,DL,EA,PA
24 Chicayo-Sai Francisco 3 N/A 3 N/A AA, TW, UA
25 Houston-New Orleans 7 N/A 2 N/A TI, WN

Source: Nawal K. Teneja, The Commercial Airline Industry: Managerial
Practices and Regulatory Policies, Lexington, Mass: Lexington Books, 1976.
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APPENDIX IV-A

Table 13 in the text provides system-trunk and local-service carrier cost0W
indices broken out by the major cost components over the period 1970-1981.

These indexes allow the reader to Judge the relative increase in costs within

a particular coat component and for overall costs as designated in the

composite index over that time period. Table 13, however, does not provide

any information about the relative .mix of the various cost components, and how

that mix has changed over time to affect total costs. Table B-i below

presents the component weights for airline costs that correspond to the cost

index presented in Table 13 in the text as produced by the Air Transport

Association. The figures in Table B-i show the percent of total cash

operating expenses accounted for by each of the cost categories for each year

from 1970 to 1981.

In comparing row-by-row entries across time in Table B-I, it is evident

that the component weights for the individual cost categories declined from

1970 through 1981 for every cost category except fuel and trafffic

cmmissions. Fuel showed a rather significant increase over the twelve-year

period rising from 12.7 percent of total cash operating expenses in 1970 to

over 30 percent in 1981. Traffic commissions showed somewhat less of an

increase, rising from 2.9 percent in 1970 to a high of 6.4 percent in 1981.

All the other cost categories showed relative declines over the period. Labor

declined from 46.3 percent steadily down to 35.5 percent in 1981. Aircraft

maintenance material costs also showed a steady decline from 3.3 percent down

to 1.8 percent in 1981. Advertising and promotion, passenger meals, interest

charges, and landing fees also showed relative declines over the period.

As a point of reference, total cash operating expenses in 1980 for system

trunks and local-service carriers wes slightly in excess of $30 billion.
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The Standard a Poor's 500 (SraP 500 or 500") is a stock price index whose

purpose is to portray the pattern of stock price movement. It is generally

used to measure market performance. The 500 is made up of 400 industrial,

40 financial and 20 transportation companies and 40 public utilities. The

Index is not the 500 largest companies listed on the New York or other stock

exchanges but the issues of the 500 do represent about 75 percent of the

aggregate market value of common stocks traded on the New York Stock Exchange

(NYSE).

Companies are chosen with the aim of achieving a distribution by broad

industry groupings that approximates the distribution of these groupings in

the NYSE common stock population, taken as the assumed model for the

composition of the total market. Each stock added to the Index must represent

a viable enterprise and must be representative of the industry group to which

it is assigned. The four major groups outlined above are divided into more

than 90 subgroups. The composition of the 0500" is continuously monitored by

Standard & Poor with the objective of keeping it-representative And u 4 te.

to combine-the breadth, weighting and statistical inteqrity" to pbrtkay. -the .

market's pattern of movement. A current listing 4f the firm included in- the

"500" and sub-groups, follows:

IV-20
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CHANGES IN S&P 500 SINCE MARCH 3, 1982

Added (4)

Deleted C-)

Household Appl. & Furn.: (M) Basset Furniture Ind., (4) Roper Corp., (4)

Monasco; El. Instrum.; (-) Beckman Instrument; Pollution Control: (-)

Unvirotech Corp., (+) Zurn Ind.; Restaurant: 1-) Gino's, (+)Wendy's Int.;

Toys: (4) Mattel Inc.; Multi-Line: (+) CIGNA Corp.; Property-Casualty; (-) INA

Corp.; Life Insur; (-) Conn. Gen.; Financial Misc.; (+) Merrill Lynch, Group

Name Change; Elec. Household to Household Furnishing & Appl. Group Deleted;

Home Furnishing Company Name Changes; SmithKline Corp. to SmithKline Beckman

Corp.; Metro Goldwyn Mayer to MGM/UA Entertainment Co.; Springs Mills toS!
Springs Industries Inc.

0
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Introduction

The financial picture of the airline industry and carrier groups has been

drawn with the use of CAB/carrier operations data. This "pure" data source,

does not include transportation and non-transportation parents subsidiaries or

affiliates, no matter how significant their role may be in the viability of

the air carrier. The result is a snapshot of the industry in which the

analyst can identify emerging airline trends. But the real world is not made

up of air carriers whose only line of business is certified air

transportation. Managements have made business decisions to expand,

diversify, or disinvest, all decisions made in support of the major activity

of air transportation. To analyze how the individual carriers responded to

those factors which influenced the previously discussed industry performance

and structure, the airline must be viewed in its real world form at the

consolidated corporate level. The analysis is performed using the concepts

and format employed in the main text for the industry and carrier groups.

Here, individual airlines and the Standard & Poor's airline composite are

studied. The airline composite includes those 45 airlines listed as in the

tablesfollowing this appendix. All tabular data were obtained from Standard &

Poor's Copustat Services which in turn obtains its data from compapy annual

reports, SEC Form 10-Ks, 10-Qs, and CAB operational statistics reports.

Additional descriptive data were obtained from the companies' annual reports.

The companies covered in this discussion are those whose airline fleets

included wide-body aircraft in 1981: American, Continental, Delta, Eastern,

Pan Am, Trans World, and UAL.
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MAJORS

American Airlines, Inc.

The plight of the airline industry was well outlined in the earlier

sections. American Airlines generally fits the performance pattern of the

industry. The recent levels of operational measures (load factor, RPM, ASM)

surpass pre-regulation performance. What these data do not portray is the

dollar side of the equation. With fare competition and inflation, American's

operating ratio (0.96) reached an all-time high in.1980 and showed some a

improvement in 1981 (0.93), although the average depth of discount in fares

increased to 42 percent in 1981, up from 35 percent in 1980. It was only in

1978 (the first time since 1972) that American managed to operate at less than

90 percent of revenues. Recent performance pegs American about at the level

of the industry composite. The year 1980 was a poor one for American -- a

negative 4.63% return on assets (ROA), nearly 180-degree turnaround from an

ROA of 4.86% in 197_L.._osses were previously experienced in 1975, 1973, and

1970. Compared to--IT-airline composite, American was in a more favorable

position by 9-81 and 1979 though it suffered significantly in 1980.

Funds managementfigures show that American outperformed the airline

composite except in 1980 and 1977. Operating funds provided about 40 percent

of total capital resources since deregulation except in 1980: losses brought

this ratio down to an eleven-year low of twelve percent (airline composite was

25 percent).

Capital expenditures relative to assets rose sharply in 1977 after

remaining constant over 1973-76 though post-197 7 levels have not yet reached
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the pre-1973 level. In recent years, American's acquisitions to assets ratio

was below the airline composite. Until 1981, American's fifteen percent

closely approached the composite's sixteen percent. With above-average

operating funds contribution rates and lower asset acquisition rates, it

follows that American's acquisitions compare more favorably to operating funds

than for the industry composite. The years that showed distortions in oi.her

capital expenditure measures show distortions here as well. In 1981, capital

expenditures of about $550 million included the acquisition of 23 B-727

extended version aircraft (of which 11 were used) and three B-747 freighter

aircraft. In 1980 and 1979, capital expenditures of about $420 million and

$500 million, respectively, partially included 23 B-727 extended version

aircraft (of which four were used aircraft) and seven DC-10 aircraft. By

December 1981, American estimated its future payments for aircraft and related

equipment on order at approximately $1.4 billion.

American is heavily debt financed -- more so than the industry composite,

from 1978 on. By year end 1981, American's debt/equity ratio peaked at nearly

three and one half times equity; the industry was at three. Debt as a

percentage of total invested capital was patterned the same. The long-term

portion of that relatively higher debt burden has been somewhat lower than the

industry's since 1978, though 1981 reversed slightly.

The effects of the debt burden are carried over into other indicators of

risk. American has been able to cover interest on pre-tax earnings in almost

every year since deregulation. Its liquidity position was better in that

period as well but by no means can it be labeled "safe" from this perspective.

American appears less risky than the industry.

American's executives announced that an operating margin of five percent
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in the 1980s is necessary to finance its aircraft and maintain a competitive

position in the decade ahead while providing a return to its stockholders.

American did not achieve (in the airline segment alone) the five percent

profit margin in 1981 and says that it does not expect to reach it in 1982

largely due to yield dilution, deep discount fare wars, mobility to negotiate,

improved productivity with contract employees and continued weakness in the

economy. As a result, American is re-evaluating its future capital

commitments including deferring delivery or cancelling aircraft on order. In

February 1982, American announced the discontinuance of plans to acquire 15

Boeing 757 aircraft and the deferral of delivery of certain Boeing 767.

Braniff International Corp.

The plight of Braniff is well known. Although Braniff ceased operations

in May to file for corporate reorganization under court protection, a brief

review of Braniff's situation at year end 1981 will be given to shed some

light on the meaning of those measures used in this analysis.

For the second year in a row, Braniff's operating costs exceeded revenues

0 by one percent in 1981. Losses relative to assets plunged to nearly sixteen

percent in 1981 after recording a prior low of twelve percent in 1980. The

net loss position generated an operating funds ratio of minus four percent in

1981 after hovering at or below zero in two previous years. Constrained in

their funding, Braniff spent the equivalent of only one percent of assets on

new equipment in 1981, a steep drop from earlier years.

External monies were apparently obtained to fund the losses which eroded

the equity base -- debt Jumped to over 27 times equity in 1981, compared to

over four times in 1980 and nearly three times in 1979. (These numbers
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reflect Braniff Airways, Inc. only. Figures for 1981 for the parent, Braniff

International Corp. are not meaningful because there was virtually no equity

investment left.)

Braniff's debt relative to total invested capital was 109 percent. If

debt is a component of invested capital, how can it exceed the sum of itself

plus equity? The answer lies in the fact that the equity position was wiped

out by continuing losses; by year-end 1981, this was a negative amount.

Braniff's debt represented almost the total investment in 1980 (at 94

percent). Braniff's long-term debt-portion of total capital was 69 percent by

the end of 1981; other airlines, healthy and not so healthy, have long-term

debt ratios in excess of Braniff's in 1981. Standard & Poor's downgraded

Braniff's debt in 1981, signalling further credit analysts' concerns.

The ability to fund interest payments disappeared in 1979. It is no

wonder that in March, Braniff proposed to restructure its debt. The interest

coverage ratio showed pre-tax, pre-interest losses one and one half times

interest charges in 1981 and nearly one half in 1980 and 1979. Similarly,

current liabilities exceede? current assets in every year since 1976. By

December, 1981, current liabilities were almost twice assets. Again, other

airlines posted worse results in this area.

Continental Airlines, Inc. d

By year end 1981, Continental was on the list of ailing airlines despite

Texas Air Corporation's (parent of Texas International and New York Air)

partial ownership interests. The sharp reversal in its financial picture

occurred after 1978. Operating profits were almost nonexistent for the past

three years as seen by operating ratios of 95-99 percent. In prior years

Continental's operating ratio edged up from a low of 80 percent in 1971 to a
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high of 87 percent in 1978. Since 1978, Continental has performed worse than

the airline composite with respect to its operating ratio. It follows that

Continental's ROA has been negative in the past three years. Net losses were

seven times assets in 1981. Operating funds were a decreasing source of funds

over these three years, providing seventeen to nearly zero percent of total
0

sources compared to 86 percent in 1978. Pre-1976 performance was weak.

Despite its inability to earn returns and generate funds internally,

Continental resumed a relatively aggressive expenditure program in 1980 after

slowing down significantly in the 1976-1979 period.- Property and equipment

purchases soared to 27 percent of assets in 1980, compared to an industry

level of seventeen percent; in 1981, capital expenditures slowed to a rate of

sixteen percent of assets--the industry average. Weak operating profits

produced very high levels of expenditures relative to funds provided by

operations -- in 1981 there were $461.00 dollars spent on new equipment for

each dollar of operating funds; in 1980, it was $9.75 to $1.00. The industry

average was close to a three-to-one ratio. Fluctuations occurred prior to

1979 but variation from the industry was not as wide in the earlier years.

Historically, Continental relied more on debt than equity financing.

Airline composite showed debt to equity at 2:1 to 3:1 since 1969; Continental

showed ratios from 3:1 to 5.6:1, the worst year being 1981. This translates

into total debt capitalization of 85 percent in 1981, the highest in the

carrier's history. The long-term debt portion of total investment was a low

21 percent by the close of 1981, less than half the prior year's and an

historical low.

The effect of poor earnings power seen in the operating ratio and ROA

measures is reflected in the interest coverage ratio. Pre-tax, pre-interest
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earnings were insufficient to cover interest expense in 1981 and 1979 while

just barely providing enough earnings to cover interest in 1980. Prior years

were, in general, significantly better although below the industry average.

Only once in the past thirteen years could Continental's current assets cover

current liabilities -- 1971. The steepest drop in the current position

occurred between 1980 and 1981 when the ratio fell from 73 percent to 39

percent1 this campared to the industry's fall from 90 percent to 77 percent.

By the close of 1981, Continental's outside auditors qualified their

financial statements, placing doubt on the carrier's ability to continue as a

viable entity. Standard & Poor's credit rating service downgraded

Continental's debt from B to CCC, the same measure taken for Braniff and

Western.

Delta Air Lines, Inc.

The gloom and doom tones reserved for Braniff, Continental, and others on

the critical list are unnecessary for Delta, at least through fiscal year end

1981.1 With one of the industry's lowest operating ratios in 1981 (89

percent), Delta also showed one of the highest rates of return (6.36 times

assets). In both instances, Delta outperformed the airline industry

cumposite. With favorable results as this, Delta -traditionally has provided

* the majority of its funds from operations -- 84 percent in 1981, 76 percent in

1980, 93 percent in 1979 . . . with a low of 50 percent in 1974. This

compares to the industry's 1981 rate of 26 percent and an historical high of

* 55 percent in 1977. Nonetheless, Delta's equipment purchase programs were not

* 1 Delta's fiscal year is July 1 - June 30.
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aggressive when compared to the industry composite: fram 1978 on asset

replacement rates ranged from twelve to twenty percent for Delta and fifteen

to eighteen percent for the industry; 1974-1977 appeared to be a period of

relatively high equipment acquisition. These purchases could have been funded

entirely out of operating funds (and were, as will be seen from Delta's debt

load) after 1978. Delta appears to take a conservative approach to investment

management, financing capital investment largely out of internal funds,

especially after 1978. only in the mid-1970s did Delta's

investment-to-operating funds ratio surpass the industry's.

Delta's ability to fund from within can more clearly be shown in its debt

ratios. Although total debt reached 1.8 times equity in 1975 and again in

1969, the past four years saw total debt at 1.1-1.2 times equity; only

Northwest (of the Majors) can boast lower debt-to-equity relationships. Debt

as a percentage of total capitalization hovered around 55 percent in the past

five years. Again, only Nortweest showed lower debt capitalization ratios.

It is.Lnteresting to note that lender&*e now calling for a 50-50, at worst a

60-40"debt-equity split on airline ba a1-Ee sheets if they are to obtain new

financing. The only Majors which apperto meet this criterion are Delta,

Northwest, and US Air.

Debt represented 55 percent of total investment in Delta in 1981.

Long-term debt was 29 percent, compared to the industry level of 44 percent.

The combination of a strong balance sheet and (airline) respectable returns

produced a strong pre-tax, pre-interest debt-service coverage factor of 10.63

times in 1981. Not once in thirteen years did this factor fall below three

times while the industry oposit.. Wowed--. factor as high as three in only

two years in that period. -..- -
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Delta's current ratio surprisingly has not surpassed a value of one since

1970. Further analysis of Delta's balance sheet accounts is required to

determine the cause of this apparent inconsistency.

Delta's strong position is enhanced by the fact that its current (1981)

inventory includes only two leased aircraft (B727). Claims on funds are

restricted to relatively low debt repayment and service, operating costs, and

no investment.

Eastern Air Lines

Eastern wound up 1981 somewhat below the industry but by no means in as

critical conditions as Braniff. Operating efficiency declined since 1978 with

* operating ratios edging up from 89 percent in 1978 to 95 percent in 1981 only

in 1975 and 1973 did operating profits decline to a level of about five

percent of revenues. Surprisingly, Eastern performed about as well as the

* inastry, if not better, in the past three year# prior, it performed under
the imdoetry.vith regard +opejawz lito4.r !tR rns" nassets dta ir-:

- - deteriorated after 1978,--doing battw-r tW--the industr-.in :1979.but-worwb in.

1980 and -4981w. RA-fell-o...-.-yea of -. 24 percent in.-4l1 1975 a --

1973 posted even .lower RoAso -". ..

-- "With respect to funds flwis, astern-tended to follow the industry

pattern.. A-noticeable decline in operating funds relative to total sources

occurred after 1978, from 43 percent to 26 percent in 19811 the industry

registered a drop from 52 percent to 26 percent between those years. Other

sources would, intuitively, be required when the asset replacement rate

, - ... (capital investment/total assets) rose from a level of five to eight percent..-.--

- during t974-1977 to- about twenty perlen ,;nring M1978S-149. feocurrent. :t- ,-=

has coristeatly-bee. .be-th 00 iftee o,. eighteen Vrhont)ile, --"z
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in the earlier period, below the industry (eleven to thirteen percent).

Capital expenditures generated at this rate produced investment levels nearly

three and one half times internally generated funds in 1980 and 1981, and

nearly two times in 1978 and 1979. Tere were only three instances in the

past eleven years that this rate dropped below 159 percent. Relative to the

other Majors, Eastern exhibited nearly the highest rate of investment relative

to earnings ability.

Losses and equipment acquisitions reflecting Eastern's long-term

modernization program made Eastern go to debt financing. Although Eastern

improved what was otherwise a worsening debt structure in 1971, 1976-1977, and

1980, the significant jumps occurred in 1978 (from 2.2 to 3.3), 1979 (3.3 to

4.0), and 1982 (3.9 to 5.0) when comparing total debt to equity. The industry

recorded its worst yar in 1981 at three times as much debt as equity. When

invested capital is viewed as debt and equity combined, Eastern's reliance on

the credit markets is supported furthers by the end of 1981 debt accounted

for 83 percent of total invested-capital, up from the 1977 level of 69

percenty the industry closed 1981 witii.i percent debt up from 69 percent in

1978. lbcdiue of Easternes high YtI -equipeent investment relative to

earnings, 1Y is not surprising to find iong-tem debt at higher-than-average

levels (58 percent versus 44 percent of -total invested capital in 1981).

Since 1979, Eastern was able to raise these funds largely through European

export credit agencies and lease financing. At year end 1981, Eastern had

commitments estimated at $1.4 billion to purchase 40 aircraft and spare

support and engine programs over 1982-1985..

Eastern's ability to fund crrent--vigations deteriorated significantly

after 1979p the same time the mat1 er-: air travel softened. Between 1976

" -- V _ -33
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and 1978, earnings before interest and taxes ranged from one and two-thirds to

twice the interest charges. By 1981, it was somewhat more than half. In the

past two years, astern's interest-coverage ratio fell under the industry's.

The current ratio drops sharply only after 1980 from 1.04 to .87. The

important point here is that Eastern appears to establish a pattern of low

current ratios (relative to broad indicators) even in healthier times.

In December, 1981, leased aircraft accounted for 23 percent of astern'es

fleet of 278 aircraft. Overcapacity induced Eastern to either sublease or

arrange sale of some of its fleet. -our of its L-tOlis are leased to foreign

carriers. Nine of its 727s were grounded by late 1981, later sold as scrap in

April 1982.

Northwest Airlines, Inc.

Northwest emerged from 1981 in a sound position for a Major airline

although straddled with labor problems. Showing one of the strongest

operating -ratios- for a-Major f93 pereMhlxt)7 6Thiegt- op-reted at a -higher cost

level in -1981 than it did.between 19-7-4 --and 19., with" sperating ratios, in the
high 70a-azd li e .. .- 1edecreasing; .a ftab t.itjr.d i 19O had 19 1-

-- _ is reflected in its perrmane . a. e the~ten-yar--period 196-1979 "

7 77. earnings-were two -to seven times assets the 7industry vmponite rose above two

only in the three-year period of 1976-1978. When industry losses plummeted to

about one third of assets in 1980, Northwest's earnings dropped to about half

of assetsl in 1981, the industry's ROA declined further--losses averaged about

one and a half times assets but Northwest's earnings rose to about

three-quarters of Its asset base- -Of UJjc*, cnly American- Joined

Northiest in showing an -improved W--A. 1 -__

IDelta z'howed an-increase ftrAUt Iiua2r I0-au4 l -UW2r,

Deltal's *±uoal year -is not ctpparsbl tisi tu s'~n AmericantS.
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Investment programs and debt management appear to be conservative --

probably the most conservative in the industry. Operating funds have over the

last five years provided more than 90 percent of Northwest's total funds. No

* other airline has showed such consistent reliance on internal funds although

Delta follows with its highest rate closest to Northwest's lowest. Investment

in new equipment has been slow pacedi compared to internal funding ability,

Northwest invested at only 36 perc9nt in 1981 after two years of more

intensive capital spending in 1979-1980 (170-280 percent) and a steadier five

year history of about (100 percent). Relative to total assets, 1981 was a

very slow year for capital expenditures but prior years rates, on the whole,

did not show significant downward variation from the industry.

Northwest's strategy then has been to fund itself out of earnings and

operations. In the past eight years, debt has not exceeded equity. Of the

Majors, Northwest had the least amount of debt (79 percent of equity) in 19811

of all the airlines in the composite, only Southwest had less relative debt

(65 percent of equity) though this -is-its finest year b slow 100 percent

while ortmest has repeatedly been betow this mark.

orthiest's financial strubture fs within the 'safe" range (50 percent

debt, 50 percent equity). By 1981, total debt provided 44 percent of total

capitalization and only once in thirteen years-has debt even barely risen

above 50 percent. Only Northwest is so unencumbered by debt.

Even so, Northwest's debt is largely current--not long-term obligations.

Long-tern debt was nineteen percent total capitalization by year end

- 1981-ronce again -the lowest. long-tom debt-accounted for more of -Northwest's

total debt in the past but it has X qmined fairly stable at 28-34 percent over

1974-1979.
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F Given this favorable structure, liquidity measures might be expected to be

equllyfaorale Prorto 1980, lenders were well covered for interest

rato (0.8 prcet)after a strong ten-year experience. The current ratio

dropped markedly after 1979, putting Northesat under the industry.

Northwest's key characteristic is its low debt, especially that payable

* ~over the long-tern and an established policy of funding growth and replacemenit -

* internally. rurthermore, by year end 1981, Northwest had no leased aircraft

to place claims on internal funds, putting it ahead of most other carriers

when evaluating new equipment programs.

Pan American World Airways, Inc.

Pan Am's recent history is an exercise of investment strategies.

Determined to make National Airline's routes work for Pan Am, the official

*merger between the two occurred on December 31, 1979. one year late-, Pan An

sold its -interest -i-n--the van Am -3ftl-dii j2 33o ruopd - -uud1y 1295-Illion gain.

-- -- Then in Beptowber 1981, onyoi~ m nh-4t~~ P n~ m dd ciff its wholy:

owned hotel -subsidiary 4or ian ;after-ftaw-ijin___ .;Z2: .ilixi- MiA fl Pant Au,- -

_____ stripped.-4f Uis -kaJor nonmirlins substdiaw±",Ucw Includes 4atIzLU and

contract ewi-ce operations- only. -This -occurs amt a& time when van -Aml a

* operating ratio is on an upward move, from 90 percent in 1979 to 103 percent

in 1981.* It is difficult to pinpoint the reason for Pan Am'sa weakening in

1979--in general, the airlines had lackluster performance in 1980 and 1981,

but Pan Am also acquired National at this time. he combined effect has hurt

-Pan am ifich -in -turn tried to e"se the -situation -by- Jlling of assets in -

return forl-aash. -

-2hePanAn-u~ldng ale-1ujav*' 10 Vr-2f-Aepit, th -fct tha
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operating profits were only three percent of revenues. In fact, the 1980 ROA

was relatively oonsistent with the past few years. However, the staggering

losses experienced by the airlines in 1981 were felt by Pan Am despite the

sale of more assets. Pan An recorded a return of a -8.76 times its asset base

-- only Braniff (-15.93) and Western (-8.80) reported worse results, and these
0

carriers' auditors qualified their financial statements.

The significant gains included in net income clouded internal funding

ability measures. Although operating funds (which include net income)

declined as a source of funds, the dramatic decline did not appear until 1981

and then it was softened by one-time asset disposition or tax gains. Through

most of the 1970s, operating funds provided 40-50 percent of total sources

(except 1974, when it hit a low of -35 percent). This fell to 37 percent in

1980 following a seven-year high of 55 percents in 1981, operating funds

represented a minus three percent of total sources.

Pan Au operated under conflicting aims over periods of the 1970s. An

expansion program begun in the .ate sixties finally ms curtailed in 1972.

That rate pfckedup again in 1974-19.75 ifia Pan Au was still recording net

losses. The restraint imposed in 1978 wa-inot to last long nor were its

ordinary earnings level of 1976-1979. Pan A's current low level of

investment (thirteen percent of total assets) is and has been below the

industry composite since 1971.

An obvious attempt to reduce debt has been made since the 1970s. From a

thirteen-year high of 4.73 times equity. Pan Am's 1981 debt reached 2.77

tims over an almost steady six-year decline. This means that total debt is

73 percent of total investment-still b-* the industry but highly leveraged

for lenders. More than half of this debt -is long term (43 percent of total

IV-37



capitalization in long-tern, debt), this level is Pan Am's thirteen-year

historical lowl The quality of Pan Am's debt was seen to be diminishing by

Standard £Poor's rating service in 19811 Pan Am's rating was reduced to B

from BB.

its liquidity position was imparied by the loss effects--there were no

pre-tax, pre-interest earnings in 1981, the first time since 1975. The high

level of debt and steep losses put -Pan Am in the second worst position with

respect to its interest coverage ability (-2.00 times)--only Braniff came near

this at -2.15 times.

The "unpredictable" cu.rrent ratio shove current assets at 80 percent of

current liabilities, another historical low. Pan Am, however, showed one of

the strongest records in its current position until 1979.

Almost a third of Pan Am's fleet is leased, most of which is 3747., and

not all of which are included as capitalized lease. or debt. The additional

drain from debt -and operating leases may require Pan-Am to reduce its size in

- the 1980s:as it Adid during the.1970s. . .

-- Trans World Zorp. -

- --- Trans Wo~rld Airlinas, -Inc. ms testractured in..979:.into ftand.Vorl~d

Corp., holding company. operating through its &irliA6, hotel, and food

* services subsidiaries in addition to its then newly acquired vending and real

estate subsidiaries. The table below shows the segment distribution of

revenues, operating income and identifiable assets for the period

1 .- 978-1980.1 J

Incom before Interont, -taxes --and: extraordi~a&X Ltam p .total :;ic lodes lU- :-

traceable -oz-! tporatA'--Aet.assets, *too
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Table 2

Trans World Corporation
* Line of Business Report

1978 1979 1980

REVENUE S
*Airline Services 68.7% 68.4% 67.2%

Food Services 17.6% 18.6% 19.5%
Hotel Services 13.6% 12.8% 12.5%
Real Estate - 0.2% 0.8%

* OPERATING INCC3IE
*Airline Services 51.9% in 2  9.6%

Food Services 15.4% - 38.4% 32.4%
H otel. Services 32.7% 63.1% 53.3%

*Real Estate 1.7% 5.7%

* ASSETS
Airlines 73.4% 66.7% 70.2%

*Food Services 9.7% 13.5% 13.3%
H otel. Services 10.6% 9.3% 8.2%

*Real Estate - 3.2% 3.0%

na - not meaningful

Trans Uorldto consolidated reiiultTs:fb perations show the benefits of]

* diversification out of airline 'services.o food, hotel and real estate

services. Consolidated operating profitirslightly outperformed the airline

composite in 1981 and 1980 while trailing the composite group in earlier years

(two profitable subsidiaries wre acquired in the altter part of 1979).

Similarly, returns assets showed much better results for Trans World Corp.

than airline composite, largely because of the profitability in other business

-~ ~ -2 Not eaningfuli airline services sustkz-.d a net operating loss of $3 .-

million compared to operating -Jncq gfor food services of $36.5 million,
hoitel services, $59.9 million, -rearmtte services, $1.7 million.
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segments. Rebounding after its 1979 return of 31 percent on assets (1970,

1971, 1974 and 1975 wre wrse), Trans World's return on assets increased

to124 percent in 1981. Of the Majors, Trans World ranked third in ROA

following U.S. Air and Delta.

The ability to generate eernings provided more flexibility in funding

sources. Following Delta and Northwest, Trans World's operating funds

provided about 40 percent of total "sources in 1981, copared to the industry

average of 26 percent. This is a decline- from levels of 54-68 percent in

1974-1976. Capital expenditure rates clipped along in the early seventies in

spite of suffering earnings. After 1975's record loss of 4.5 times assets and

investment nearly 15 times operating funds, a leveling off occurred over the

next three years, showing restraint relative to the other carriers. The trned

reversed in 1979 partly in response to the changed line-of-business profile

the corporation was developing, although airlne capital expenditures accounted

___ - - for the bulk of the coporate total (70-83 -ercent)-.

... Trans World has one-of -the highost Aht'" burdensA nf-the-airline britic_! . "

list (i.e. -Braniff, Continental, eRstern). regardless of .:repeated attempts to.

bring down the outstapdinq debt selling prefeeTrr~.sitock (1977):, .prepayment

. of long-term debt-(1981) and exchange debt -or convertible debt (1980). By

year end 1981, Trans orld'-debt us about 3v2 tIes equity - the industry

showed about 3 times. This represented an improvement over most of the past

ten years.

Since the shopping trips for subsidiaries in 1979, Trans World's long-term9-
portion of debt remained relatively stable at 44-46% of total investment,

close to the'trend-set-by -the -industry-composit-.-Pri-or to this,-Pan Am's .-

long-term debt -voeo-eignif Loantly -abov the Urastz.lw -

IV-40
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Cash infusions from asset sales and high turnover subsidiaries allowed

Trans World to more than break even after allowing for interest charges (as

measured by the ratio of earnings before interest and taxes to interest

* charges). Of the Majors, only Delta outperformed Trans World in this area.

,' The ability to pay currently maturing obigations detracts from Trans World's

rosy picture - current assets were about 90% of liabilities in both 1980 and

19811 current assets are not all readily convertible to cash to meet the

,O obligation.

TWA's fleet size was 221 at year-end 1981; of .this about one-fourth were

leased aircraft. Of the total 221 aircraft, 190 were in revenue operations,

down from 201 in 198 and 1979. Its fleet modernization progran calls for 13

new aircraft (L-1011s and B-767) to be delivered over 1982 and 1983 worth

about $570 million. In addition, TWA had options on, among others, 10 Boeing

767s which it later rescinded, responding to the lessons of overcapacity from

the 1970s.

The marginal airline improvement w .still left TWA with a net loss was

hedged in 1981 at the parent (TrA rp.) level. The insulation
0 ....

provided from food, hotel and realestateservices provided a cushion against

airline volatility.

UAL, Inc.

UAL, a holding company, is the parent of United Airlines, Inc., Westin

Hotels, Inc., and GAB Business Services, Inc. Airline operations account for

*)' about 85 percent of consolidated assets and about 88 percent of consolidated O

revenues, over the 1978-1980 perating income showed wide variation

over the period, due to significant losses in the airline segment in 1979 and

- 190t-Xn 1989, airline operating losean re nearly four times greater than
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consolidated operating incomei earnings from the hotel segment ($72.6 million)

were able to offset airline losses ($65.6 million). The critical airline loss

($235.4 million) occurring in 1979 when United was severely affected by a

strike and the grounding of DC-10s was only tempered by earnings in the other

segments ($74.6 million). A consolidated level loss of over $160 million was

reported in 1979. The following table shows the distribution between segments

of operating revenues, income and identifiable assets.

Table I

UAL, Inc.
Line of Business Report

1978 1979 1980

REVENUES
Airlines 88.4% 86.0% 88.5%

Hotels 8.2% 10.0% 8.5%

" Business Services 3.4% 4.0% 3.0%

0

OPERATIN GMOME..._-
- - Airlines 83.5% . nm2

Hotels .. . 13.6% . nmI  .. 405.3%

Business Services .... - 2.9% .. n I  .. 60.7

ASSETS
Airlines *" 

-  - 85.0% 85.0% 84.2%

" Hotels " 11.3% 12.8% 13.7%

Business Services 2.2% 2.5% 2.4%

nm- not meaningful

1 Airline net loss of $235.4 million on consolidated net loss of $160.8

* million; hotels had operating income of $63.8 million and business services,

$10.8 million.

2 Airline -net lose of .$65.6 millioin.- .

3 Totals may not add due to nontraceable ites and intercompany

eliuinat4,oas ..- * .



Like many other airlines, UAL's operating ratio does not preclude a loss:

operating expenses have historically been managed to provide an operating

profit. The 1981 operating ratio of 95 per cent is the highest since 1969

with the exception of 1979, the year United was shut down by a 58 day strike

and reduced its operations for 38 days due to the grounding of the DC-10s.

Looking further, DAL showed a 1981 loss more than one and three quarters

times its asset base, nearly the size of the loss recorded in 1979. In 1980,

UAL's return on assets was about 50 per cent and in 1979, more than 800 per

cent. Variations in earlier in earlier years did not approach the wide

savings 1979 - 1981. Despite UAL's diversification, it performed worse than

the industry relative to ROA in 1981 and 1979.

Despite its losses, funds from operations provided about one-third of

total sources, doing better than the industry composite in 1981 and 1980.

This can largely be accounted for by depreciation and new debt in the form of

capitalized leases obligations. Again, the devasting effects of 1979 brought

UAL far below the industry in that yee.---

UAL made property and equipment aequii 0ns far above its earnings

ability in 1981 and 1979. It's adqsi iot zin other years were more

conservative relative to funds provided from operations. Although the

liquidity position of the corporation was On -the decline after 1978. Asset

replacement rates have tended to fall below that for the industry.

Debt to equity ratios rose steadily over the 1979 - 1981 period reversing

an improving trend of the three previose years. By year end 1981, total debt

-was more than two and one half times equity, compared to the industry's three

times. Of the Majors, only Northweet,-i--1Znd US Air are in a better

position. Further, UAL's long termprtLo--f this 72 per cent debt is 35 per

TV-4_3
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cent, an historical low for the corporation, reflecting the increasing use of

(short-term) commercial paper.

The decline in liquidity is reflected in diminishing ability of earnings

before interest and taxes (EBIT) to cover interest. In 1981, this ratio was a

-0.06, showing that there were no pre-tax and interest earningsi 1980 was

somewhat better, showing almost a breakeven after interest (times interest

earned ratio of 1.03) after a record low of -1.02 in 1979. The last time

UAL's EBIT were insufficient to cover interest charges was 1975. The current

ratio, assessing the corporation's ability to cover currently maturing

obiligations with current assets, shows a similar weakening in recent years

after having established a position of relative strength in the past.

By year-end 1981, United had a fleet of 335 aircraft, including 21 DC-8s

which were grounded or leased out to others. United had orders for 39 B-767s

for delivery in 1982-1984 and options for 30 additional 767s. In March of

1982, United told Boeing -to stop work on 20 of 39 aircraft on order. 
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APPENDIX IV-D

Figure IV-D-1 mirrors the increase in load factors, showing a large

increase in asset turnover I by the airlines in recent years, particularly

since 1978, when airline deregulation became effective.

While increased turnover could compensate for lower profit margins to

bring higher profitability, Table 19 shows this has not been the case. The

table shows the return on assets (ROA) for the airline industry as well as for

groups within the industry and the market. It shows worsening profitability

for the airlines from 1978 forward. An exception to this is the National

carriers who have managed to maintain their level of profitability. However,

the Majors, Regionals, and Cargos, as well as the industry in total, are all

in distinctly worse positions in 1981 than in 1978. This contrasts sharply

with the S&P 500. Only in the period 1976-1978 did the airlines as an

industry provide a return very roughly comparable to the 500. Returns on

assets for the Standard and Poor composite ranged from a low of 3.79 percent

in 1975 to a high of 4.65 percent in 1979 -- the airline industry achieved a

return on assets in excess of 3.79 percent (the S&P low) only in 1977 and

1978. Tfe drop in returns experienced by the Airlines since 1978 is not as

severely reflected in the 500.

1 Asset Turnover.- Operatig Revenue/Total Assets
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APPENDIX IV-F

Invested capital in an enterprise is composed of all debt (short and

long-term) and capitalized leases as well as all equity capital (common and

preferred stock, capital surplus, and retained earnings). It represents that

investment required to support or finance the asset base. The debt ratio

measures the percentage of total funds provided by creditors and further

describes the firm's financial structure. Table IV-F-1 compares debt to total

invested capital for the S&P 500, the airline industry and carrier groups.

Over time, the airlines have been 65%-75% financed by debt. The S&P 500

generally show lower levels of debt financing -- 60-69%. It is interesting to

note that in the 1976-1978 period, the S&P composite group's debt to invested

capital ratio exceeded that of the airline industry in total and each carrier

group with the main exception of the Regionals. The increasing emphasis onS!
debt financing in this period by the S&P group was first seen in the

debt/equity comparison when the airline indstry's ratio fell below that of

the S&P 500 in 1977.

Long-term debt has generally provided at least half of total investment,

as seen in Table IV-F-2. This contrasts with the S&P 500 which consistently, a
since 1972, show higher levels of long-term debt funding relative to invested

capital. The Majors, accounting for most of the industry, set the trend with

the Nationals closely following. The Cargo group appears more highly

leveraged as do the Regionals since 1976.

The effect of the airline's debt burden can be measured by comparing debt

service charges (interest) relative to earnings. The "times interest earned"

ratio compares ordinary income1 before interest and taxes to total interest

I Income before taxes, gain or loss from discounted operations, and
extraordinary items.
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expense to indicate the safety margin of the fixed payments to lenders; the

higher the ratio, the larger the safety margin. When the ratio is positive

but falls below a value of 1, income before taxes is negative. Table IV-F-3

shows that for the airline industry, there was no safety margin in 1980 and

1981; this was the first time since 1970 that industry's earnings before taxes

could not cover interest payments. This was the rule for all groups in 1980

and 1981 except the Nationals. In earlier years, some groups did far worse;

where no value appears, the ratio had a negative value. The early years for

the Nationals and Cargos showed no earnings power relative to interest, which

is consistent with their very high levels of debt, as previously noted.

The sharp contrast between the S&P composite and any airline group is

largely in the magnitude of the interest coverage measure. The upward or

downward movement was relatively consistent between the two except in 1974,

1977 & 1978. Nonetheless, the market in general showed a far greater ability

to service its debt even though, as previously noted, it had higher relative

levels of long-term debt. The key factor then is earnings -- the S&P 500

showed a greater capacity for profitability over the 1969-1981 period as

supported by healthier operating ratios and returns on assets.

One final look at solvency focuses on the short-term position -- the

ability of the airlines to meet currently maturing obligations as indicated by

the current ratio (Table IV-F-4). The industry's deterioration in liquidity

began in 1979, although the Regionals have shown a poor current position since

1974 only in 1981. The S&P group generally followed the same trend of the

airline industry, its current position was stronger. Over the 1969-1981

period, current assets exceeded current liabilities by half to three-quarters

whereas the airlines; peak coverage exceeded current liabilities by about

one-sixth in

IV-113
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the mid 1970s. Since 1979, airline industry current assets fell below current

liabilities while the S&P groups' are in excess. Both groups' current ratios

have been declining since 1976. The current ratio is not a perfect measure as

it neither measures the actual flow of funds nor does it distinguish liquid

from illiquid assets. It does, however, give an indication of the ability to

fund operations.
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V-A. LENDERS' CRITERIA

A. Bank

Different criteria are applied for evaluating financings for each of the

two main classes of airlines: flag carriers and others. Flag carriers are

those which are engaged in international aviation and are owned -- at least in

substantial part -- by their respective governments. In this sense, Pan

American is not a flag carrier. For purposes of this discussion, only U.S.

carriers will be considered with respect to the criteria used in evaluating

how an institution, specifically Morgan Guaranty Trust Company, would evaluate

financing for the airlines.

1. Events that Influence Lenders

Three events have largely influenced the financing opportunities for the

domestic airline industry. These are deregulation, the Air Traffic

Controllers' Strike, and the current economic environment. Gernot Reiners of

Morgan Guaranty compares airlines under regulation to a utility or the

railroads: largely mediocre companies earning an inferior rate of return and,

largely as a result of inflation, slowly deteriorating balance sheets.

Airlines were a relatively safe risk because they had something of value --

their franchise or route structure. If they got into serious trouble, there

was always a competitor anxious to take them over in order to acquire the

network. With deregulation the value of the route structure was wiped out and

any incentive to acquire the heavy debt burden of a troubled carrier

disappeared.

Deregulation should have a healthy effect on the U.S. airline industry as

well as the lending practices with respect to that industry. Getting there

V-4 i



will take a long time and may eliminate up to three major U.S. carriers (with

all the hardships entailed for employees, investors, and lenders), according

to Gernot Reiners of Morgan Guaranty Trust Company. But because the stakes

are so high, the process will drag out longer than it should resulting in an

impact more severe than need be. Banks do not like to write off loans. To

avoid this, they will restructure and reduce interest rates on troubled loans

drastically. While this worked for real estate loans in 1974-75, the effect

that soaring inflation played on bailing out these loans will probably not

occur for the airlines in the 1980s. No financial institution likes to pull

the plug on bad loans because of the pressures from other major lenders,

manufacturers, and the fact that it is tantamount to the lender's admission of

having made a mistake.

The effect of restructuring loans for an individual company (changing the

schedule of principal payments and interest rates) distorts the operating

enviromnent of the industry. For example, if Carrier A does not have to meet

scheduled principal repayments, interest costs are reduced. The cost of the

product -- seat miles -- drops. To sell more product, Carrier A cuts prices..

Carrier B, in order to help market share, matches the price of Carrier A, but

Carrier B does so without the benefit of "subsidy" from its lenders. Carrier

B which is only marginally profitable begins losing money and its financial

position deteriorates.

The Air Traffic Controller Strike will have positive implications for the

industry in that it: injected a dose of realism into airline labor unions,

made obvious that the U.S. airlines, operating at 75 percent capacity, can

accommodate demand for air travel. Such indications of overcapacity,

irrespective of the current recession, lends doubt to optimistic estimates of

V-5
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demand for new aircraft in the next decade, even before addressing the

financing issue.

The situation created by the PATCO strike and deregulation and aggravated

by economic environment provide a scenario with which to approach financing

opportunities.

2. Financial Position

The first thing to evaluate is the airlines' current financial position:

* earnings, balance sheet, and cash flow as well as an assessment of the air

fleet, capitalized lease obligations, and other major assets. Although

earnings fluctuate wildly, the airlines' cash flow tends to be relatively

* stable. The ability, historical and projected, of the carrier to self-finance

its equipment needs is important. Morgan Guaranty puts little weight on

airlines' earnings projections because any forecast beyond the next three

Smonths is highly conjectural. Instead, fleet expansion programs and business

strategies are important elements in the lending decision.

3. Route Analysis

Since deregulation, route analysis has became a very important factor,

not in terms of where the airline flies, but in terms of how much traffic it

controls on its various routes and how well it has developed its hub and spoke

system. Route analysis permits an assessment of the strength of the system

and possible effect of competition. As a general rule, routes going into the

hub and routes where the airlines control a substantial percentage of total

traffic are much less vulnerable to competition than other routes because of -

the high cost of entry. The better developed the hub system and the higher the

percentage of controlled routes, the less vulnerable a carrier is.
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4. Equipment

Much attention was given to the relative efficiency of the lift capacity

of an airline, i.e., how modern its fleet is. The trouble with this analysis

is that old aircraft may be fully depreciated and may have residual value

while modern aircraft require high debt service payments. Rankings were made

for the average of each fleet. In 1978, Braniff and Continental had the most

modern fleets in the industry and TWA and American had the oldest and least

efficient fleets. Then came the Air Controller Strike. American and TWA

grounded their inefficient planes which carried little holding cost, while

competition with the more modern fleet ran into debt service problems.

This is not to say that a modern and fuel-efficient fleet will not pay off

over time. But over a few years other factors may be more relevant. An

efficient but costly fleet is good only if a carrier has the financial

resources to support it until the fleet pays off.Su
A great deal of attention is paid to the type of equipment being financed.

First, it is necessary to ascertain where the equipment is in the industry

cycle. Lending 80 percent of market value at the bottom or beginning of the
0

cycle may be prudent while lending 50 percent cent at the top may be folly.

In 1978, for example, a bank would have been very reluctant to lend more than

50 percent of market value; today, it might be willing to go considerably

higher. Next, look at the life cycle of the type of aircraft to be financed.

One should not rely heavily on the resale value of equipment which is just

being introduced to the market place or equipment which has been surpassed by --1

technological developments or is going out of production. In this sense, the

Boeing 747, the Airbus and the DC 9-80 are favored by Morgan Guaranty while

the Boeing 737 in the intermediate term (up to ten years) is still
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acceptable; a rather dim view is taken of the Boeing 727 and the Lockheed L

1011. Morgan Guaranty still reserves judgment on the Boeing 757 but considers

the Boeing 767 excellent collateral from the beginning since it is not a truly

new-generation aircraft compared to the 747 or the A-300 when they were first

introduced.

5. Conclusion

Airline financial position, route structure, and equipment analysis are

the main criteria considered when making aircraft loans. Suggestions could be

made to airline management to make airline financing more attractive.

Ideally, a lender such as Morgan Guaranty would like to finance the company

rather than a specific piece of equipment. If all aircraft -- the main assets

of most airlines -- are encumbered, it is very difficult to finance working

capital and downpayments. Air Cananda appears to be the only airline which is

not borrowing on a secured basis and it is a flag carrier. Airline management

appears to be more concerned with market share than return on investment.

This philosophy is not conducive to improving profitability or attracting

0 long-term financing. Until the airlines "self-regulate" to reduce redundant

route service, their access to the capital markets will be constrained.

B. Lessors

From the point of view of lessors, specifically GATX Leasing, various

factors influence the market for leased aircraft. Above all else, the credit

risk of the lessee is the most important evaluation criteria. However, other

factors come to play in asset consideration which are not unlike those of a

bank providing purchase financing. These criteria include risk, asset or

aircraft valuation, and fleet management.
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1. Risk

Risk is evaluated in terms of the operator's (lessee's) credit risk and

the lessor's recovery risk. The operator of the leased aircraft may be

protected by law from repossession, even in the event of default.

Furthermore, the delay in repossessing the aircraft or recovering defaulted

lease payments may be exhaustive.

2. Aircraft

Numerous considerations are given to aircraft evaluation. Specifically,

these are: aircraft popularity, manufacturer support, obsolescence,

production cycle, configuration, market potential and financing. The aircraft

4b lessor must take this multi-dimensional view of the aircraft because he is the

ultimate owner of the and must protect his investment.

Popular aircraft present a more attactive option for leasing than

* unpopular aircraft. The reason is clear -- at the end of a lease term it is

easier to find other operators for that aircraft.

Manufacturer support is an important element in the lessor's evaluation.

Aircraft are long lived assets; if the manufacturer may not be around in-10 td

15 years to provide maintenance or spare parts, the value of the asset

diminishes. The manufacturer's introduction of new generation aircraft also

detracts from the current generation's value: while a 727 is still viable, it

is being replaced by the 757 and its value suffers as a result.

Obsolescence affects aircraft in a variety of ways: through evolution of

design improvements, technology, competition and general design. Improved

design aircraft (e.g., 727-200 is an "improved" 727-100) are more attractive

to investors than the earlier models. Technology improvements rendered the

S........707 and DC-8 non-fan jets obsolete. Competition from expected new equipment,
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not yet on-the-shelf, could ruin the value of leased aircraft -- by offering

an improved design or a major technological improvement.

The overall design of an aircraft should determine its intended use. If

the plane's limitations are not considered in its usage, the aircraft's value

may be made vulnerable to deterioration.

Regarding the stage of the production cycle, lessors want to invest early

yet also within three to four years into the aircraft's production cycle

unless strong factors arise to influence a favorable decision. These factors

include shorter terms of the lease, high rate of return to the lessor, etc.

The aircraft's configuration also plays an important role in the lease

evaluation. Although aircraft have standard designs, customizing to the

buyer's peculiar requirements limits and often reduces resaleability of

aircraft.

If the aircraft has a worldwide market potential, it is a better risk

(e.g., DC-9-30, 727-200, 737-200) than those aircraft facing only a domestic

market (e.g., DC-10-10, L-1011-1) or a world market exclusive of U.S. (e.g.,

DC-10-30, 747-200). Specialized markets are seen as risky investments.

Financing availability is deemed a poor single reason for selecting an

aircraft for leasing/investment.

3. Fleet or Portfolio Management

There are portfolio effects even in airline leasing. The lessor wants to

limit investment in any one aircraft type but diversify within that type:

e.g., concentrate on twin-engine types but diversify among different twin

engine types, such as the 737, DC-9, Airbus, etc.

Further, the lessor must consider the maturity schedule of his aircraft

out on lease. The objective is to spread out the maturities over time to
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minimize fluctuations in the market. The maturities should also be less than

the useful life of the aircraft.

However, the lessor will want to arrange the lease periods of the sme

aircraft to coincide. The rationale is that single planes are difficult to

move but a fleet is attractive to operators. There is one possible exception

to this rule-of-thumb -- wide bodies.

4. Current Market Selections

• In light of these criteria, Douglas Kay outlined GATX Leasing's current

market selection of aircraft for the most desirable planes in the 1980s:

a. Boeing

1. 737-200 -- The 737-200 (Advanced) is still the hot seller. Are new
ones a good investment at $13-15 million? It is a good candidate for
short-term loan at 75 percent advance rate, but not for long-term
equipment investment. Not likely that the value will hold seven to
fifteen years from now.

• 2. 737-300 -- Too early to tell. it may be a sleeper (as was 737-200)
but the prediction is it will not be a big seller.

3. 727-200 -- Even with fuel cost stabilized, this will eventually
become a drag on the market. New ones (e.g., Republic) are already

hard to move. Old ones are also not selling well.' If re-bngining
* takes place, then re-engined aircraft may be a fine five to eight

year investment.

4. 757-200 -- Very impressive economics on certain routes but so far not
a popular aircraft. It is too expensive as a replacement for the
727-200 until fuel costs go up. If the 727-200 is re-engined the 757

b may be a dead duck.

5. 767-200 -- Most attractive of Boeing line, but very expensive.

Market may be limited to North America. It will have to prove itself
in service to attract new customers and investor confidence. Still
the best bet in the Boeing twin-engine group.

6. 747 -- Great financing opportunity for international consortia and
lessors with national loyalty, but too much money for the average
lessor.
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b. Airbus

1. A300 -- Fine aircraft. GATX would not buy new in the current market
because of future saturation.

2. A310 -- On a world market basis it looks better than the 767, but
it's too early to tell. It is important not to under-estimate Boeing
in the long run. This is GATX's first choice for long-term
investment value if buying today. A problem is that sales so far

have all been outside U.S., so no chance to get fair market value.

c. McDonnell-Douglas -- The question is whether McDonnell-Douglas will

continue to commit to the commercial aircraft market in face of
reduced sales.

1. DC-9-80 -- it is the 150-passenger aircraft and the replacement for
the 727-200. Obviously not many others think so. Still, it's GATX's

second choice for long-term investments.

2. DC-10 -- Current-10 is probably at the end of production. Super-10
may be viable as trans-Atlantic aircraft. The 30 is a classic
example of lack of popularity. Maybe someday good sense will return

to the market, but until then new ones do not look like a good
investment. Used 30s may be the best speculative investment of all

if you think common sense will eventually prevail.

d. Others -- There are no others according to Mr. Kay.

*

*
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V-B. THE OUTLOCK FOR NW AIRLINE EQUITIES:

PROJECTIONS FOR 1982 AND BEYOND

Profits are the central issue for the airlines. The critical condition

of several airlines is shown in their recent wholesale disposal of assets,

*° refusal of aircraft deliveries, forgiveness of interest owed by them to banks,

and qualified 1981 financial statements (for four of the twelve majors).

At the sane time, the industry has shown an enormous capacity to survive.

Lenders, labor, and management have made significant sacrifices. Julius Nal-

dutis of Salomon Brothers believes that any failure will not come about due to

lack of commitment from any one of those three. Rather, failure will come

from the travel agent seeking to protect the customer from the very thing he

is seeking to avoid. A travel agent typically books 50-60 percent of an air-

line's passengers. Slight diversion can produce a dramatic and disastrous

change in cash flow. If one major U.S. airline folds, Mr. Maldutis predicts

that it will be followed by several others in quick succession. Further, he

projects:

The second half of 1982 should show some *xpansion in economic
* activity which, when coupled with federal income tax cuts, :could

provide strength in air travel.

-- First quarter traffic growth of 4.1 percent for the majors and 18.4
percent for Nationals shows some surfacing of deferred demand.
Combined with strong advance international bookings may reflect a

It fundamental turnaround in air travel in 1982 (although booking data
for domestic U.S. travel are no longer as reliable as in the past).

-- Price-war mania appears to be ending at least temporarily. This would
result in significant yield improvement estimated to occur in the
third quarter.

-- Costs tend to follow prices -- sharply reduced fares have prompted
management, particularly of the large carriers, to extract wage and
work rule concessions from labor and trim management staff. Even
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larger concessions will be obtained from labor if a major suffers
financial collapse.

Following first quarter results which showed sharp increases in
losses, the second quarter will show some improvement but still marked

by unacceptable losses for the majors and declining profits for the
smaller carriers.

1982 has all the characteristics of a transition year for U.S.
airlines: a profit of $240 million for majors versus $614 million
loss in 1981. A slight change in traffic, fuel prices, or resumption
in marginal cost pricing could destroy the projection: similarly, a
slight deviation in the project of economic recovery could produce
near-fatal results for some airlines.

Beyond 1982, Maldutis observes:

When pent-up demand surfaces (44 million passenger trips deferred over
the last two years, as measured by difference in trips in 1979 and
actual trips made in 1980 and 1981) it could provide explosive
earnings gains just as its disappearance provided a decompression.

-- The lessons of labor excesses over the last two decades will permit
management to maintain better cost control in the future.

-- Reduction in the size and depth of discounts and across-the-board
price increases will show significant yield improvements.

Earnings of $1 billion or more are not only a possibility but a must
in order to to support the capital needs to replace obsolete aircraft
and meet demand for future growth. By year end 1981, the majors
operated 2,005 aircraft of which 26 percent, or 524, were economically

obsolete.

Airline deregulation had onle virtue -- it limited the uncertainty
surrounding aircraft acquisitions. We are now beginning to see the
most important aspect of airline deregulation in the decision-making
process for ordering and committing new aircraft purchases. The
decision-making will be based less on the marketing aspects and more
on bottom-line criteria. Thus, recovery and airline orders will be
gradual and should become visible during the second half of 1983 --
assuming the expected profit recovery is not aborted. Also,
differences among airlines aircraft strategies will emerge as large

carriers become increasingly specialized.

Some trial balloons have been sent up regarding re-regulation of the
airline industry, leading us to expect some members of Congress and
the CAB to attempt re-regulation or recapture of CAB powers,
especially in the event of a major airline insolvency.
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Washington appears to exhibit a new sense of awareness for
accommodation rather than confrontation in the international sphere.
An equilibrium between the country's civil aviation needs and the
passengers' need for lower fares and financial solvency is more
apparent.

Given these factors of influence for 1982 and beyond with the knowledge

* that the airlines above all need to begin making a profit, is it possible for

the airlines to increase their equity base as a source of capital as so many

industry experts appear to be saying? To understand the situation that the

airlines face in the equity markets, a few facts are in order. First, airline

stocks have historically shown far greater volatility than the equity markets

as a whole. For example, in 1978 the S&P 400 Stock Price Index showed an

* average variation of fourteen percent. The S&P Airline Stock Price Index had

an average variation of 36 percent -- more than twice as much as the market as

a whole. Analysis of almost a decade of stock price movements reflects

* similar patterns.

Second, despite the poor first-quarter 1982 financial results, airline

stocks, as measured by the S&P-Airline Index, rose 32 percent. This seemingly

irrational behavior is nevertheless quite consistent with the following facts:

airline equities respond to current and projected traffic developments. Thus,

the rise in traffic during the first quarter, coupled with even better results

expected for the summer, has been reflected in share prices. Airline equities

trade on current and expected traffic trends since they are a good surrogate

for earnings. Small changes in traffic result in disproportionately large

changes in operating profits. It is not surprising that airline equities are

so volatile. If the expected traffic recovery for the summer does not

materialize, airline equities will sell off sharply.

Third, Delta is the only alrline today 'ellingr above book Value;
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illustrating the market's general disillusioment with the lack of earnings

and dividends. This very forcefully underlines the need for earnings and

O
dividends.

Fourth, in 1981, an abysmal year for airline profits, some $340 million in

equities were issued. From April, 1980 through May, 1981 airline equities

rose 104 percent in response to expected second-half traffic and earnings

recovery, but when the expectation went unfulfilled, airline stock prices

plunged. Nevertheless, it was possible to tap the equity market.

Fifth, given present trends and expected second-half earnings, prospects

for 1983 remain strong. It will be possible for some airlines to sell equity.

V1
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V-C. PRECONDITIONS OF PROFITABILITY

If profitability is the key factor in the financing of new aircraft, then

it follows that the conditions for profitability must be examined. These are,

according to Knut Hammarskjbld of the International Air Transport

*- Association:

-- an end to the current recessionary cycle and high inflation

-- higher disposable incomes

_ -- lower interest charges

-- stability in currency exchange rates and fuel prices

-- and, in the sector of international aviation, a world-wide pattern of

reasonably compatible and ccmmon-sense national aviation policies

One thing the airlines must do is exercise caution and prudence in their

financial affairs under the extreme uncertainty of today's enviroment. That

means ensuring sufficient profitability to cover interest charges, and provide

a reasonable return while at the same time generating sufficient internal

funds to maintain an acceptable debt/equity ratio -- ideally 50/50 but no

worse than 60/40. The Laker Airways case is a classic illustration: Laker

might still be flying if some equity participation was allowed before

embarking on rapid expansion in 1978.

Laker was not alone in failing to provide a cushion against adversity.

Some of the world's long-established and hitherto successful airlines carry

heavy debt loads with virtually no salable assets given the depressed

used-aircraft market. Kept alive by monetary infusions from banks and other

lenders, a nightmare would ensue for the ailing airlines if, come the upswing

and a reneed demand for aircraft, the lenders refused to provide more capital

before the industry recovered.
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The three things airlines must do to improve their finances while

maintaining an efficient and safe fleet are:

-- cut costs

-- improve yields, and

-- trim capacity to market needs.

The airlines are buckling down to these tasks as borne out in almost daily

news of staff lay-offs, wage freezes or reductions, and cancellations or

postponements of new aircraft orders. The dilemma arising out of these

actions is whether the airlines extend themselves in pursuit of financing the

new more cost-efficient aircraft or cancel these orders.

Despite the growing uncertainties, the industry is forced to make

projections of aircraft requirements in order to cope with the manufacturer's

lead times and to plan its finances. IATA has just completed a comprehensive

study of its member airlines' needs and sources of capital from 1981 to 1990.

In view of the disastrous financial results of the past two years, airlines

have recently delayed ordering new airplanes and cancelled options for

deliveries down-line: they have all been reassessing their long-term

investment plans.

Within the reassessment, airlines are looking at two components of

aircraft requirements: replacement and growth. Growth may or may not happen.

But the need for replacement will not simply go away.

The assumptions and findings of IATA's study concludes that the external

financial requirements for IATA airlines during the decade will range from a

minimum of 90 billion dollars to a maximum of 139 billion dollars (in 1981

dollars). Allowing for inflation, the actual totals will be considerably

higher.
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Taking the most probable traffic growth scenario -- an annual increase of

five percent -- the financial requirement for growth works out to $104.8
0i

billion (1981 dollars). This breaks down to $87.3 billion for aircraft and

spares plus $17.5 billion for other fixed assets. If traffic grew by only

four percent per annum during the 80's, then the new capital requirement is

some $90 billion at 1981 prices, of which $50 billion of that is needed to

replace old aircraft.

The unavoidable replacement requirement for the 1980s is estimated at $50

billion dollars at 1981 prices. That can be modified to cope with the current

adverse financial situation. It can "spill over" for a couple of years beyond

1990, but it cannot be ignored. Even if there is zero traffic growth during

the 1980's, there is that irreducible minimum of capital investment-- $50

billion.

In arriving at the total capital requirements IATA took into account the

airlines' need for different categories of aircraft, from long-range wide

bodies through smaller propeller types. It was found that peaks will occur in

1985 and 1989-1990. There is likely to be a heavy retirement of existing

long-range narrow-bodied aircraft in 1985. And in 1989-90 the oldest of the

long-range wide bodies will be reaching the end of their working lives.

In financial terms this means, first and foremost, there is no

substitute for profit. If airlines are profitable, they will have no trouble

raising the money they need for new aircraft. If unprofitable, they will have

great difficulty. For the most probable five-percent per annum traffic-growth

scenario, the IATA study reaches the overall conclusion that the need is for a

minimum profit: 7.5 to ten percent of capital, depending on rate of tax.

And this is needed in each of the years 1981 through 1990.
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Even if there were to be no significant traffic growth during the 1980's,

even if the airlines had merely to replace their obsolescent assets, then the

profitability requirement, on a much reduced revenue base, would still be on

the order of six to seven percent, assuming that the airlines maintained a

cautious and prudent attitude toward their finances.

Financial experts are working on new and innovative concepts of aircraft

financing. But the concepts can only serve as bridging mechanisms to a more

profitable future. Various alternatives to profitability at the six to

eight-percent level have been proposed. Although it has been suggested that

the airlines could try more extensive leasing arrangements, or longer pay-back

periods for their loans, the IATA study found them not to make any significant

difference in the required rate of profitability. It all comes back to that

one concept -- profitability.

In fact, the airlines will have to become much more profitable during theS
80's than they were in the 70s. In the past decade, airlines' average rate of

profitability was only 2.7 percent; in terms of an average gross return on

assets, that figure represents about five to seven percent. It is interesting

to note that a recent CAB study has come up with similar figures for IATA

members on the North Atlantic in the 1970's. Their conclusion is also no

surprise: the airlines'rates of return will have to rise substantially before

they can expect normal access to funds.

The airlines were able to grow in the 70's because of special

circumstances:

-- They did not need to replace many of their airplanes.

-- This encouraged them to spend their depreciation allowances on
expansion rather than eventual replacement.

-- The world's financial institutions, flush with recycled oil money,
were lining up to lend to the airlines. No one seemed to mind about
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any high "gearing" -- debt/equity -- that resulted. The second-hand

value of airplanes *as increasingly handsome.

* -- Average break-even load factors were below 50 percent at the start of

the 70s. There was plenty of roaim for upward movement in load

factors in general.

For the 1980's, a profitable airline industry is essential:

-- The need for replacement aircraft will not go away and it can only be

delayed for one or two years.

Depreciation reserves have already been used in the euphoric expansion

of the 70s.

* -- The world's financial institutions have many claims on their lending
capabilities not least of which are the massive government deficits in

many countries.

Average break-even weight load factors are now pushing 60 percent,
with passenger load factors at 65 percent -- and that is very high as

a year-round average. So there is limited scope for using assets more

intensively.

What are the chances for a profitable airline industry? At the carrier

level, the Chief Executive of American Airlines stated that unless his new

investment in airplanes was likely to result in at least a five-percent rate

of profitability on revenue, he would seek alternative investments.

0 At the industry level, profitability depends upon charging sensible fares

and rates that ard properly related to costs.

The airlines failure to achieve the required profitability levels depends

& to a large degree on whether an airline functions purely as a commercial

entity or as a subsidized public service. Mr. Hammarskj6ld describes it as

a "sink-or-swim situation in which the outcome will depend entirely on each

Windividual airline's ability to keep its head above water. This is a fight

for survival in which only the fittest will survive: those who clearly

recognize that there is no substitute for profit."
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V-D. PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE

The financial profile in 1980 for the world's scheduled airlines was

marked by:

- Capitalization of 60 percent debt and 40 percent equity which totalled
$60 billion.

- Interest expense of about 3 percent of average revenues, or $2.5-$3.0
billion on $90 billion of revenues.

- Net losses amounting to 4 percent of revenues, or $3.25-$3.75 billion

Actual losses published may show lower amounts, in most cases obscured by

one-time benefits in sale of assets, retirement of low-cost debt, tax

benefits, etc. Interest charges on average debt reveal an average interest

rate between seven and 8.3 percent; ATA pegs this rate closer to 8.75 percent

for U.S. carriers in 1980. Both of these rates are well below 1980 market

rates but can be explained by the heavy influence of old debt at lower rates

and the rate advantages of newer debt instruments. What is important for the

future is whether these rates will be available in the future and whether

financing with tax benefit transfers will also be available. Further, the

time lag effect should work to a disadvantage in the future with maturing old

debt being replaced by more expensive new debt.

Emile Beekman of KIM Royal Dutch Airlines predicts that these interest

rates will be of predominant importance over the next ten years. Present

estimates for airline investment in the 1982-1991 decade are close to $200

billion (1981 dollars). Because present cash flows barely meet currently

maturing debt and thus do not encourage new equity investment, loans and

leases are the only current alternative for equipment financing. These

equipment needs are based on a 5-6 percent traffic growth rate, a slight load

factor improvement, and a replacement assumption of 40 percent of the present
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fleet over the next decade (1,750 replacements).

If growth is downgraded, then capacity estimates will change, especially

in view of the capacity overhang. Currently, it is estimated that between 100

and 125 wide bodies and about 450 narrow bodies comprise the overhang of the

entire world scheduled airlines. With continued low growth rates, this unused

capacity could satisfy four years growth. Overhang implies a reduction in new

orders, not an end to new orders; some planes are so old that they will be

retired while others will be sold to non-scheduled airlines. Overhang may

also force down the price of new planes: even with the higher operational cost

of old equipment, the low price and lower financing cost of used equipment

could put the buyers in a very competitive postion.

Nevertheless, investment estimates must be reduced. Unless airline

profitability improves, financing even these investments may be impossible.

To prepare for the future, airlines must first correct the mistakes of the

past. Mr. Beekman suggested some of the changes that must occur:

-- Include interest cost in cost accounting as well as in pricing.

-- Pass inflationary cost increases on to the customer.

-- Limit the customer's benefits of productivity gains. '

-- Study capital turnover and its relationship to load factors, yield and
asset utilization as an indicator for efficient capital employment
(Mr. Beekman stated that a profit requirment of 7.5 percent of revenue

*is required to maintain a debt/equity ratio of 60/40 according to IATA
studies for 1981-1991. Further, he estimated that given an interest
rate of ten percent and a capital turnover rate of 1.6 times, this 7.5
percent return on revenues implies a twelve % return on captial.

-- Check labor and marketing ambitions for financial possibilities.

In sum, airlines need astronomical profits for financing in the coming

decade. To obtain debt financing, the industry needs to bolster its equity

base which in turn can only be done by generating profits.
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V-E. LEASING: TAX AND ACCOUNTING ASPECTS

Accounting policies relating to leasing reflect huge uncertainties. The

major issue is whether or not safe-harbor leasing as it now exists will

continue. It must be kept in mind that there has always been and most likely

will always be leasing which allows some form of tax benefit transfer. What

remains in question is the price and the manner in which the transfer will be

executed. Confusion and conflict arise because the economics of lease

transactions are not well understood. The central point is value: the value

of rents, the value of tax attributes, and the value of residuals.

In any environment, and especially under safe-harbor rules, it is at best

difficult to value current and future tax benefits whether they be in the form

of write-offs, credits, or tax deferrals. Similarly, the value of the

property being leased comes into question when one tries to determine the

future or residual value at the end of the lease term. The price of the lease

or the rents reflects the residuals and the estimated tax benefits. Thus,

leases are largely structured on tax rules affecting cash flows and timing.

Considerations other than cash flow can also affect the lease terms: e.g.,

how the lease will be reported in the firm's financial statements. Thus,

accounting rules often change the economics of a lease structure when a

benefit accrues merely from accounting principles. Above all, it should be

remembered that the terms and conditions will be tailor made for both the

buyer and the seller to achieve maximum effectiveness in - lease -

arrangement.

Essentially, all that safe harbor accomplished was to change the timing of

tax benefits and not the amounts. The element of transferability already

existed in older lease concepts. By relaxing the ownership criteria, emphasis
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was switched from residual or asset value (at the end of the lease term) to

tax benefit value and rent value. The current controversy in leasing largely

centers on the value of tax attributes and effective asset ownership.

Reflecting the confusion of safe-harbor leasing is the attitude of the

tax-paying public towards safe harbor. Even in the airline industry, some

propose that they cannot survive without it (e.g., Eastern) while others

(e.g., Continental) urge that safe harbor be rescinded. The reason for this

difference of opinion is rooted in each airline's ability to make effective

use of the safe-harbor rules to give them a competitive advantage.

A great deal of attention should not be devoted to safe-harbor leasing at

this time. It is not likely that safe harbor will survive in its present

form. It will most likely survive in changed form, according to Herbert Huene

of Coopers & Lybrand: Mr. Huene's opinion that although the present law works

reasonably well in achieving its purposes, it is perceived as corporate

welfare, an abusive tax-shelter device, or a tax-avoidance technique. Thus,

changes to safe harbor are a political reality -- the question is how:

1. Timing: complete repeal is unlikely as is the proposed repeal
retroactive to February 19. A probable effective date at enactment is
likely.

2. Leave safe harbor relatively untouched: almost certain for repeal is
the $1 purchase option at the end of the lease. The introduction of a

0 corporate minimum tax (not only for those in leasing arrangements), as
proposed by the Administration, is at best an unrealistic tax concept
but has political appeal. The problem is that added tax cost will be
passed down through leases and ultimately to the customer. Another
alternative is the Durenberger/Walker proposal which limits the use
and risk of tax benefit transfer leasing. The leasing industry
proposes to return to traditional structures of leveraged financing
and operating leases.

In the final analysis, the issue centers on defining an acceptable and

true owner of the property and tax benefits. Given the uncertainties that now
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exist as to the value and owner, the current leasing environment may be one in

which there is a cost associated with the risk and uncertainty. If the

ownership issue is resolved and accepted, future leasing may be lower priced.

Accounting rules for safe harbor leasing are in reality little changed

from prior rules (FASB 13). Proposed accounting rules for safe harbor would

apply only to the $1-purchase option and then, only after the effective date

of the standard which could be in the fall of 1982. Even with the future safe

harbor in question, the accounting rules of importance remain virtually

unchanged at this time.
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V-F. NEW FINANCING TECHNIQUES: AN EXAMPLE -- AMERICAN AIRLINES

Airlines now face vastly different capital markets. What was once almost

the exclusive territory of banks and insurance companies, airline capital is

now nearly all obtained from other sources. Most banks' credit committees

will not approve new loans bearing an airline namei those that do lend to

airlines are highly selective, preferring those airlines perceived as the

survivors. The insurance companies, set back in their long-term lending

* because of inability to sell whole life insurance policies, are also diverting

what is left of their long-term fmds into real estate ane equity investments.

The resulting prospects differ for the domestic carriers. Basically, U.S.

airlines can be grouped as bankable or unbankable credits. Unbankable credits

will have to improve their profitability before attracting outside money.

Bankable or lendable airlines are finding themselves in a new financial

environment requiring innovative financing mechanisms that open up new markets

not already saturated with airline debt.

American Airlines (AA) adapted to this environment by developing a0
strategy aimed at diversification of capital sources, but only to an extent in

which soue alternative will always be available. Thus AA has pursued novel

but complicated financings because no practical alternative existed. The new

financing schemes frequently offered considerable savings as compared to

traditional sources, assuming they were available.

American Airlines views the universe of capital markets as made up of four

entities:

1. Commercial banks
2. Non-bank international institutions
3. U.S. private lenders
4. U.S. public arket
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Traditional floating rate bank debt is no longer an answer to airline

capital requirements even if it is available. The reason for this is that

borrowing short-term to fund long-term assets results in mismatched cash

flows. In relation to the cyclical airline industry, high interest rates

usually occur in a poor operating enviroment. The airlines' recent

experience shows that the increased cash outflows required to service floating

rate debt occur at those times when they can least afford it. Future capital

needs for the industry will thus be asset based rather than working capital

based.

This is not to say that floating rate debt will no longer be used. It

still provides bridge financing -- those funds needed until attractive

long-term, hopefully fixed rate debt becomes available, usually to wait out a

bad fixed-rate debt market. Bridge loans have the characteristics of borowing

long-term at short-term rates with provisions for take out if the borrower

obtains long-term fixed rate debt. Bridge loans can be tailored to avoid cash

flow volatility inherent in floating rate loans. American Airlines arranged a

floating rate bridge loan in which interest at a specified rate was payable in
Si

cash and any interest over that specified rate (due to rate fluctuations in

the market) accrued and became payable at a specified future date.

The Euromarkets were tapped by a U.S. airline (American Airlines) for the

first time in 1981 by American Airlines. Traditionally, airlines find it

difficult to borrow in Euromarkets for term and credit reasons. Euromarket

long-term financing is generally five to ten years, about equivalent to the

life of some used aircraft. When American Airlines went to the Euromarket, it

was to finance the purchase of eight to ten year old Braniff 727-200s.

Further, Euromarkets require ratings of Baa or better with secured loans (via
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aircraft) almost an unheard of event. Further, by adding warrants to the

original Eurobond offering allowing investors to purchase another bond at the

same rate (attractive to those investing long-term who anticipate those

long-term rates to slide), AA bonds could compete with higher quality issues,

reducing the

interest rate by one-half of one percent and lowering the placement cost if

the warrants were exercised.

Another example of international participation was a dual currency

eight-year Swiss private placement loan. The advantage of such currency plays

is to effectively reduce costs. Here, interest payments were denominated in

Swiss francs which, when hedged, fixed the dollar cost; principal payments

were denominated in U.S. dollars, but principal increased annually by a rate

of 7 5/8%, to campensate Swiss investors for bearing the exchange risk). At

closing, American Airlines received loan money in Swiss francs. Thus,

American Airlines managed not only to avoid U.S. capital markets, but dollar-

denominated markets as well.

U.S. private and public markets are expensive for a Baa-rated airline.

American Aitlines developed a strategy to operate in those markets but at a

lower cost by separating the provider of funds (lender) from buyer of the

credit risk (essentially, a guarantor). Generally this is accomplished

through bank support via a letter of credit, the cost of which is

approximately the same as the rate savings from the quality spread. In some

instances, the higher credit rating (and lower interest) is necssary to avoid

state-imposed usury ceilings. In the final analysis, rate savings acquired

through third party support of higher quality debt has the effect Of

broadening the market of capital sources.
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V-G. DIRECTION OF THE AIRLINE INDUSTRY -- NE CARRIERS

The domestic airline industry will be marked by a fragmented structure

with a significant number of smaller specialized carriers profitably filling

specific market niches not inconsistent with the existence of larger carriers.

Rationalization will canme to the airline industry. No longer will the

carriers try to be all things to all people. The airlines now have the

ability to drop routes that are inherently unprofitable because of fleet

* composition, unique cost structure, or other valid business reasons. To

abandon an unprofitable operation is no longer a sign of weakness but a sign

of strength to earn an acceptable return on investment.

There are very little, if any, economies of scale in the airline business

with the exception of the power of a well-known brand name, according to Dan

Colussy of Columbia Air. For this reason, smaller carriers can effectively

* compete with the larger carriers provided that they can maintain a cost

structure substantially below that of the larger ones.

The crisis of confidence in the airline industry should not be applied to

* the industry as a whole. There are some bad apples but the whole barrel is

not rotten. No longer will lenders and investors permit management to make

uneconomical business judgments as they have in the past. It is these name-

0 carriers which weakened the entire industry with below break-even price

tactics.

With profit pressures being applied to the older carriers to drop

* unprofitable routes, opportunities are opening up for the smaller carrier.
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GLOSSARY OF AIRLINE INDUSTRY TERMS

Air Freight Forwarder -

Serving a dual role, the air freight forwarder is, to the
shipper, an indirect carrier, so classified because he
receives freight from shippers under his own tariff,
usually consolidating it into larger units which he
tenders to the airlines. To the airlines, the air freight 0
forwarder is a shipper.

Airline Deregulation Act of 1978

Legislation signed into law in October 1978, that provided
for the gradual economic deregulation of the damestic
passenger airline industry to be completed by January 1,
1985. The regulation of air cargo was eliminated in 1977.

Air Transport Association of America (ATA)

The trade and service organization for the U.S. scheduled
airlines. ATA acts on behalf of the airlines to serve the
government and the public in activities ranging from
improvement in air safety to planning for the airlines'

role in national defense.

All-cargo Carrier

One of a class of scheduled airlines holding certificates
of public convenience and necessity, issued by the CAB,
authorizing the performance of scheduled air freight,
express, and mail transportation over specified routes, as
well as the conduct of nonscheduled operations which may
include passengers.

All Services

Scheduled plus nonscheduled, or charter, services.
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Available Seat-Miles (ASMs)

An available seat-mile is one seat flown one mile. For an
airline's total system, available seat-miles are the sum
of the seat-miles flown by all aircraft. It is a measure
of an airline's total passenger capacity.

Available Ton-Miles (ATMs) -

An available ton-mile is one ton of capacity flown one
mile. For an airline's total system, available ton-miles . .
are the sum of all-ton-miles flown by all aircraft. It is
a measure of an airline's total capacity.

Block Hours

The time of a flight including taxiing time at airports.
Measured from when the wheel blocks are removed to when
they are replaced at the next airport.

Block Speed

The average speed over a flight stage as measured by the
stage length divided by the block hours.

Break-even Passenger Load Factor

The point at which the percentage of seats occupied
results in revenues equaling expenses.

CAB (Civil Aeronautics Board)

The CAB is an independent regulatory agency of the Federal
government that regulates carrier operations, including
rates, routes, operating rights, and mergers. As a result
of the passage of the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978, it
is scheduled to be phased out of existence by January 1,
1985.

Combination Aircraft 0

An aircraft capable of transporting both passengers and
cargo on the same flight. Some cargo is carried on
virtually all scheduled passenger flights -- normally in
the belly pits below the passenger cabin.
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Commuters

A carrier which does not operate large aircraft and
performs at least five round trips per week between two or
more points and publishes flight schedules that specify
the times, days of the week, and places between which such
flights are performed, or transports mails by air pursuant
to contract with the United States Postal Service.

Cruise Speed

The average speed of an aircraft during the cruise portion
of the flight profile.

Deadheading

Movement of aircraft or airline personnel which does not
generate passenger revenue, but which is necessary for
positioning the aircraft or employees to more useful
locations.

Departures

The act of an aircraft departing from an airport.

Direct Operating Costs-

Also called aircraft operating costs. Includes all
expenses directly related to flight operations: for

* example, cockpit crew salaries, fuel, insurance, direct 9
aircraft maintenance, and depreciation and amortization.
It does not-include cabin costs (food and flight
attendants)4,-ales and promotion costs, and the like.

Domestic Operations

In general, operationis within and between the fifty
states. As of January 1981, includes service between the
United States and Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.

Enplanements

The total number of revenue passengers boarding aircraft
in scheduled service, including originating, stopover, and
connecting passengers.
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Equivalent ATMs, ASMs, RTMs, RPMs

Since freight traffic and capacity are measured in ton-
miles while passenger traffic and capacity are measured in
passenger miles, respectively, it is difficult to
aggregate freight and passenger statistics. Calculating
equivalent R7Ms is a way to overcome this problem by
converting passenger traffic into its tonnage equivalent,
thus allowing aggregation of freight and passenger data. -*

FAA (Federal Aviation Administration)

The FAA has a dual role in civil aviation. It is
responsible for promulgation and enforcement of safety
regulations, and it is responsible for the promotion of
civil aviation, including aviation research and
development. The FAA is also responsible for
administering the Federal air traffic control system.

Flight

The movement of an aircraft from origin to final
destination which may or may not involve intermediate
stops.

Flight Equipment

Airframe, aircraft engines, and other flight equipment

used in the in-flight operations of aircraft.

Frequency

The number of flights between two cities in a given period
of time, or the number of flights per'day or month, etc.

Hop Length

The airport-to-airport distance of a nonstop flight
segment from takeoff to landing.

Hub and Spoke

A pattern of airline service which links outlying
communities to a central hub airport. Hub and spoke
flights are often arranged to match the collection and
distribution of passengers from a number of spoke
communities so that connections to cities beyond the hub
are facilitated.
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Interline

The transfer of passengers from one airline to another as
part of a simple journey.

International Air Transport Association (IA"')

The trade and service organization for airlines of more
than 100 countries serving international routes.

International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)

The international aviation organization of governments,
ICAO is an agency of the United Nations. It was organized
to insure orderly worldwide technical development of civil
aviation.

International Operations

In general, operations outside the fifty states, including
operations between the United States and foreign
countries. As of January, 1981, excludes service between
the United States and Puerto Rico, and Virgin Islands.

Majors

A new grouping, effective January, 1981, by the CAB of
large U.S. scheduled airlines used for statistical and
financial data aggregation. It includes those carriers
with annual revenues of $1 billion or more.

Nationals

A new group of certificated carriers, effective January,
1981, consisting of carriers with annual revenues of $75
million to $1 billion.
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Nonscheduled Service

Revenue flights, such as charter flighs, that are not
operated in regular scheduled service.

Operating Revenue

Revenues received from total airline operations, both
* scheduled and charter, including passenger, cargo, excess

baggage, and certain other transport-related revenue.

Passengers

* The number of originating revenue passengers.

Potential Seat Miles

Calculated as the maximum ASM which could be generated if
0aircraft were configured at the highest observed seating

density and flown at the highest reasonable utilization
rates.

Regionals

Effective January, 1981, regionals are all certificated "
(noncommuter) carriers with less than $75 million in
annual revenues.

* Revenue Passenger Load Factor

The percentage of seating capacity that is actually sold
and utilized. Computed by dividing revenue .
passenger-miles by available seat miles.

Revenue Passenger-Mile (RPM)

One revenue passenger transported one mile. The sum of
such RPMs is the customary measure for total airline
passenger traffic.
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Revenue Ton-Miles (RTMs)

Tons of revenue traffic (passengers, freight, mail, and
express) multiplied by the miles the traffic is flown.
RWMs are the customary measure of freight traffic and mail
traffic.

Scheduled Service

Transport service operated over the routes of a U.S.
scheduled airline,based on published flight schedules,
including extra sections.

Stub End

Continuation of a flight beyond one destination to another
city nearby, for the purpose of increasing traffic on the
long-hand portion of the flight.

System

The total operations of a carrier or carrier grouping
(domestic and international operations).

Trip Length

The combined total of airport to airport distances from a
passenger's origin to final destination.

U.S. Scheduled Airlines

Air carriers-lvtdng certificates of public convenience
and necessity, issued by the CAB, authorizing the
performance of scheduled air transportation over specified
routes and a limited amount of nonscheduled operations.

Utilization -- Average Hours Per Day

Revenue aircraft block hours divided by aircraft days
* assigned service on carrier routes.
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Warsaw Convention

A multilateral convention which regulates in a uniform
manner the conditions of international transportation byair. Among other things, it established the liability of
the air carriers.

Yield

Revenue per passenger-mile or per ton-mile.

S
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VI I-A * INTRODUCTION

The second annual Aircraft Financing Methods Conference was held on April

26 and 27, 1982 in New York City. Approximately 350 persons attended,

primarily representing domestic and foreign financial institutions (bank and

non-bank), aviation equipment manufacturers, airlines, and other related

industries. Speakers included executives from the airlines, manufacturers,

banks, leasing companies, trade associations, and legal and accounting firms.

This appendix summarizes the proceedings of the conference and focuses on

those issues related to this project. The general topics covered in this

appendix include aircraft financing methods, lendors' criteria, new equity

''investment, profitability, leasing, and new carriers. These subjects are

discussed in relation to the current conditions and future needs and

requirements. It should be noted that the conference was held in April, 1982

and reflects the views and opinions of the conference speakers at that time.

This is especially important regarding leasing implications -- at that time,

the controversy over safe harbor leasing was unresolved, limiting the

discussion on this subject. The speakers frequently referred to performance

and conditions of various segments within the airline industry, not all of

which are comparable with one another. Thus, references to worldwide

certificated airlines cannot be equated to U.S. certificated airlines, nor can

the latter be interpreted as domestic major airlines or domestic trunk

airlines.

The views and opinions contained in this Appendix are those presented by

the conference makers and not necessarily those of the authors of this report.

Furthermore, representatives did not necessarily claim to be speaking for

their respective industry (i.e., bankers for banks, leasing company
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executives for lessors) nor did they claim to express the opinions of their

institutions.
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VII-B. OVERALL IMPRESSIONS

1982 will be a transition year for the U.S. airlines characterized by:

-- turnaround from economic downturn to expansion which could provide
renewed strength in air travel supported by tax cuts and the surfacing
of pent-up demand for air travel

-- an end to price-war strategies to result in improved yields

-- continued airline cost control marked by labor concessions and more
productive management

-- change in objectives from market share to profitability

-- continued adaptation to a deregulated enviroment with respect to
routes, equipment, product, financing, and fares.

Investment bankers stated that this transition could result in the

elimination of up to three or four major airlines. Because the stakes are so

high, the process of rationalization could drag out with the impact more

severe than it should be. Traditional lenders, banks, and insurance companies

do not like to admit to making a mistake by writing off bad loans. To avoid

this, lenders will restructure loans and forgive interest, thereby subsidizing

an ailing airline and giving it an advantage over other airlines having to

cope with their debt burden.

A KLM executive estimated that by the end of 1981 capacity overhang was

nearly ten percent of the capacity of the world's scheduled airlines. With

low growth in traffic, this overhang could satisfy four years' growth. The

decline in traffic growth, the record poor financial performance, and the

crippling debt loads are forcing the airlines to reasses new equipment plans.

These capital investment decisions are filled with now uncertainties in the

deregulated enviroment: for the first time, airlines are entering a

new-generation jet age without the route franchise. The dilemma they face in
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the investment decision process stems from their limited ability to finance

new equipment which, over the long run, they require to survive as a viable

element in the air transport industry.

The conference speakers generally agreed that the outlook for financing in

the 1980s is marked by several key issues: capital structure, profits and

equipment programs. More specifically, the airlines must:

-- strengthen the financial structure by increasing equity capitalization
and reducing debt load

-- change business strategy to focus on returns rather than market share

-- re-evaluate pricing strategies

-- improve operating and net profits

-- reassess equipment inventory and requirements under weak and strong

traffic assumptions

-- develop innovative financing techniques

A recurring theme among conference speakers was that access to captial

markets exists for some carriers, not all carriers, and then not always at

acceptable prices. Bankers expressed the opinion that those with especially

weak balance sheets may be kept alive by their lenders who are motivated more

by the threat of failure than by confidence in the airline. Those cariers with

stronger balance sheets will be forced to search out new sources of money

using new instruments. Examples of these are foreign financings; new hybrid

instruments with debt and equity characteristics; risk-limiting strategies

involving foreign-exchange exposure, interest-rate insurance; residual-value

insurance; individual and employee financing participation; interairline

investment and equipment sharing; supplier and foreign (state) bank financing.

To make some forms possible, credit ratings of more traditional instruments

could be improved by obtaining bank guarantees or letters of credit. Because
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of poor operating performance and the airlines expansionary strategies of the

1970s, no mention was given to the industry's abililty to finance the new jet

age out of internally generated funds woich, by the end of 1981, provided only

about 35 percent of capital needs.

In the final analysis, if the airline industry is to be strengthened in

the long run, then new equipment programs are justified. But financial

commitments must be made early, perhaps -dhen the carrier does not exhibit such

strength. To obtain financing, the airlines need to improve their equity

capitalization and profitability at a time when the overall industry outlook

for external funds is not favorable.
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VII-C. TRENDS IN AVIATION FINANCING

A. Traditional Sources of Funds

Even prior to the 1981 Tax Act changing U.S. leasing rules, lease

financing generated the most excitement in the airline industry in recent

years. Trunk airline lease financing increased nearly 150 percent from 1979

to 1980 and over 50 percent from 1980 to 1981, reaching over $1 billion in

1981. The future for lease financing is unclear, primarily due to the issues

over residual values. Residual value takes on even greater importance when

the transferability of tax benefits declines. If tax benefit transfers (TBTs)

are lessened, residual values will receive greater attention at a time when

the used equipment market is weak.

Private placements have been declining in size since 1977, reaching a

seven year lo in 1981 of about $13 billion. Private placements are long-

term debt not sold on the public market but sold directly to insurance

companies, pension funds, etc. Because of changes within the insurance

industry, funds formerly available to airlines are no longer there.

B. The Current Environment for Airline Financing

Airline financing has become difficult due to the industry's cyclical and

capital intensive nature. In domestic capital markets, airlines compete with

higher earning industries as well as foreign airlines which are perceived as

being less risky than their domestic counterparts due to foreign government

support and/or loan guarantee. Inflation wreaked havoc, increasing the cost

of now equipment. The energy crisis caused fuel prices to increase from 12.2

percent of total operating costs in 1973 to 31.5 percent in the second quarter

of 1981. Deregulation introduced competition from low cost carriers and
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brought major price discounts. When the airlines entered the deregulation

era, it was with a strategy geared towards wide body aircraft which were built

for the competitive atmosphere of the pre-deregulation era.

The airlines participate in capital markets which are themselves in

turmoil. These markets are becoming increasingly international in character

and tend to be more sensitive to inflation, exchange rate fluctuation, and

interest rates. Borrowing long-term at fixed rates has virtually become

eliminated. Lenders suffering huge portfolio losses are becoming more

selective, causing firms with a credit rating below Baa to worry about capital

availability.

The current situation for new financing is not favorable. The airlines

have poor credit ratings (only Delta and Northwest are of "A" quality).

Institutional lenders now feel they have too large a portion of their

portfolios invested in airline debt. Estimated aircraft orders of $70 to $75

billion must be financed by an industry (total certificated) in which:

-- Internally generated funds provide less than 40 percent of needs

-- Current ratio less than 0.9

-- New equity of $500 million compares with new long-term debt of $4
billion

-- Shareholders receive little if any dividends

-- Equity base of $8.1 billion supports $11.2 billion of debt

-- Operating losses exceeded $400 million in 1981.

Because of the industry's high degree of leverage -- regarded as too high

for an unregulated industry -- the airlines are forced to improve their equity

base while at the same time fund new equipment purchases. Changes in the
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airlines' operating environment make this risky debt load even rirkier.

Insurance cumpanies, once an important and traditional source of funds, have

changed their investment strategy to focus on real estate; in fact, insurance

companies have a smaller pool of funds to invest due to the decline in the

sale of whole life insurance. Certain types of aircraft (especialy the

727-200 and DC-10) are seen by some lenders and lessors as a bad risk because

their useful economic lives are nearly ended, thus not providing sufficient

collateral value. Even secured financing via Equipment Trust Certificates

(ETC) or leveraged leases (debt portion) is now difficult; the other side of

leveraged leasing -- equity portion -- is brought into question largely

because of limited taxable income that traditional buyers have to shelter.

The ACRS depreciation method introduced in the 1981 Tax Act had the effect of

reducing equity funds for (leveraged) leasing from conventional sources

because of the increased shelter available per dollar of investment in

nonleveraged leasing.

C. Financing Strategies for the 1980s

Airline financing in the 1980s will be increasingly difficult according to

the conferees. Fleet planning will depend not only on operating/marketing

considerations 'ut on financing availability. The financing may be tied to

acquisition of certain types of aircraft which may conflict or constrain

fleet plans. Thus the financing strategies will be developed around the

marketing and operating strategies. Henry Miller of Lehman Brothers Kuhn Loeb

and Matthias Bowman of Merrill Lynch White Wild Capital Markets Group outlined

some of the objectives which the airlines will have to adopt in developing

their financing strategies:
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-- Diversify capital sources, both geographically and generically.
American Airlines went to the Euromarket last year in part to reduce
its dependence on U.S. capital markets and to develop new creditor
relationships.

-- Move to link debt and equity instruments beyond the traditional
convertible bond; emerging forms of this are the "equity kicker" to
bonds in which lender shares in a fixed percentage of residual value
at sale; or, equity notes, similar to convertible bonds but with

* a higher conversion premium which is an obligation, not an option.

-- Finance "opportunistically" -- To obtain funds when favorable market
conditions exist even if funds are not immediately required. U.S. Air
successfully implemented an opportunistic strategy.

|• -- Pursue (equipment) opportunities which have been largely ignored due
to pride, prestige or air transport treaties. Examples are the
shared use of aircraft (e.g., Eastern and Air Canada, Air Florida and
sane European carriers) through counter-seasonal leases; blocked-time
agreements and through plane arrangements. All of these may require
sane "standardization" of aircraft design and fittings.

Increase the use of employee equity participation via profit sharing
plans, ESOPs, etc. in which employees have a direct equity stake in
their airline and can benefit in profits. The potential for cost
savings, productivity gains and equity capital follow if the employees
have a vested interest.

-- Employ lower-cost used aircraft and/or retrofit existing aircraft.
Financing arrangements are possible for used DC-10-30s inv iving
long-term leases and loans provided by selling airlines.

Improve efficiency of older and less costly aircraft rather than
buying the newer and more expensive models off-the-shelf at a capital
cost of $200,000 or more per seat. For example, r -etrofit program
for the DC-8-60 involves a cost of about $60,000 per seat to upgrade
and re-engine; the original capital cost about 10 years ago was
$40,000 per seat but most are now fully depreciated. Consideration is
also being given to re-engineering the wide body L-1011. The idea of
retrofitting could also be adapted to other types of aircraft
including the 727-200. By 1985, it is estimated that there will be
over 900 727-200s worldwide which will have less than 40,000 flight
hours; a major retrofit to provide at least 10 more years of active
service could be justified at a projected cost of $10-12 million per
aircraft (current dollars) according to Henry Miller. To control
capital expenditures, especially for those airlines not sufficiently
strong to purchase the new 150-seat planes (Boeing 7 7 or Airbus
A-320), a retrofit program for older aircraft may be a viable
alternative. Although these aircraft have a higher fuel cost per seat
mile than the newer more efficient aircraft, the capital cost of an
older plane may be near or fully depreciated, offsetting the fuel
charge.
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-- Increase the use of supplier and foreign government financing.
Airframe manufacturers traditionally resisted financing clients or
supporting extension of credits by third parties. But they may be

* required to assist certain clients with funds, guarantees or stock
subscriptions. Foreign export credits have not been utilized to any
large extent by domestic airlines in the acquisition of non-U.S.
manufactured aircraft. Foreign export credits and guarantees
generally have the effect of lowering the financing costs. An
increased use of this type of financial aid would demonstrate that

* total cost is the relevant measure (as opposed to purchase price).
Recent moves by Pan Am in placing ETC guaranteed by the British ECGD
which financed the L-101 1-500 with Rolls Royce engines and Eastern's
purchase of the Airbus are examples of favorable financing through
foreign equipment purchases.

Explore new forms of double dip leasing. 1 Further double dipping

mitigates an airline's exposure in dollar liabilities and takes
advantage of the spread between dollar and foreign currency's interest
rates especially when there is foreign denominated revenue which
hedges liabilities in that currency. Even with the change in U.K.
write-down allowances (tax shelter), there is an average 100 basis
point advantage (one percent) to double dipping over traditional
leasing.

-- Expand equity base, especially through inter-airline "quasi-equity"
investment. Foreign carriers are "linking" with U.S. carriers,
although U.S. law limits foreign ownership. Air Florida, in
connection with a sale and lease of used aircraft to Emerald Air (a
Texas-based cargo airline), took back equity ownership in Emerald.
Similarly, Air Florida took a minority interest with LACSA (Costa
Rican Airline), providing a Latin American advantage and other
operational savings.

-- Invent strategies to attract individual investors to finance

equipment. This could be accomplished through use of residual value
insurance, offered by Merrill Lynch which insures the residual value
of an aircraft after the lease term; this mechanism is costly over a
longer-term lease (ten to fifteen years) but most attractive in a
short-term operating lease.

Limit exposure on floating rate debt by playing the futures market or
buying interest rate insurance. Insurance provides the best of both
worlds by covering against increases in rates but allowing the insured
to benefit if rates fall. The futures exchange locks the buyer in at
current rates, thus benefiting if rates increase amd losing if rates

0 decline in the future.

1 Double-dip leasing refers to those foreign-to-foreign lease transactions
which maximize available tax benefits of both countries. Originally, "double
dipping" was applied to leases the UK and another country in order to make
use of the UK 25% write-down allowance which is now at ten percent.
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New external capital will be available in the 1980s but I) only to more

credit worthy airlines, 2) through nontraditional sources and arrangements, 3)

in an increasingly broad international market, and 4) with extensive

competition.
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ADDENDUM I: CONFERENCE PROGRAM

AIRCRAFT FINANCING METHODS

a two day Conference at the

PLAZA HOTEL, NEW YORK CITY

on April 26 and April 27, 1982

CHAIRMAN: John C. Emery, Jr.
Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer
Emery Worldwide

CO-CHAIRMEN: Robert Hawkins, Chairman
Airfinance Journal, Ltd.,
England

Tore Steen, President
Emery Financial Services, Inc.,
Greenwich, Connecticut

PROGRAM

DAY ONE

Monday, April 26, 1982

9:00 AM Registration

9:30 AM O]ning Remarks by Chairman

SUPPLY AND DEMAND:

9:45 AM TreNDS IN AVIATION FINANCING
Mtthias B. Bowman, Managing Director, Merrill
Lynch White Weld Capital Markets Group, New
Y~4ik. • +

10:15 AM DEVELOPMENTS IN AVAILABILITY OF DIFFERENT
* INSTURMENTS

Henry S. Miller, Managing Director, Lehman
Bros Kuhn Loeb, New York.

10:45 AM Questions

* 11:05 AM Coffee

11:30 AM ASSET CONSIDERATIONS
Donuglas C. Kay, Executive Vice President, GATX
Leasing Corp, San Francisco

* 12:00 NEW FINANCING TECHNIQUES
John C. Pope, Vice President and Treasurer,
Aaieiican Airlines, Inc., Dallas, Texas

12:30 PM Questions
VII-14
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12:50 PM Break for Luncheon

LUNCHEON ADDRESS: A TIIE FOR CAREFUL
DECISIONS
C.E. Meyer, Jr., President and Chief Executive
Officer, Trans World Airlines, Inc., New York•

INTERNATIONAL FINANCING OPPORTUNITIES:

2:30 PM THE LENDER'S CRITERIA* Gernot H. Reiners, Vice President, Morgan
Guaranty Trust Company, New York

3:00 PM PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE
Emile Beekman, Senior Vice President, KLM,
Schiphol, Netherlands

3:30 PM Questions

3:50 PM Refreshments

4:15 PM EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR FINANCING
J.B.L. Pierce, Treasurer, The Boeing Company,
Seattle

4:45 PM FLEET LEASING IN THE INTERNATIONAL MARKET
Maxwell J. Haworth, Treasurer, Qantas
Airlines, Sydney, Australia

5:15 PM Questions

5:35 PM Chairman's remarks

5:45 PM Cocktail Reception

v-i
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AIRCRAFT FINANCING METHODS

a two day Conference at the

PLAZA HOTEL, NEW YORK CITY

on April 26 and April 27, 1982

CHAIRMAN: John C. Emery, Jr.
Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer
Emery Worldwide

CO-CHAIRMEN: Robert Hawkins, Chairman
Airfinance Journal, Ltd.,
England

Tore Steen, President
Emery Financial Services, Inc.,
Greenwich, Connecticut

P R 0G R A M

DAY TWO

Tuesday, April 27, 1982

8:30 AM Conference Resumes

CARRIER PROSPECTS:

8:40 AM PRECONDITIONS OF PROFITABILITY IN THE WORLD
AIRLINE INDUSTRY

- Knut Hammarskjold, Director-General,
International Air Transport Association

9:10 AM INDUSTRY PROSPECTS
Julius Maldutis, Vice President, Salomon
Brothers, New York

9:40 AM- Questions

10:00 AM Coffee

DEVELOPMENTS IN LEASING IN THE U.S.:

10:25 AM TAX AND ACCOUNTING ASPECTS
Herbert A. Huene, Tax Partner, Coopers &
Lybrand, New York

10:50 AM LEGAL ASPECTS
Stephen P. Gottlieb, Partner, Cadwalader,
Wickersham & Taft, New York

11:15 AM Questions

11:35 AM BUSINESS ASPECTS
- John W. Dewey, President, Citicorp Industrial

Credit, Inc., Harrison, New York
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* 12:05 PM Questions

12:15 PM Break for Luncheon

DEVELOPING CARRIERS: FINANCIAL PERSPECTIVES:

1:35 PM RATIONALE FCR NEW CARRIERS
Gordon Linkon, President and Chief Operating
Officer, Midway Airlines, Inc., Chicago,
Illinois;

Dan Colussy, Chairman of the Board & Chief
Executive Officer, Columbia Air, Inc.,
Baltimore, Maryland

2:15 PM MANUFACTURERS' CRITERIA
Siegfried Hellmann, Senior Vice President,
Marketing, Fokker BV

Dr. Jaap Kamp, General Manager, International
Corporate Finance, Algemene Bank Nederland NV,
Amsterdam, Netherlands

2:55 PM Questions

3:15 PM Refreshments

3:40 P COLLATERAL VALUES OP COMMUTER AND NEW ENTRANT
AIRCRAFT
Jordan Greene, President, Avmark Services,,.
Inc., Miami, Florida

4:05 PM Questions I
4:15 PM BEYOND CURRENT PROBLEMS

Dr. George W. James, Senior Vice President,.
Economics and Finance, Air Transport
Association, Washington, D.C.

4:40 PM Questions

4:50 PM Closing Remarks by Chairman

5:00 PM Close

* I-.,
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AIRAFT FI CII,G MEl1S

List of Delegates

AER INDUSTRIES INC: Dania, Florida
Peter E. WcKenna, Vice President - leasing

AERM AVIAICN ORP: Great Neck, New York
Eldad Ben-Yosef, Vice President - FinanceAEROSPACEIM SRE ASSOCIATION: Washington, D. C.
Allen H. Skaggs, Vice President Civil Aviation :

ALINA LIF & CASUALTY: Hartford, Connecticut
Alvin E. Taylor, Assistant Vice President

* AIR FLORDA: Miami, Florida
Ceaser Alvarez, Senior Vice President for Finance and Administration

AIR LINE PIEOTS ASS. INT'L: Washington, D. C.
Eileen Betit, Economic Analyst

AIR VIRINIA: Lynchburg, Virginia
Mr. G. E. Van Flymen, Vice President for Finance & Aministration
Mr. Podney H. Jaeger, President

AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATICN: Washington, D. C.
William M. Hawkins, Vice President Finance & Taxation

AIR SALE: Maidenhead, Berks
William R. Pascall, Managing Director

AIRBUS INDUSTRIE: New York, New York
Michael W. Kieklak, Marketing Dcecutive

AIRBUS INDUSTRIE: Paris, France
Mr. Soucher Philippe, Sales Finance Director

AIRUS INDUSTRIE: Blagnac, France
Mr. Viaro Denis - Vice President Contracts

ALG M E BANK NEDRLAND NV: Chicago, Illinois
* Marvin D. Juliar, Vice President

Peter Vererds Assistant Vice President
AIM AN=ILEAN AIRLINES, Curacao, Netherlands Antilles

Mr. C. 0. Yrausquin, President
Dr. Herman Van Haagen Vice President Finance

AMERICAN AIRLINES INC: Dallas, Texas
Boney Hall, Eecutive Secretary

AMERICAN CASA DISrREBUIE, INC: Riverside, CA
John P. McNamara, President
William L. Pereira, Consultant

AMERICAN EXPRESS LEASING CORP: New York, New York
* David H. Rentschler, Senior Vice President

AMERICAN WEST AIRIXNES, INC: Phoenix, Arizona
Michael J. Conway, Senior Vice President - Finance

ANA LM - AIR NORF : Burlington, Vemont
David R. Robinson, Vice President Finance
Hal Findlay, General Manager

0 KLMMC SOUTHEAST AIRLINES, INC: Hapeville, Georgia
Robert L. Priddy, Vice President - Administration
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AIRRAFT FINANCING METHlIS

List of Delegates

AVCO LYCCMING DIVISION: Stratford, ConnecticutGary E. Atwell, Vice President, Commercial Engine Programs
AVIATICIN CAPITAL SERVICES CORPORATICN: New York, New York

Bernard J. Herkimer, Chairman
AVIATICN FINANCIAL SERVICES PTY. LTD: Sydney, N. S. W., Australia

Michael R. M. Neil, Managing Director
AVNARK, fINC: Washington D. C.

William V. Costello, Director
AV?@RK SERVICES, INC: Miami, Florida

Larry L. Adair, Vice President
BABCOCK & BRN: San Francisco, California

John C. Robinson, Esquire
BANK OF AMERICA NT & SA: New York, New York

Julia D. Turner, Assistant Vice President
THE BANK OF NEW YORK: New York, New York

V. L. Van Hise, Vice President
BANKERS TRUST COMPANY: New York, New York

Arthur J. Bernstein, Vice President
Linda Ram, Assistant Treasurer

BARCIAYS BANK INTERNATINAL: New York, New York
Michael G. K. Post, Vice President
Nicholas Dunphy, Vice President
Ray Obrenski, Vice President

BAR=LAYS BANK INTERNATIONAL LTD: New York, New York
Iuward L. Aller, Vice President

BARCLAYS MCHANT BANK LTD: crm
T. S. Jones, Group Aerospace Executive

BELL, COWARD, MORRISON & SPIES: Lynchburg, Virginia
* Curtis M. Coward, Attorney

BENEFICIAL FINANCE LEASING CORP: New York, New York
Gerald R. Nocera, Senior Vice President .
Ingo K. Kozak, Controller

BRISTOL ASSOCIATES: Washington, D. C.
Pete Seidlitz, General Partner

BRITISH AEROSPACE, INC: Washington, D. C.
Anthony R. Ennis, Director of Contracts-Aircraft

BRITISH AEROSPACE PLC: Manchester, England
S. O'Sullivan, Contracts Executive
Mr. D. G. Griffiths, Contracts Manager

BRITISH AEROSPACE PLC: Weybridge, United Kingdom
Mr. J. D. Hanson, Treasurer

BRITISH AEROSPACE: Kingston-upon-Thames, United Kingdom
Mr. D. A. Langfield, Executive Director - Export Finance

BRITISH AEROSPACE PLC: Hatfield, Hrts., United Kingdom
Mr. D. R. Shelley, Commercial Manager
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AIcR1rr FINANcnrf MmmmS

List of Delegates

BUTHR& SIGE, INC: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Don Bready, Manager, Aircraft Leasing
John Seal, Senior Vice President

C. A. L. CARGO AIR LINES LXD: Tel-Aviv, Israel
Safrir Nelkin, President

CAN1DAIR LIMITED: Montreal, Canada
Sean O'Brien, Assistant Treasurer

CANADCMIN LEASING CORP. L: Toronto, Canada
Hamish M. Smith, President
Murray Sutherland, Senior Vice-President, Sales

CANADIAN IMPERIAL BANK CF CCMMERCE: Toronto, Canada
Mr. S. W. Turner, Corporate Finance Officer

CANADIAN IMPERIAL BAN OF COMM=EIE: Chicago, Illinois
Diane E. Goren, Manager, Corporate Finance Group - USA

CHALLENGE AIR TRANSPORT, INC: Miami, Florica
B. F. Spohrer, President

CHARTERMASTERS INC: Ontario, Canada
Kevin Rofe, Managing-Director
Gary A. McCulloch, Accountant

CHASE COMMERCIAL CORPORATIC: Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey
Douglas E. Weltz, Vice President Marketing

THE CHASE NHATIN BANK, N. A: New York, New York
* William F. Pank, Vice President

*• Mark E. Shannon, Second Vice President
John E. Koor, Vice.President
Philip H. Deiord, Vice President
Peter M. Foggin, Second Vice President
Robert E. Lewis, Second Vice President
R. Andrew O'Brien, Account Representative
Carol D. Holmes, Vi6e President

CHEMICAL BANK: New York, New York
John S. Murray, Assistant Vice President
Peter L. Geller, Assistant Secretary
Shafqat A. Than, Assistant Secretary
J. A. Guddat, Vice President

CH O Il!DRNATICNAL LEASING: New York, New York
Malcolm J. Kimble, Assistant Vice President

CHEWO NZERNAICNAL LEASING: London, United Kingdan
Alan Hodder, Vice President

CHEOW LEASING GMH, Frankfurt/Main
J. H. Mathewson, General Manager

CIT PA N: New York, New York
Stephen M. O'Neil, Assistant Vice President

CITICOUP INS'InIAL C==, INC: Harrison, New York
Thamas J. Dwyer Jr., Vice President

* George knbrLeit, Vice President
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AIRCAFT FINNCING METHWS

List of Delegates

COELL FINANCE CCOPANY: Westfield, New Jersey
William T. Guinee, Vice President

C(XINE11AL BANK: Chicago, Illinois
Mary Gail Fitzpatrick, Banking Officer

COTfl4AL ILLINOIS LEASING CORP: Chicago, Illinois
Michael J. Kinney, Vice President
Ingrid L. Sarapuu, Leasing Officer

IILLINOIS NATIONAL BANK: Seattle, Washington
Douglas S. Hadley, Banking Associate

CREDIT LEASING ITNATICZAL CORP: New York, New York
Burt C. Risser, Vice President & Managing Director

CREDIT LYaONIS: Paris, France
Pierre-Yves Divisia, Manager Aerospace
Yves-Marie Quelen, Assistant Manager

CE & DUWEVY: Oklahaa City, Oklahama
Preston G. Gaddis II, Attorney

DE HAVULAND AIRCRAFT OF CANADA CURP; Ontario, Canada
M. F. Mrrithew, Product Marketing Manager
Walter Craig, Director, Sales Financing

DGA nM ONATIaQL, INC: Washington, D. C.
David Bron im, Vice President
Langhorne Bnd, Consultant
Howard S. Goldberg, Vice President

DLa CAPITA L CORPORATION: New York, New York
Edward Sager, Vice President

DWGIAS AnRAFT CO: Long Beach, California
Carlton J. Nathn, Director-Proposals Management& Marketing Planning
Caren Bertino, Director, Cam~rciaI Contracts'

EASTEIW AIRINes, nc: Miami, Florida
Rolf S. Andresen, Vice President & Treasurer

BOLMLEASE -CRPORATICN: New York, New York
Mort Winpie, Senior Vice President

FAIRCHILD SWEARING: San Antonio, Texas
David E. Candler, Vice President Financial Services l

FEDERAL EXPRESS CORPORATION: Miephis, Tennessee
Ronald K. Anderson, Director, A/C Acquisitions & Sales

FILZ AIRCRAFT LEASING INC: McLean, Virginia
Jon J. Prager, President

FINANSSKADIC D1ffNATIC4AL SA, Lux b-urg
Enman Gert, Vice President

FIRST DALLAS LMD: London, United Kingdom
David Griffiths, Executive Director

FLIGHT INW 2NATICIAL, IN1C: Atlanta, Georgia
Mnw J. Adair, Vice President & Controller -- •

THE FIRST TIONAL BANK OF CHICAGO: Chicago, Illinois
John F. Patek, Assistant Vice President
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AIXAPT FINANCING MEI'HCDS

List of Delegates

FaKR AIRCRAFT U. S. A., INC: Arlington, Virginia
Stuart Matthews, President

FaER BV, Netherlands
Dr. B. Wilschut, General Manager of Aircraft

GALLAND, KHARASCH, CALIINS & SHOR, P.C: Washington, D. C.
Morris R. Garfinkle, Esq.-

GENERAL ELCRIC COMPANY: Cincinnati, Ohio
'fanas H. Flood, Manager-Custaoer Sales Financing
J. V. R. Doyon, Manager - CEO Financing & Administration Operation
Tharias E. Wilson, Marketing Manager

GENERAL ELECTRIC CREDIT CORP: Stamford, Connecticut
Richard M. Baudouin, Manager, Air Financing
Wyn Plaut, Markerting Representative

GREYHOUND LEASING & FINANCIAL CORP: Phoenix, Arizona
William J. Tamme, Financial Analyst, International

GEERAL REINSURANCE CORP: Greenwich, Connecticut
Donald Waggcner, Assistant Vice President

GRINDLAYS BANK PIC: London, United Kingdcm
C. W. Poole, Senior Manager
T. C. W. Ingram, Director

GUINNESS PEAT MIDIAND LID: Shannon, Ireland
Robert Blanchett - Managing Director
Coim Barrington, _Managing Director (Designate)

GEO-ENESGY LIMITED: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Thanas F. Bole, Vice President

HAIG1T, GAREtE, POOR & HAVENS: New York, New York
Robert B. Haserotp Partner

HEATHER LFASING COPORATION: New York, New York
Robert E. ltiitehead, Executive Vice President

HILL SAMUML & CC). LD: London, United Kingdn
D. J. E. Longridge, Manager

IBL Ca(IES LM: Ascot, United Kingdu
George Rozwadowski, Leasing Executive

V INIMSLt-RAND FINANCIAL CORP: Montvale, New Jersey
James M. Vandervalk, Director-Lease Financing

INSURED AIFCRAET TI=E SERVICE: Oklahoma Ci y, Oaklahana
Mary Miller, Vice President

INTGRITY AIa.RAFI SALES INC: Ft. Lauderdal.3, Florida
Byron G. Ellison, Executive Vice Pr,.,,ident

INTERNAIONAL AVIATICN DIVISION: New York, New York
Robert P. Runk, Senior Vice President

INERNAICAI LEAS FINANCE CORP: Beverly Hills, California
Keith G. Sutton, Funding Manager
Richard A. Glenn, Project Consultant
Louis L. Gonda, Executive Vice President
Alan H. Lund, Vice President Finance
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AIRRAFT FINANCING METHCDS

List of Delegates

INTENAIONAL AIR LEASES, INC: Miami, Florida
Harry M. Weisberg, Executive Vice President

ITERATICNAL EXECTIVE AIRCRAFT CORP: Purchase, New York
Dennis Germaske, President

INTr==r, DIVISION OF GRI, INC: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
John P. Hakenian, President

I. P. SHARP ASSOCIATES: Rochester, New York
Fletcher W!Iaggart, U. S. General Manager

ITT INDUSTRIAL CREDIT: Great Neck, New York
Eugene F. Clark, Regional Manager

JANNEY M71GC1ERY SCOTT INC: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Jeffrey P. Price, Vice President

JOHN HANCOCK MIJTAL LIFE INSURANCE CO: Boston, Massachusetts
Evans R. Whilby, Investment Officer

JONES, IALDO, HOLBROK & McDONKXXH: Salt Lake City, Utah
Roy Williams, Attorney

KANEMATSU-GOSHO LD: Tokyo, Japan
A. Shibuya, Manager, Aircraft Department

KEPER FINANCIAL SEVICES: Chicago, Illinois
Michael A. W1Namara, Associate Director of Research

KG ALLGH4EIE LEASING: @MGH: ,Munchen, West Germany
K. Fohimeister, Managing Director

LEASE FINANCING CORPOATICN: Radnor, Penns lvania
James C. EZbert, Assistant Vice President

LLOYDS BANK IN7ERNAICNIL LIMITED: New York, New York
* A. M. Cutler, Vice President

LLOYDS BANK ITERNATIONAL: -Loron, United Kingdczu
Tony Denny, Manager, Aircraft Finance

LOCAFRANCE: Paris, France
Yves Guerin, Directeur Adjoint

LOCKRE -GEORGIA CCANY: Marietta, Georgia
F. L. Rooney, Advanced Program Plans

MAkNUM ACCEPTANCES LTD: Marshalltown, South Africa
Jannie C. Fick, Director

MANUFACTURERS HANVER LEASING: New York, New York
Mark Zucker, Vice President

* John L. 0 'Bryan, Leasing Officer
Virginia S. Clark, Project Finance Officer
Marlou Castillo, Assistant Credit Manager
Robert Saunders, Senior Leasing Officer

MARINE MIDLAND BANK, N. A: New York, New York
Charles P. Mancuso, Vice President

V
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AIRCRAFT FINANCING METHW-S-

List of Delegates

MA=TRD LEASING INTERNATIONAL INC: San Francisco, Calif o:ia
Harold K. Criswell, President

MDCINNELL DOUGMAS FINANCE CORP: Long Beach, California
Thanas C. Moore, Assistant Vice President

MELIfN BANK N. A: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
0 Ernest C. Roessler, Vice President

MERRILL LYNCH LEASING: New York, New York
Roy Johnson, Associate
Sandra A. Hodala, Transportation Financing Division
Doug Carleton, Senior Associate
Stephen Bodurtha, Associate

MDIAND BANK LTD: London, United Kingdam
W. A. Cooper, Senior Executive
B. E. Nottle, Manager

MINE LEASING SERVICES LID: London, United Kingdom
R. P. Maughan, Managing Director
P. D. Conroy, Director

MDRGAN GRENIFEL INC: New York, New York
David Henderson, Vice President

NCR CORPORATICN: Dayton, Ohio
Victor M. Hansen, Manager, Business Planning, Transportation Systems

NATICNAL BANK: New York, New York
* Howard Mathiasen, Aice President

NATIONAL LEASING & FINANCE CO: London, United Kingdon
H. E. Kitchner, Director
D. Altschuler, Director

NAITI L EBDIINSER BANK: London, United Kingdan
I. R. Buddell, Manager - Aerospace Section

• NEW ELAND MERCHANTS LEASING: Boston, Massachusetts
Dennis Hanlon, Group Manager

NEW GLAND NATIONAL BANK: Boston, Massachusetts
Michael P. Hart, Assistant Vice President

NISSHO IKI AMERICAN CORP: Los Angeles, California
Yoji Nobunaga, Vice President, Manager, Machinery Department
K. Sotsuka, Manager, Aircraft Department

NORta ROSE BFIERELL & RCME: London, United Kingdom
Sarah Holt, Solicitor

ORICN AIFlYS LTD: Donington
R. Muckleston, Chief Executive

PHILIPPINE AIRLINES: Manila, Philippines
Rafael Igoa, Executive Vice President

PKFinans: Stockholm, Sweden
Lars Isaksson

PRATr & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT: East Hartford, Connecticut
Chatherine M. Banbury
James E. Hunt, Marketing Account Manager
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List of Delegates

MWIU4 ACMP=ES I=: Johannesburg, South Africa
Don Meyer, Director

ROLLS ROYCE INC: New York, New York
E. H. Burgess, Senior Vice President Marketing

ROLlS ROYCE LTD: London, United Kingdam
R. W. Overton, Manager Customer Finance

R. P. MARTIN LEASING LTD: London, United Kingdom.
Peter Jasilkwski, Managing Director
W. D. Ashcraft, Director

S. G. WARBURG & CO. LTD: London, United Kingdam
D. M. M. Beever, Senior General Manager

SAS: Brama, Sweden
Hans E. Westerstad, Director Corporate Insurance & Legal Affairs

SARELCO: Belgium
Mr. Karelle

SEATflE-FIPST NTIONAL BANK: Seattle, Wa-sington
Sibrand S. Jurriaans, Vice President

SECURITY PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL LEASING: Paris, France
Maxime Sadowsky, Vice President

SECURITY PACIFIC LEASING: London, United Kingdom
Michael Percy, Assistant Vice President

SEURITY ,PACIFIC NATIaiAL BANK: London, United Kingdom
J. E. V. Rose, Assistant Vice President

SECURITY PACIFIC INTERNATICNAL LEASING: •Londor, United Kingdom
I. Levack, Senior Vice President

SHALA - SERVICES FOR AGRICULTURE LTD: Tel Aviv, Israel
Israel Efrat, Chaizman of the Board

SHORTS AIRCRAFT: Arlington, Virginia
A. Oakley Brooks, Jnr., Vice President Marketing

SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT: Stratford, Connecticut
Douglas Halley, Chief New Product - Evaluation
Charles J.O'leary, Jr.
Robert Bitar

SHOIGS AIRCRAFT: Arlington, Virginia
A. Oakley Brooks, Jnr., Vice President Marketing

THE SINGER COMPANY: Binghamton, New York
John D. Anderson, Director of Sales

SIMAT, HE-LIESEN , EICHNER, INC: Waltham, Massachusetts
Dr. William J. Duffy, Executive Vice President

SNIAS: Paris, France
Joel le Breton

SOCGEEASE CORPORATION: New York, New York
William Post, Assistant Vice President
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SIANDARD CHARTERED BANK: New York, New York
Bryan A. FitzGerald, Executive Vice President

STEINER FINANCIAL CORPORATION: San Francisco, California
Mark Thickpenny, Marketing Manager
Jim Mitchell, Vice President Finance

SUPERSONIC EXPRESS CORPORATION: New York, New York
William A. Good, President

, INC: Washington, D. C.
Debrah L. Denenark, Financial Analyst

TANOIN & COMPANY: New York, New York
Michael J. Jackson, Vice President

THACHER PROFFITT & WOOD: New York, New York
Stephen T. Whelan, Partner

TIGER EUIOPEAN FINANCIAL SERVICES: Paris, France
Francois Gauchenot, Manager

* TIGER FINANCIAL SERVICES: Chicago, Illinios
John A. Harrison, President
William Suddath, Director, Aircraft Financing
George Pawlus, Associate
Alex Kurland, Associate

TRANS UNIN ASSET MAN2ZEMENT: Foster City, California
* Allen E. Nugent, II, President

David F. Thaipson, Vice President
TRANSAMERICA EQIPMET LEASING: San Francisco, California

Robert D. Myers, Vice President and General Counsel
Jack Goodman
Bob Lindiberg

* TRANSAVIA HOLLAND BV: Netherlands
A. R. Marx, Vice President
B. F. Maas, Controller

7WA, INC: New York, New York
Mary Popper, Senior Attorney

TXL CORPORATION: San Francisco, California.
Mike Buchanan, Executive Vice President

UNION BANK: Los Angeles, California
Norman S. Coker, Vice President
Philip H. Selway, Financial Analyst

UNI'E v&C NCNOGIES CORPORATION: Hartford, Connecticut
Stephen Sohn, Manager, Export & International Project Finance

O X: Puteaux, France
P. Negre, Vice President - Marketing and Scheduling
L. Ragoucy, Finance and Control, Vice President

VERNER, LIIPFERr, BERNHARD & MCPHERSON, Washington, D. C.
Michael J. Roberts, Partner

* VULPAR, INM: Van Nuys, California
Gary G. Harrop, Vice President - Finance
Steve A. Miller,-Attorney
Mike Grella, Marketing Manager
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WESTINGUSE CREDIT CORPORAaTIN: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Robert L. Heath, Manager, Lease Operations

WSAND PLC: Scuerset, United Kingdan
H. P. Stewart, Group Finance Director

WILDE SAP'IE: Iondon, United Kirigdan
* A. S. Miles, Partner

CHARLES F. W=lLS CO: Seattle, Washington
Charles F. Willis III, President

CHAKME F. W=lLS CO: Middlesex, United Kingdczu
M. E. W. Sison, Director - Europe and Middle East

XEFZX CRDIT CORPRA~TICR1: Greenwich, Connecticut
41 Jaires P. Dugan, Jr., Vice President

ZLXXERT, SCCXIT & PASENBEIER: Washington, D. C.
Ralph L. Kissick, Esq.
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AIR PANAMA: Panama
Desiree Clarence Maruuez, Finance Director

ALITALIA AIRLINES: Rcme, Italy
V.Franco

AMSTERDAM-ROITERDAM BANK NV: Amsterdam, Netherlands
G.Kuijper, Manager

BABCOCK & B]O: New York, New York• Jim Fantaci, Partner
BANQUE NATIONALE DE PARIS: Paris, France

Peter Tambosi, Manager, Aerospace Division
CITIBANK: New York, New York

Frederick W.Bradley, Senior Vice ?resident
J. Keith Crews, Vice President

EMERY FINANCIAL SERVICES: Greenwich, Connecticut
Roger Pritchard, Vice President
Louis B. Seibel, Vice President
Michael J. Gray, Vice President

EMERY WORLDWIDE: Wilton, Connecticut
Dennis M. McCarthy, Senior Vice President & Chief Financial Officer
Richard P.Wooster, Vice President and Treasurer
Arthur C. Fencht_ Jr, Senior Vice President
Daniel J. M ealey, Vice President

ICC - ITRNAIALE COMIV E & CONSULTANCY GmbH: Hamburg, W. Germany
Herr Grutke-
Ulrich Schroegr President
Herr Fels

... Thaas H.E. Godehus
I. P. S Toronto, Canada

Ian Sharp, President
KIAM AIRLINES: Amsterdam, Netherlands
P. C. W. Alberda van Ekenstein

LADCEO AIRLINE: Santiago, Chile
Marcela Bercovich, Finance Vice President

PRC SPEAS: Lake Success, New York
William H. Bath, Director, Technical Services

SPANNO CORPORATION: Melville, New York
Jerry Silverman, Vice President

THE FIRST T ANK OF BOSION: Boston, Massachusetts
William P.Finan,3Vice President
Paul F.HardizanBirst Vice President
Patrick T.K -an Officer
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AMRO BANK: Amsterdam, the Netherlands
Gerben Kuyper - International Corporate Accounts

BANKERS TRUST CCMPANY: New York, New York
James J. Conroy - Vice President -

BENESCH, FRIEDLANDER, COPLAN & ARONOFF: Cleveland, Ohio
Thomas Ford - Attorney at Law

CHASE CCMMERCIAL CORPORATION: Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey
Paula J. Jachno - Second Vice President - Liaison Officer

CHEW2O INTERNATIONAL LEASING: New York, New York
John Baring - Vice President

CITICORP INDUSTRIAL CREDIT, INC.: Harrison, New York
Jon S. Pospisil - Account Officer

DEVELOPMENT FINANCE CORPORATION OF NEW ZEALAND: New Zealand
Richard A. Glenn - Projects Controller
Keith G. Sutton - Funding Manager

FIRST INTERSTATE BANK: Los Angeles, California
D. Paul Nilbarger - Vice President

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF BOSTON: Boston, Massachusetts
Richard H. Hawkins - Assistant Vice President
John L. Tierney - Assistant Vice President
IBL (BV)
J.N. Sharman

INTERNATIONAL EXECUTIVE AIRCRAFT CORPORATION: Purchase, New York
William Bond Elliott - Chairman of the Board
LICO: Madrid, Spain
Tomas Perez Ruiz - Director General

* NATIONAL WESTMINSTER BANK LIMITED: London, England
Robert Currie - Senior Manager

ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL: Tulsa, Oklahaa
W.W. Schaefer - Manager

HAPAG-LLOYD FUJG LEGAL COUNSEL:
Werner Schierk
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